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fosfolroslasins exeendingereindingextendingexE fromending 1920 to
the present located in the latterdaylatter saintday church
historianshistorianhistoriants officets in salt lake city

4 books and articles on specific problems relating to the
mormon church in the netherlands

5 journals of mission presidents and missionaries and taped
interviews with eyewitnesseseye pertainingwitnesses to specific
problems and development in the mission

the library of the historians office at the church headquarters

in salt lake city was the chief source of information on the history of

mormon activity in the netherlands here mission records have been

x

andend doctrine

PREFACE

inasmuch as the dutch are a part of the church of jesus christ

of latterdaylatter saintsday in europe a written history of mormonism would

not be complete without including the church in the netherlands

the writer made a careful study of the available material

pertaining to the problem some of the more informative sources

on the history of the mormon church in holland were

19 netherlands mission general historyhiatrshiatushlaHiahis Atrs manuscript in
several large tearyeay folios exesnsing from 184119661841
located

1966
in the latterdaylatter saintday church historians

office in salt lake city

2 the latterdaylatter saintsdazday millennial star and derper ajsterjsterster
containing 0maapronouncements

oman
on church programs ancnioctrine

news of emigrant companies correspondence and annual
statistical reviews complete sets are available at both
the church historians office and the brigham young
university library

3 netherlands mission quarterly reportereportreports A manuscript in
several largelafgeladge sooselooseoose leaiealehrlebr folios
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assembled the brigham young university library at provoprove utah was

also very useful in providing many books and articles containing

information relating to the mormon church in holland

the purpose of this work is to summarize the history of the

netherlands mission from its beginning in 1861 to 1966 and to give

an account of the proselyting activities of the mormon missionaries

and the effects of their message on the growth and development of

the mission and the church in holland

xi
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lsamuelsemueljsamuel

rijkdijk dgr nederlandernederlandginederlandenNederlandNeder orgilanden kingdom of the netherlands the word

netherlands means ow countriescountriesw

large portions of the country lie below sea levels need for

land gives impetus to dike building and water drainage from the cutoffcut

areas

off

in memory of their struggle with the sea the dutch coined a

saying god created the water but the dutch created the land

A poet has described holland asaassas4ast

A

f

country that draws fifty feet of water
in which manmen live as in the hold of nature
and when the sea does inan upon them break
and drowns a province
does but spring a leak 2

holland is one of the most densely populated countries in the

worldworlds since 1900 the population has risen from 52 million inhabiinhabifinnabiin

tants

habishabif

to 122 million in 1966 or 94191gwi persons per square mile by

samuel van volkinburgvalkinburgVolkin andburg uoneonwonbon kaskelineKas thekellnekeline Netherlandnetherlandsmnetherlandsg
colliers encyclopedialacyclopld crowell collier and macmillanMacmec inclneMinanminen 1966
XVII 313

he latterdaydaydey saints millejnnial star liverpool XXIXXXDC

january iiereaterhweaeriierilerllerhah7 citedeaTer1867 as millearmiMille starirmiarmi
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CHAPTER I1

historical REVIEW OF christianity IMIN THE

netherlandsNETHFDS

troductionintroductionductiontraductiontro j the 5ggx
the netherlands is a small kingdom lying on the north sea in

north western europe its official name in the dutchbatchbateh language is
konarikkonlrik
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2

1970 the population should reach 13 million holland is therefore

confronted with housing employment and land reclamation problems

As a possible solution the government is encouraging emigration3emigration

thesherhe

3

people call themselves netherlandersnetherlanders but are knownknow by

englishspeakingenglish countries as the dutch waw4

an index to the character of life intinyin modemmodern holland can be

seen in the fact that 0 of the housewives have a vacuum cleaner

and only 35& a refrigerator its fleet of bicycles is second

numerically in the world compared with other countries holland

is poor n automobiles there is only one to every 33 inhabitants 5

christianity reaches holland0Hollandhollanda

the beginning of dutch civilizationcivilisation coincided with the dawn

of the christian era christianity however was not preached inim

the netherlands until three centuries after the death of christ

during the ministry of jesus christ in palestine the romans began

to occupy and to colonize the low counidescounipescountkrbsCoun theyipes invaded the

digest j the kingdom the netherlands the hague
Nherlandsetherlandsnetherlandset government omation3hormationovation serviceserceseree1

p 5

the term dutch is derived from an old germanic word
meaning people 0

news digest from holland the netherlands informationInfo
service

mationnation
july 19 39663.966

the word holland is never used by the dutch as a reference
to the netherlands it applies to only two of the eleven provinces
of the kingdom however hollandholland11 willvm be used in this paper interc-
hangeably with the word N netherlandsetherlandsnetherlandsherlandset tt

speaking 4

70

3

netherlantfgovzezmeuzme tn 1963 64 v 57
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netherlands under the command of drusus stepson of emperor augustus

and maintained power until the 4thath century 7

the roman occupation facilitated the spread of christianity

because they built roads and bridges that made travel easier how-

ever the christian religion did not come from rome butbatbabbub from greece

the founder of the first bishopric in the netherlands was an

armenian named servatius he lived for forty years among the dutch

first at tongeren and then at maastricht servatius died in 384

everedwreveredreveredwr as a holy man by his converts w his preaching marked the

first known introduction of christianity in hollandshoiho3hoa maastrichtland is
credited as the first christian community 6

A century after the death of servatius the franks in southern

holland were converted to christianity in 496 king clovisclevis accepted

baptism As a matter of course the example of the king was law to

his followers9followers

the

9

conversion of clovisclevis was a signal triumph for the christian

church since the church won thereby the protection of a powerful

ruler who had unified the franks christianity among the franks

came from rome

it was the policy of the early church to christianize

7peterlpeter brecklayerbricklayerBrec hollandsklayer house haarlem jon schedeenschedeBh

and sons 1939i1939v P 11

adriaan J barnouw the pageant of netherlands historykistory
new york tongmansyongmansTong greenmans and co 19527 P

9adriaan J barnouw the making jof modern holland new york
W W norton and co 1944 i7l3

3
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4

heathen beliefs
pope gregory instructed its the churches missionaries not
to destroy but to transform what was pagan inherited rites
and practices that werewene dear to their converts were given a
new religious content groves and wellsweilswelis and hllltopshilltopshlll wweawetops
ancient deities used to be worshipped were rededieated to
christian saints 10

presently some of the oldest churches in the netherlands

stand on sites which were originally the scenes of pagan ceremonies

before the advent of the christian missionaries 313

the

1

frisian in the north remained pagan until 700 A D

when willibrord a native of northumbrianorthumbrianNorth successfullyumbria introduced

christianity among them early pagan resistance to christianity

was illustrated by king radbodsradbodfs reluctance to accept it before

his baptism he asked willibrord where hisUs dead forefathers were

willibrord replied in hell with all other unbelieversbelieversun

ao dp

P wwwav MW

lobarnouw1obarnouwlO theBarnouw pageant of netherlandstfaerlds history p 700

llibidfohlbid

con-

sequently king radbodradbord decided he would rather go to heilhellheirheliheii and be with

his ancestors than dwell with the little starveling band of christians

in heaven t afterwards he attempted to destroy the churches and to

experexpeu christianity for his kingdom

after the death of radbodradbord willibrord resumed his missionary

work under the protection of charles martel he destroyed pagan

images and founded churches in northern holland soon afterwards

he was consecrated bishop of allaliail the frisian thus rose the
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relrei ous freedonfreedtogfreedombreedom

during the protestant reformation john calvincalv exertedln a

profound influence on the dutch mind this resulted in the founding

of the calvinist reformed church in holland14hollands4hollandsrHollandHollands

dutch

4

calvinism appears to have originated in france about the
middlemiddie of the sixteenth century by way of belgium when the
first ecclesiastical organ of the reformed religion of the
netherlands was set upoup

theehe
m

historian Is

mnoMWO

14bartholomew14 landheerbartholomew the netherlands los angeles and
berkely university of californlzcalifornia 193 P 34

apaulmpaulopaul zumthergumtherZum dailydallydaliyther life in rembrandtsbrandtsRem holland new yorkyorks
the macmillan co

awseawsm

episcopate of utrecht 12

later st boniface thebhe germangernan apostle was murdered nearneadneed

dokkumrokkum friesland in 755 A D this was the last outbreak of

resentment against christianity in the netherlands christianity

was thus established in the low countries 3

jaj& dutch reformreformed church and figs Freedllytog

during the war of liberation
calvinism acted as a powerful inspiration and was an important
factor in the final success

to settle religious questions a national synod convened at

dordrechtdordxechtDorddoyd inrecht 1618 after one hundred and fiftyfourfifty sessionsfour the

doctrinal position of the dutch reformed church was decided

this synod of dort has been calledcaned the first protestant

ecumenical council the convocation brought unity among the

john lothrop motley the rise j the dutch republic new yorkyorki
harper and brothersbrowBrot 1855herst v I1it 3t henry smtthsmithS ilamsiliiamsiiamswiliiams
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PLATE I1

the synod of dordrechtDord 1618recht

courtesy of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsday historians
office salt lake city utah
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7

dissident factions of the reformed church

the synod also did a greatgroatgraat deal to improve popular education

and ordered a new translation of the bible the newnow translation

which is called the statesgeneralhstatesStatesestates versionversionwversionsGeneral is still the popular

bible used in holland by 1651 the reformed church achieved the

status and power of a state church 17

after a long struggle for national independence against the

french and spanish the netherlanders established the kingdom of

the netherlands A constituent assembly met on march 29 1814 in the

new church in amsterdam and adopted a constitution the constitution

prescribed that the king be a member of the reformed church however

it was not intended that an official state religion be established

therefore the constitution provided for reedomwfreedomfreedomwf of religious

worship and guaranteed equal protection for all religious deno-

minations

in 1848 the constitution underwent a revision emphasis was

given the principle of church and state separation the revised

constitution also prescribed equality of religious denominations

however all public religious services were restricted to buildingsbunbuU

and

dings

enclosed places 0

since the constitutionsconstitution adoption the netherlands has been

noted for religious freedom in 1966 approximately 40 of the

population were members of the reformed churchChu androh about the same

william griffes young peoples history holland boston
and newnow yorkyorksyorki houghton ken andco7and 190co pe9 2551903t7im

landheer

72317

the mehtemejteerilwds ppap 71 92 and 108

18

17william Y people s of
Y

18l&ndheer netherlands
4001mwomo aa4a

17



rhethe church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday purports to
be a establishmentreestablishmentre of the original church founded in newnow testament
times nobnot an offshootoff orshoot protestant faction from the romanromm catholic
church hereafter the terms mormon churchy latterdaylatter saintday churchchurchy
restored churchy and the church willwm be used interchangeably to denote
this church

mhowho

8

percentage were roman catholicscatholic this left about 20 ho had no

church affiliation the trend since world war II11 ha been an in-

crease in the catholic church membership and no church affiliation 7

with the official introduction of religious freedomfreedo the

stage was set for the introduction of the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday in holland 20

in 1930 364 percent of the population were membersembersii of the
roman catholic churchechurch 439419 percent were affiliated with various
branches of the reformed church and 144 percent had no church affil-
iations in 1947194 the percentages were respectively 385 41 and 17
amry vandenbosch dutch foreign policy since 1815 the hague
herlandsnetherlandsmetMot 19597ttl4o1959 po 1400

20the

has
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19jn
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CHAPTER II11

rheTHBTHE OPENING OF THE netherlandssetheNETHE MISSIONMANDS

orson clydesllydes sb

0 J

the first missionary to carry the message of the restored

church to the netherlands was orson hyde he had been called on

a mission to jerusalem in april 1801840 he journeyedjouni througheyed holland

in june 1841 on his way to palestine while in rotterdam he visited

a jewish rabbi to whom he explained the object of his trip to the

holy land and also testified of the gospel in a letter to joseph

ark 1615

an2anaan elder is an office in the melchizedek or higher priesth-
ood in the churchchurche

doctrine and covenants133s8

andrew jenson encyclopedic history of the church of jesus
christ C latterdayday fesees seltsaltsett lake ity tseseretTSeseret

jesus ghrist of latter
day saints B H roberts ed isidistdudaisadadz edtedl rev salttaketalrwtazeSalTsele rtateTaKe tesereeteseretTe bookseret
co 196ot9t5s5t IV

Os visit to holland

obedient to the mandate of jemisjesus christ to go into all the

world and preach the gospel to every creaturescreaturewcreature the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday has been from its beginning a missionary

churchy shortly after its founding a revelation emphasizedemphasis that

elders2 be sent on missions to ah nations of the worldworlds

send forth the elders of aymy church unto the nations which are
afar off unto the islands of the seasedosevose sendwo forth unto foreign
lands callcailcalia upon all nationnations

church 1

s

4

OWN me- n 111 1

mark

3doctrine covenants 1 1330 8
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hieeshimesliebs

5timesrimesstimes and

I1 soon obtained th publication of five hundred
copiescoples of bhethe address and left one at bhethe hormhornhomm of the rabbi
he being absent from honehome I1 did not segsee him

aim7im vement

10

smith elder hyde mentioned his discussion with the rabbirabbisrabbit

I1

anaaa

boldtoldboid

address

hinhim

to

the

the

rabbi

hebrews

thatthet

was

I1

the

had

first

written

mormon

m

publication

address

in

to

the

the

dutch

hebrews

language

and

however

was

it

about

was

procurring

intended

sic

only

its

for

publication

the

in

jewish

his

people

own

it

language

is

dutch

unknown

and

who

when

translated

completed

the

I1

pamphlet

would

from

leave

english

him

to

a

dutch

apyary

elder hyde probably had someone do it since he did not

speak dutch 0 this tract written by orson hyde was the first non

english tracttract19 published for the churchychurch he7 remained in rotterdam

for a week and then traveled to amsterdam where he again tlsited a

jewish rabbi

I1 remained in amsterdam only one night and a part of two days
I1 called on the president rabbi here but he was gonegme from home
I1 left at his house a large number of the new addresses for
himself and his people

shortly after this orson hyde departed for germany neither

the impact of his visit nor of his pamphlet on holland is known

while latterdaylatter saintday elders occasionally visited hollandhoi after1andband

orson hyde visit it is not known that any attempt was made to

times emd seasons II11 october 15 1841 570

marvin

mommukwan

hill an historical study of the life of orson hyde
early momonmormonnomon missionary and apostle from 180518521805 unpublished1852
masters thesis dept of religion brigham young university 1955
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swaswosma the low countries waited anothermother twenty years

until anymy real proselyting work commenced

call sandjanddand arrivaljri

I1 I1

andend ariski

31

preach monismmomonismmormoniswoMormonimanismnanismmoronismMo

SH sagjag firstmgt missionariesggijlssg
the year 1861 marked the beginning of several vital events

the overland telegraph line was completed abraham lincoln was

inaugurated presidentPresid ofwt the united statesstatestetes and the civil war began

this same year the netherlandsmotherlands abandoned slavery in the dutch west

indies

during that memorable year two elders from utah landed at

rotterdamrotterdamsbotterRotter amedams wiegerwiegers van der woude a frisianpr originallyisianislan from

franckerfranekerFra netherlandsneker y and paul august schettler a gormanGQCTIXgerman elderkiderelded

van der woude had been set apart by apostle wilford woodruffwoodru on

april 1 1861 to preach toin the herlandsnetherlandssotMot A horbhortshorthoetshorbshodt time later
april 21 1861 elder schettler was missionedcosamissionedcomissionedmissionedcommissionedcosaco by john taylor

also an apostle they left salt lake city on the 26th of april

they crossed the plamosplatosplains with a church sponsored wagon train and

sailed aboard the S S etnaetna11 arriving in rotterdam on august at5i5t

1861 9

paul schettler had emigrated to the united states in 1859

he joined the church in newmewnow york city in 1860 and soon afterward

immigrated to utah 10

netherlands mission history MSS 1861 P in historianshistorianhistoriants
office

ts
church

ry
of

9

jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday salt lake city
utah hereafter cited as mission history

seeswe PLATS II11il page 12
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PLATE II11

PAUL AUGUST SCHETTLERSCKER

he presided over the netherlands mission from 186118621861 he1862 and anne
wiegers van der woude were the first to officially commence proselyting
work among the dutch schettlerschattler was bornbom on august 13 182 at
neuwiedneuwienNeu nearwied coblenycoblenzCob prussialeny he emigrated to the united states in
1856 where he joined the church in newnow york he was baptized by
george Q cannon in 1860 he arrived in rotterdam on august 5 1861
accompanied by A VW van der woude later he was transferred to
switzerland where he remained until 1864 he was treasurer of salt
lake city for twenty years in 1872182187 schettler visited holland as a
member of the palestine party enan route to the holy land in july
1874184ibb he suffered a stroke which disabled him he died on november 3
1884

1827
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anne wiegers van der woude evidently was the first netherlands

convert to the church though not living in holland at the timeame he

joined in 1852 while employed as a shipbuilder in cardiffCar walesdAff

accompanied by his wife and three ildrenchildrenlidrenoh he sailed from liverpool

in january 1853 for the new worldsworidell11

first missionaryMissio fortseffortsnymnIMnew

after spending a week in rotterdam elders schettler and

vd woude separated van der woude went to amsterdam and schettler

to zeist near utrecht to visit relatives because of newspaper

opposition elder schettler was unsuccessfulunsuccessf in his attempt to convert

his relatives

in a fewrew days acterafter I1 had preached to them a little of ouroud
doctrines they found out thabthatwhat I1 hadhed become a maraonmoraonMo thoughraonnmanaman
I1 hadhed neverneved mentioned the wordwond and it was veryvedy difficult to
prevail uponapon themthen to listen to sound reasoning fromfron that veryvedy
hour because their minds had beanbeen prejudiced against us to a
greabgreat extentextant through the reading of the mostnost vilevlie and slandering
reports in dutch and german newspapers 12

he spoke to his relativistrelatives1relativestrelativesrelatdelat preacher1ivessivest and other learned neninani

who knewknow him personally they all were convinced of the integrity

of his purpose in holland but believed he was deluded and a fanatic w

because he had no literature about the church eiderelder schettler wrote

to basel switzerlandswitzerlandfor forfod some books and pamphlets in german after

andrew jensondensonjensan armeazmeacme wiegers van der woudenwoudew la
glgj s0 B H roberts jl cjgmjprgfaensive

history C the church salt lake citescitys deswetdesmet awsmws presst90 9
V 02

12mmennial12m3lllmial Ssbarstar XXIII septembersepteaibepseptmber 2323. 1861 61
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receiving them he left zeist and went to amsterdam to work with

van der woudenwonder

while in amsterdam schettler and vd woude met a mr meyerselmeyersemeyerleMeheyMey

who

yerseerselerbelerbet

introduced them to two private societies of biblebibie readersreeders after

speaking to thenthemwhen eiderelder schettler gave them a pamphlet entitled

authenticity of the book of mormon which he hadhed translated into

the dutch language no further mention is made of this pamphlet

coincident with these missionaries effort to proselyte in

amsterdam cirgymeno3nymen aroused opposition they went about warning the

people not to converse with the horrible MormormansnonsmonsnansmansomonsO who were trying

to seduce the people l1

first sofigssfig
on the 21st of august elder vd woude left amsterdam to

introduce the message of the restoration to his relatives in

workum friesland his preaching there caused imichmuch excitement

among the people and the ecclesiastical authorities soon afterward

he went to leeuwardenLeeuw butarden did not remain long because he was opposed

by the clergy on the grounds of polygamy then he went to dokkumrokkum

to contact relatives again

while in dokkumrokkum he preached in a farmers barn which was

very crowded with people among them were the first converts to

the church in the Netherlandnetherlandssnetherlands

13ibjd13jbido

bid141bid141lwi november 16 186118630 60

woude 13

14

sms
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1863o 760860
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eldereiderkider hettlerschettlerSa continued to proselyte in amsterdam and on

december 239 1861 he baptized three converts one of these was

hendrikhandrik van shootensteetenstooteneetenSt whoooten was soon ordained to the priesthood and

performed a local mission before emigrating to utah

Hiskisnissiongslongsions

sioslo

rstrat

abeth4beth wolterswaters these were the first converts to the church in the

netherlandshorlandsherlandsnetNot 17

or

animationanization orthe birstfirst branchbrench wand
flbmbji

by may 10 1862 fourteen converts had been baptized in amsterdam

therefore 9 the first branch of the church was organized in holland

though the elders encountered diverse kinds of opposition to

their labors in disseminating the principles of the gospel aw9w the

proselyting work and the branch in amsterdam progressedfavorablyprogressedwfavorablyprogressed favorably

15

rheythey reltfeltreit veryvevy giadglad to hear me the people and wanted me to
preach on thebhe next sunday again in another barnbernbenn near to broekbrock
by akkerwoftde sic where was a large congregation of people
this opened my way and I1 baptisedbaptizedbapti aneoneoedsed man and two womenwoman

the earliest church membership records indicateindi thatcateoate the first
converts lived at broekbrockbrook near akkerwoudeakkerwoudsAkker awoude tillage under the monicimunwun

pality

icim

of dantumadealDantuma frieslandFrideal 16osland on october 11 1861 vd woude
A i & ita iu 4 A

baptized garrit WV van der woude baldinabandina van der woude potgieterpotgiiter and

eliiabeth

the first year ended with six members and two missionaries

jslfm r
0 r3t

19

bdgar lyon and marks in the netherlands missionemissionwMissio thenw
improvement braees XXXIX septemberseptembersSep 19361936ttembert 5546
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site where the first baptisms were performed in holland on october 1
1861 the first baptisms were administered by kimeaimeannekimb wiegers van der
woudewoade near broekbrook in the province of friesland

the place at which the baptisms were performedinperformperformed thein socalledso
soekeriesookeriejookerieSoeSoo

called
waschkeriekerlekarie is located in the body of water to the right not

far past the point of land

edin
sos
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effooffortsarts

altaft rar9

slosiowiy unroughthrough

the efforts of the first missionaries however the dutch seemed

reluctant to accept their message elder vdYA woude attributed

their reluctance to false rumorrumors t

mission historyHi 1863toxy Ts bilaanbipaanbiuBip missionpaisvaispalsaan presidentsionslon was
john L smithesmiths 9

srwatw

17

inyme september 1862 paul schettlerSe transferredhettler to baseilbaselybasell switzerland

so he could assist the booleanboropeanboopeansorBorsar missionopean president he had labored

most faithfullyfaithfully19 in the netherlands as the first president of the

mission

anne vd woude remained in hollandrolland and continued his

missionary efforts until june 1 1863.1863 then he returned to america

bakingtakinglaking two emigrants with himshimhime

apparently paul hettlerschettlerSe returned to holland after vd woude 2

departure and continued missionary work until about novembervemberHo of that
year he was assisted in his efforts by the europeanyurBur missionopean president

and a local missionary they extended their efforts from amsterdam

to gorlnchemgorinchemGorin leeuwardenleouwardentLeeuwchenchemohen rotterdamarden werkendamwerkendsmWerken anddaMdan heukelom they

succeeded in baptizing twelve converts in november these missionaries

apparently left holland and returned to switzerland the local

missionary emigrated to america 20 paul schettler returned to america

on march 3 1864 from switzerland

there were thirtythreethirty membersthree of the church in holland at

the close of 1863 once the missionaries left holland no replacementreplacimmit

arrived until a year later

receptivity jgf the peoplepeoglepeagle

missionary

eemWOMeeg

work iain holland though slowly

197jaj6

mostfaithfullyo

v d

effortsuntil

woudels

WOWNWk

progressed

rumoratw

20xission T aan

19

qtozy arn
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therothere arearb manymeny honestheartedhanesthonest peoplehearted in this country who areargerg
seeking afterertererber the truth bubbut owning to the prevalence of falsefelsefeise
reports concerning Mormonismmormonism1 and the mormw it is diffi-
cult to make much progress21progress

eiderelder

21

schettler concluded that people9speoplepeoples aversion to their

message was due to tradititraditionttraditions

the national character of the dutch is to stick to the traditions
of their fathers more than other nations 9 and this spirit is
manifested in allaliail their customs and fashions 22

the first missionaries to the netherlandsmotherlands concentrated their

activities in four of the eleven provinces apparently they did so

in an effort to contact relatives and to remain in largely populated

areas their greatest success was in amsterdam

knowledge of mormonismmormonism19 proceededprece theeded arrival of these

missionaries in the netherlands six years before organizedorgani missionarysedbed

work commenced in holland a dutch book entitled hi rtor jf stoe in

and the adventures jf the mormons was published it24 was an mitimormonantimmomonmitiantim

book

GOOMMA
MomonMormon

how

WWWWW

widely

I1

read
no

this
0

book became is not known but it did

represent the common prejudice and unwillingness of the people to

listen to the message of the restored church when the first mission-

aries arrivedarrianniannl invedvod the preface the author stated

allail that is strange and uncommon in the balance of americanAmeraner sectsicanioanloan
is brought together in monismmomonismmoronismMo based on a palpable deception
this religious denomination which only twentyfivetwenty yearsfive ago
consisted of but six members has developed into a well organizedorgani

iailemiial

zedsed

star XXIH septembersseptemberseptembera 21 1861 60
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apparently to the dutch mormonismvmonaonism11 was a preyprosy of lieslies11llesiles and

deception

protyprety

mangmeng

ideaseideasq

20

religious body that at present has branches allailali over the world
and a membership of 300

the first missionaries were quick to learn this as did

their colleagues for many years after the opening of the mission

this was perhaps one of the major reasons iy the missinnarymissimarymissionarymissinmissi worknarymarynartmady

progressed slowly in holland for the first twankytwantytwonty years

the first emigrants

after the departure of paul schettler in november 1863 no

missionary from zion labored in the netherlands for a year during

this interlude however local members succeeded in interesting a

small religious seetsectseat called new lighters or zwijndrecht brotherhood

in the message of mormonism w about fifty of them joined the church

A nonmormonnonnono scholarmormon observed

dutch interest in the mormons began first among the religious group
called the zwijndrecht brotherhood so named from zwijndrechtzwijndreeht near
rotterdam they were shippers of turf day laborers and
vendors of matches they had little education and they were
inured to hard labor the members of the brotherhood studied
communism based partly on acts as2s 44044 these people were given to
exposition of biblical prophetic passages equalitarian socio-
logical conceptsoon andoepts some vaguely pantheistic ideas and they
were skeptical of theological learning

shortly after the conversion of the new lighters to the mormon

church they emigrated to utah they left as a group on june 1 1864

these emigrants constituted the first company of dutahdutch converts to

mission history w 18551655

5henry2frqwyahenry2 S lucas dutch immigrant mgggirs landjand related writingswritinses
assenassens van goroum and co 1955 po 39

Aav4v

300000

why
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organizationorgimiigatimgrganization of the mission

in november 1864 joseph weilerwellerwedler arrived toin rotterdam from

america the presidencyofpresidency of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

sent him to the netherlands to preside over the mission on

his arrival he found twentyfivetwenty membersfive of the churchchurchy at this

time there were three local elders 9 and one ordained teacher in the

priesthood

upon weileswellesWeilkellkeli arrivalerts in the netherlands holland became a

separate mission the netherlands from 1861 to 1864 was a part of

the swiss 9 italian and german mission however on november 1 1864

the branches of the church in the netherlands were detached and

organisedorizanizedorganizedoriganizedorgani intosedbed the netherlands mission

A furtherfarther change occurred on january 31 189118910 belgium which

previously had been a part of the swissgermanswiss missiongerman was transferred

to the netherlands mission german speaking elders had labored in

belgium for twentyfivetwenty yearsfive however since most of the people spoke

french or flemish work in german was difficultdifficulty for this reason

belgium became a part of the netherlands mission

thirtyfourthirty membersfour composing the belgium branches were trans-

ferred to the netherlandsnetherlannetherlain mission subsequently the mission was

belgbeig

kate baB carter our pioneer heritage VIII salt lake city
daughter of utah pioneerpioneersst 965 &222e

andrew jansonjensonjensJOnS encyclopedic&molp00 historya jeishisels theof church j jesus
christ of latterdaydaydey saints salt lake
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remdeg

belgbeig

beigbelg missionsmission t2028

missionarymissionarmissionalMiss effortsionar j belgium

misch markowmarkov a serbian introduced thetitstite message of the

restored churchchurch91 to belgium in 1888 markow was a convert to the

mormon church in constantinople turkey he arrived in antwerp

belgium in september and became acquainted with a family named

esselman who later joined the mormon church through this family

a number of others were converted before returning to his native

country markow reported his labors in antwerp to the presidency of

the swissgermanswiss missiongerman he also guestedsuggestedggested that missionaries be

sent to belgium

after the departure of markow threethreemissionariesmissionaries arrived in

antwerp and in two months baptizedbapti eightysedeed converts these mission-

aries established branches of the latterdaylatter saintday church in liege

brussels and antwerpAnt ac2c29werpworp

belgium intermittently constituted a part of the dutch mission

until february 24 1924

when the french mission was organized in october 1912 the

belgian branches located at liege seraingseraingoraingserainySesedaSera verviewsverviensVeringo andviews brussels

were transferred to form a part of the new mission at that time one

hundred and seventynineseventy membersnine were transferred tofcotcotto the french

mission historyhistorys14 january 31 189118910

rank29iprank I1 kooynankooymangkooymansKooynooy liegenaneangmang conference historykisboKisto MSSryg p 3 in
church Historianhistorians office of church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
salt lake city see map II11 psaintlosaintso dijiij

22

renamed the netherlandsbelgiumnetherlands belgium
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mission 3

when world war I1 broke out the latterdaylatter saintday church closed

the french mission on may 15 1914 the flemishspeakingflemish partspeaking of the

belgian branches were annexed to the rotterdam district atkt this time

with the approval of the first presidency the netherlands belgium

mission was renamed the netherlands mission

after the war on august 20 1923 at a meeting of mission

presidents and conference district presidents it was decided to

reorganize the french mission consequently the swiss french andyandgand

the liege conferences districts were united and placed under one

president the purpose of this move was to facilitate the opening

of the new branches in switzerlandswitzerlat prancefrancepraneefranceanefranceandand belgium

later at a conference in liege on february 24 192419249 the

french mission was again officially organized the belgium branches

again passed from the jurisdiction of the netherlands mission to the

french mission 31 there was a tacit understanding however that the

flemishspeakingflemish partspeaking of belgium was still a part of the netherlands

mission32Mission

the

32

major impact of belgium on the netherlands mission was

that it required the missionaries to learnleam to speak flemish and

french in addition to speaking dutch

30lbid30ibid30

netherlands311inetherlands

Ibid

mission quarterly report if august 20 1923 in
historians office church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday salt
lake city hereafter cited as quarterly reportreporto ll11

327ranktrank I1 kooyman antwerp conference history MSS p 4 in
church historians office of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints
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the greatest difficulty which the brethren find in laboring n
belgium is theyretheye unable to speak the languages spoken there
french wallon and flemish the latter however is merely a
dialect of the dutch language differing from this perhaps as
much as norwegian from danish 33

the first conferences j holland

when joseph weiler arrived in the netherlands in 1864 he

was unable to do missionary work for several months due to illness

after his recovery he commenced to contact the members and to find

new investigators

he received instructions from the mormon european mission

president to find capable men and to ordain them as local mission-

aries to preach to a people who lay in darkness and in the

shadows of death 3

obedient to these instructions weiler requested peter lammers

of amsterdam to come into the ministry and travel with him to preach

the gospel

joseph weiler ordained lammers an elder at the first regular

conference of the church in the netherlands it was held on october 22

1865 at gorinchemGorin inchem a school building at this time there were three

organized mormon branches or churches via amsterdam rotterdam

and gorinchemGorin atchem the conclusion of the conference four persons were

baptized35baptized

mission

35

history december 11 1893

journal of joseph weiler october 14 1865 p 31 in church
historians office of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
salt lake city

ibid october 22 1865 ppo 34
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weiler proselytedproselyter three years 1864186186418671864 18671862 in186 holland during

which time he baptized twentysixtwenty convertssix furthermore during

his presidency the netherlands became an officialoffinoffil missioncialelalelai of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsSaday ilitslitts

furth erinorefinore
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CHAPTER III111ili

difficulties AND opposition encounteredENCO BYMITERED THE

netherlands MISSION

difficulties encountered j the missionaries

duringdaringdarlng the first five years of missionary work several factors

impeded the growth of mormonismMonnon inism the netherlands the difficulties

stemmedsterned primarily from the law difficulties in learning the language

adjustment to dutch customsand lack of church literature

leal problems in 1866 joseph weiler reported that the aw

of the land represented an almost insurmountable problem to the growth

of the mission

we find it very difficult to obtain a suitable place to hold
meetings even by paying for it we would willingly occupy the
public squaressquarest and even the street to sound the words of life
but the laws are so stringent in this so called christian land
that all religious worship is confined within the walls of a
house and when we officiate in the ordinances of the gospel by
baptizing menmannen and women after repentance we must seek the
shades of night for the solemn occasion if we should presume
to worship our god in the open air we would subject ourselves
to a heavy fine or confinement and servitude within the walls
ofora a prison 1

languagelan and customs other factors that deterred the growth

of mormon missionary work were the difficulties in studying the

trangestrangeIt language and adjustment to peculiar customs A amissionarymissionary

millennial star XXVIII december 22 1866 815
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complained

the pioneers of the gospel in this land have had a great deal to
contend with first a strange language to acquire a language
that is almost wholly without literature and so far as any
apparent future benefits concerned totally devoid of interest

for outside of holland the dutch is scarcely ever spoken
secondly to adapt themselves to customs entirely different
from those that they have been accustomed to for instancesinstance to
make a meal from a dish of conglomerated sourcroutsour andcrout potatoes
chopped wheat breadbroad buttermilk pop etc it is true that such
matters are not of much importance yet they all help to make up
the aggregate of trials 2

lack literature another missionary ascribed the missions

slow progress to prejudice arising from false publicity

it is true the prospect before us is not the most flattering in
the world on account of the many obstacles we have to encounter
in a new country being destitute of our books printed in the
language of the nation and the lack of means to bring our do-
ctrines properly before the people plenty of books are published
against us and the public journals are teeming with allali manner of
lies to prejudice the minds of the people against the truth and
like the galileeansgalheeansGalilee ofans old we are everywhere evily spoken of 3

prejudice against the mormon church became so prevalent that

whenever the word mormonmormont was mentioned the people often refused to

listen any further some priests acquiesced in every principle until

the question came who and what are you11 the answer cormonsmormonsMor

would

mons

be sufficient cause to end the conversation and sometimes the

missionaries were ordered to leaver
the missionaries believed many acknowledged the credibility

of their message but the people were unwilling to embraceremMem itbeacebrace
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they have little inclination to embrace it and leave the old
beaten paths and errors of their fathers especially when they
are made acquainted with our mormomormon name5

first dutch tracts the obstacles encountered by mormon

missionaries were such that after five years of proselyting only

eightyeighteighty peopleeight had been baptized 0 in an attempt to curtail

prejudice in june 1866 missionaries published the first dutch

tracts one was entitled understandestUnderstand thou what thou readestreadett

of which 2000 copies were printed the7 other was entitled advice

jaj2 AHalljil those who desire happinessHg andelnessEiness eternal life of which 100019000

copies

loronsamoronsaensMOR

were

ONSa

published

these tracts contained the doctrines of the mormon church and

M created considerable excitement and considerable inquiry

with these tracts the missionaries hoped to break the shell of

tradition
we have just had printed one thousand copies of the voice of
warningswarning1warning1 and if the people will buy and read them we hope
they will render us much assistance in breaking the thick shell
of tradition which seems almost impenetrable over the minds of
the inhabitants of this landlanda 9

ibid XXVIII p 815

see appendix C page 15

7see PLATE IV page 29

frank kooyman the netherlands mission diamond bi3
1936 in the church historians office of the churehchurch of jesilt carlstchrlst

of latterdaylatter saintsday salt lake city A tract by orson hyde had been
published in holland in 1841 but it was intended only for jewish people
A pamphlet entitled authenticity the book mormon had been trans-
lated by paul schettler inl66l but little is known concerning this
tracttracts it is doubtful that it was ever published
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first tract published toin the netherlands 1866 it was
a fourpagefour treatisepage two of the four pages were devoted to the articles
of the mormon faith supported by numerous bible references
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later other pamphlets and tracts were published once the
j

missionaries had literature in the dutch language they began to teach

the principles of the mormon church with more confidenceconfidences

the brethren have also labored under great disadvantages in not
having our works in the language so that the people could read
them now however they have the voice of warningwarningtwarnings and the
latter day saintssaints1 falthfaith1faithfaitha by joseph the prophet and two or three

others the brethren feel confident that these will do good

opposition encountered the missionaries

in spite of the missionaries efforts to deter prejudice it con-

tinued to impede their success for the first forty years of mormon

proselyting in holland opposition came principally from three sources

irate mobs ecclesiastical authorities and the press the chief effect

of opposition on the mission was notoriety through publicity

opposition from mobs

citizens of a village named ommen stoned pieter J lammers in

186 fortunately he did not die it is not known who aroused the

town to such drastic measures of resistance afterwards missionaries

withdrew from ommen for seventeen years later in 1884 a young convert

A J smeding returned to resume proselyting work he was driven from

ommen with pitchforks

10ibidebido january 21 186

10

afterwards many tracts and pamphlets appeared including the

parry series the morgan tracts the rays of living light and the cen-

tennial series the publication of other church literature including

books in the dutch language will be discussed in chantlchants TVtir

Z
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the local elder brother smedingsmediSmedt hasng written me that he never
thought there was so much joy in preaching the gospel and yet
he had been driven out of a little city called ommenomen with pitch-
forks where I1 was also stoned seventeen years ago in another
place five students and a reverend gentleman made him so much
trouble that the people closed their doors against him and his
life was endangered x

in 1881878 in a rented hall at amsterdam a crowd opposed

ormonismmormonismmonismor with physical violence

at one of the meetings some unruly persons created great noise
and confusion broke the windows of the hall and also the
benches they also abused and struck some of the saints women

as well as men there was also a great and turbulent crowd on
the outside in front of the door and the brethren in order
to reach their homes in safety had to escape by the rear the
following sunday a meeting was held in the house of one of the
brethren when similar scenes were repeated and the crowd who
had gathered threatened to stone elder schettler if he made
his appearance on the outsideoutsider A man whose wife is a member of
the church took an active part in stimulating the people to acts
of violence 1

after several riotous meetings the proprietor refused to
rent the hall any longer for our meetings the police whose
assistance I1 had sought not rendering the necessary aid it
was very evident that while the police commissioners proposed q
to be willing to render all aid needed the aid sent was mere
sham they in their feelings being one with the people 1

afterwards opposition became so prevalent throughout holland

that it was impossible to rent halls to hold meetings bernhard

schettler the mission president ascribed the opposition to fearfult1fearful

ignorance coupled with dishonesty and an unwillingness to appear

different in their worship to others
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there was also a great deal of unrest among the people due

to widespreadwide unemploymentspread this condition apparently affected the

spiritual attitude of the people since the churches were nearly

empty

in 1880 after eighteen years of latterdaylatter saintday missionary

work the dutch people still harbored ill feelings toward mormonism

when I1 walk around the streets which are quiet distributing
tracts the people yell at me call me a false prophet

if we only had the privilege of
preaching in the open air for meeting places are closed
against us halls we cannot rent

later in 1898 two missionaries went through a harrassingharr

experience

assing

in hoogkerkhooghkerkHoog atkerk this time there were no members of the

church in hoogkerkhooghkerkHoog orkerk the vicinity however after diligent prose

latinglyting efforts elders klaas jongsma and hyrum hand succeeded in

interesting a few families in mormonismmonism in hoogkerkhooghkerkHoog andkerk vierverlaten

towns near the city of groningengreningenGro whileningen the missionaries were visiting

a family workers at a nearby factory fathered near the house and made

threats against the missionaries when the elders left the home the

workers pommeled them elder hand was thrown to the ground near a

bridge afterwards he was kicked unmercifully at which time the

native wooden shoes rendered good service seemingly dead he was

thrown into a ditch filled with water but he managed to crawl out on

the opposite side and escaped through a potato fieldfields elder jongsma

iblde XLV august 27 1883 5595590
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also received a severe beating before he escaped the factory

workers dispersed after their employer fired a few shots from a

revolver which made the raging mob recover their senses 7

the following year 1899 citizens of apeldoornApel opposeddoom the

missionaries working in their community because a member of the

church died shortly after his baptism enemies of the church at-

tributed his death to this ceremony many of the leading papers

in holland circulated this opinion at the burial of the dead

member a mob gathered and pelted the missionaries with stones

i ftfortunately they were not killed

opposition j belgiumbeillBelai inum 1896 a furious crowd of 400HOO or

500 people threatened to kill elder john B ripplinger at liege

belgium ripplinger had been holding meetings at the home of a

prominent citizen whom he had baptized antimormonanti newspapermormon

articles aroused hatred among the citizens of liege against ripplinger

in its columns the press expressed regret that such a respectable

family should accept mormonism 11

A mob gathered outside the house and demanded that ripplinger

come out after some damage was done to the premises the police

arrived and dispersed the mob afterwards ripplinger escaped without

further molestation

lfrank I1L kooyman greningengroningenGro conferenceningen history M MSS p 3
in historians office of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
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frank I1 kooyman utrecht conference history MSS p 4
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after this disturbance elder ripplinger received an invitation

to meet with the minister of public instructions and religion agitated

clergymen of liege precipitated the invitations by sending in all kinds

of misrepresentations about our doctrines peopleandpeople eldersand after a

long conversation about mormon doctrine and plural marriage the minister

assured elder ripplinger that freedom of religion was enjoyed in belgium

prior to this time no real mob violence impeded missionary work

in belgium in spite of the lack of opposition few conversions to the

church were made the only real success was made by john ripplinger

who baptized one hundred converts between 1894 and 1897 9

missionary work progressed slowly in belgium because the people

were uneducated another contributing factor was that belgium was pre-

dominately roman catholic when the missionaries contacted the people

they said my parents were catholics I1 now am and shall remain a

catholic and I1 shallshalishail endeavor to raise my children catholics the

people had little ambition and did not fare to change their condition

opposition from the press

in addition to opposition from mobs resistance stemmed from

numerous slanderous newspaper and magazine articles pamphlets and

books

the press proved to be a prosecutor as well as an advocate in

its publicity about mormonism eight years before the organization

19wmission history february 6 1897 also de ster XII
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of the etherlandsnetherlandsnetherlands mission a book entitled history the origin and

the adventures of the mormons was published this was an antimormonanti

book

mormon

the writer stated that all that is strange and uncommon in the

balance of american sects is brought together in mormonism

since this first antimormonanti publicationmormon in the netherlands

many unfavorable books and newspaper articles have appeared

in 1866 the netherlandmotherland mission history reported

lentyplenty of books are published against us and the public journals
are teeming with all manner of lies to prejudice the minds of
the people against the truth 22

however the judicialprejudicialore report on mormonism proved advan-

tageous to the mission it tended to arouse curiositycurlocurio amongsaltysilty the

people this often resulted in a personal encounter with the mission-

aries and led to an honest investigation of mormonism

the newspapers here are talking a great deal about us and telling
a lot of falsehoods and I1 always think the more the merrier t

for itjitlit will bring people to seek and find out what kind of peoplepeoniedeoniepeoble
we are 3

formerly missionaries advertised church gatherings in the

newspaper however when the press began to publish lying articles

the articles aroused the curiosity of the people sufficiently that

advertising was no longer necessary the rented halls were frequently

filled with nonmormonsnon anxiousmormons to see a baptism because newspaper

columns asserted that this was done in a tub filled withmth mud 2

mission history 1841
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A turning pointepointspoint A turning point occurred in 1902 with regard

to the publicity given the churchchurchy from 1861 to 1902 most of the

press publications had been antlanti momonmormon however in 1902 the prins

an illustrated weekly published a promormonpro articlemormon the mormon

mission president reported

de prins one of the leading illustrated magazines of
amsterdam in its last number devoted two three column pages
to an article specially prepared and sent them including four
large half tone engravings of president joseph F smith and
the temple and tabernacle this magazine has since been seen

n different windows in town opened up and posted in very
conspicuous places where the words itheehetithet mormonismemormonismetMormon andismeismetlsne the
photos attract no small amount of attention of those who pass
by
the author introduced the article as follows
ourtourgour readers have undoubtedly many times heard of the momonsmormonscomonsMor

but
mons

never before have genuine pictures of their sanctuaries
appeared in the netherlands now when we have been able to
secure such for de prins we give with pleasure space to one
of the adherents of this faith who has kindly furnished us the
text to the pictures from his own point of view

A turn

0

in

lemidlyadly
0 40

525

other newspapers followed the krijnprijn example and published

promormonpro articlesmormon subsequently both favorable and antagonistic

articles appeared in the newspapers the real turning point was not

that one single positive article was published but that the press

became open minded it permitted both points of view both pro and

con to appear in its columns before prejudice seemed to dictate its
policy once the precedence of fairness became established among the

newspapers when falsehoods appeared in print the press permitted

corrected articles also to appear in its columns

in 1904 however in a concerted effort by many newspapers

deseret evening news august 20 190219029 p 4
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an attempt was made to arouse resentment against the mormon churchchurchy

some newspapers devoted considerable space to articles antagonistic

to mormonism

these appeared to have a common origin but were so well dis-
tributed that the eiderselders reported having heard of them in all
parts of the country

the source for these articles was a letter from a minister

in salt lake city the available informationinfo mentionsmationmatlon that his name was

zimmer some newspapers opposed the antimormonanti campaignmormon and printed

promormonpro articlesmormon several prominent hollanders during the 1904

antimormonanti campaignmormon defended the church the dutch delegate to the

international peach congress in boston wrote a favorable article for

e algenealgernon handelsbaldhandelsbaidHandels

for

baldbaid

many years the press in europe has mentioned nothing about
that remarkable people butbub butexaggeratedexaggerated and sometime printed
false representations of married life among the mormonscormonsMor itttmons
is a pleasure indeed to see how by diligency and industry but
above allailali untiring perserveranceperser averance wilderness changed into
fruitful fields poverty is unknown in utah 2

the fanalfinalfinai outcome of the antimormonanti campaignmormon proved to be

beneficial rather than detrimental the mission president willard

cannon reported considerable inquiry has been caused by it so

that the net results will be beneficial rather than unfavorable 11

the polygamy issue later 1909 proved to be another year

of antimormonanti publicitymormon the issue was polygamy in septemberseptembeseptembre

the staats courant an official government publication printed an

article that thatunintentionallyunintentionally equated mormon polygampolyganqtpolygav with white

netherlands mission historical record A p HO320laoiao
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slavery practically all the newspapers in the country reprinted

the article later the managing director of the kingdoms bureau

for combating white slavery issued a statement to correct the false

impressions however the director still spoke critically of the

polygamous practice in utah

As to polygamy the church has decided that it will obey the
laws of the US but for all that there are still numerous
families in utah who unmolestedly live in polygamy which
according to dutch customs naymaynax be dangerous for those who come
in touch with these families 28

the kingdoms bureau for combating white slavery advised any

woman planning to emigrate to the united states or join the church

to contact them at the offices at the police headquarters at

amsterdam government officials issued a statement in the haagschejjtsejw
courant that they had made an M investigation and considered it desirable

that those who were drawn toward mormonism as a result of mormon propakropa

ganda should receive impartial information not only the pro but also

the con 9

the polygamy debate continued for several years in the news

papers two publications the eenheid and de templetempie during this
controversary became allies to the mormon cause in 1925 the tod
published

va

a promormonpro articlemormon by theodore roosevelt entitled

theodore roosevelt refutes antimormonantimomonantlanti mormonmomon lioslieslloslles
on one occasion a number of charges weeweve made to the administra-
tion while I1 was president about these polygamous marriages in
idaho and wyoming as wellweilweli as in utah it being asserted that a
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number of our federal officials had been polygamously married
A very thorough and careful investigation was made by the best
men in the service into these charges and they were proved to
be without so much as the smallest basis in fact every mormon
with whom I1 spoke assured me that since the public renunciation
of polygamy the law had been observed in this respect just as
in other and no one of them ever so much as hinted to me any
desire on behalf of any possible offender of the type the
mormon has the same right to his form of religious belief that
the jew and the christian have to theirs but like the jew
and the christian he must not practice conduct which is in
contravention of the law of the land I1 have known monogamous
mormons whose standard of domestic life and morality and whose
attitude toward the relations of men and women were as high as
that of the best citizens of any other creed indeedyindeed among
these mormons the standard of sexual morality was unusually high
their children were numerous healthy and well broughtbrough up
their young menmannen were less apt than their neighbors to indulgetoindulge
in that course of vicious sexual dissipation so degrading to
manhood and so brutal in the degradation it inflicts on women
and they were free from that vice more destructive to civiliza-
tion than any other can possibly be the artificial restriction
of families the practice of sterile marriage and which ulti-
mately means destruction of the nation 30

after the appearance of this article many others favoring the

mormon cause appeared polygamy remained an issue for several years

but each time it became an issue reliable articles were also published

in 1929 proselyting work encountered another persistent anti
mormon campaign twice a day on market days salesmen went about the

city of rotterdam and surrounding cities following the system of

going door to door selling their revelations these salesmen sold

pamphlets revealing mormon temple secrets in reality this campaign

was a business scheme31scheme3schemescheneschemed

the

331

baptism controversyCont baptismrovera also became an issue in many

newspaper articles an article in the nieuw rotterdamscheRotterdam courant on

mission history april 2 1925see1925 eenheideenhejSee april 21925
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february 1 1922 described a baptism by immersion and concluded that

this way of baptizing undoubtedly had a virtue that was lacking than

the easiereasler way of putting a drop of water on the forehead of the

candidate 32

in 1931 the dutch reformed church weekly the heraut

published an article debating whether or not mormon baptism should

be recognized by the church as christian the writer of the article

reached a negative conclusion later33 an article in the hervormdHervor

ekbladweekbladweekb1adWe der calvinistic kerk appeared considering the question

whether or not a mormon could be accepted into the dutch reformed

church without rebaptism the article concluded that if the mormon

church were considered christian and that the baptism was performed

in the name of the trinity then the baptism would be valid the

author concluded that mormon baptisms appeared to be christian but

he dared not say that it was a christian church although there were

elements of true christianity in it
after 1935 favorable articles concerning baptism for the dead

the welfare plan missionary work genealogy and the mormon churchschurches

building program appeared periodically in newspapers and various

magazines

oppositionPositionCp from the clergy

the clergy combated the spread of mormonism through various

32 ster XXVII march 15 1922 93930
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many newspapers and magazines reviewed the booklet and acclaimed it as

the best work about mormonism in the dutch language
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methods in delft ministers employed a heelerheeler1heelertheilerthe toeiertelert follow the

missionaries to openly insult them in front of the people and to

warn the people against them

other ministers distributed antimormonanti literaturemormon som-

etimes this approach backlashedbackslashedback becauselashed it aroused curiosity rather

than resentment

many for the first time in their lives heard the missionaries
bear testimony of the gospel of jesus christchristychrista here is good
example of how the work of opposition is turned instantly to
our purpose instead of rousing the ire of many community
citizens against the latterdaylatter saintsday and making enemies for
us this good parson and others got us many friends35friends

at

35

times ministers published articles in the newspapers or

wrote pamphlets and books against the mormon churchechurchychurch A groupgrou of

dutch reformed ministers in apeldoornApel publisheddoom a scurrilous anti
mormon pamphlet in an attempt to impede the spread of mormonism among

their members the pamphlet entitled watch gaindjaind pray contained a

warning against deceptive methods of the mormon missionary who

was trying to catch the faithful in their snares 36

writings of V D valk since 1921 a series of writings by

M H A van der valk constituted the principle source for the

clergyscler attackgys on mormonism V D valk had been a dutch reformed

church minister but had been removed from office in 1921 van der valk

published a booklet entitled the pphjt p j

this booklet
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for many years became a source for antimormonanti articlesmormon in the news-

paper for lectures against mormonism in churches and for scurrilous

pamphlets

later in 1924 van der valk published another booklet entitled

the mormonscormonsMor theirmons prophet doctrine and life then in 1926 he pu-

blished a booklet entitled jg mormonmonnon doctrine when this last mentioned

booklet appeared in print the nieuwelieuwe 32ss3 cpujant asserted that

the booklet was horrible but authoritative and a suitable literature
to be used against the stubborn mormon propaganda that was going on

in holland 3707

one of the contentions of van der valksvals booklet concerned

temple secrets

he had been to america but never was in utah although he claimed
to have been there he was reported to have stated thathat he when
in america as a nonmormonnon ofmormon course could not be admitted into
the endowment house a templeannextempletempie inannex salt lake city but that he
could give trustworthytrust informationworthy about everything that happened
there nevertheless I111 dominee van der valk claimed he was in salt
lake city for the first time in 1889 nine years before this
alleged visit the ministers veracity was justly doubted even
in 1926 he evidentlytaentlytrentlyev didtdidnt know the endowment house was no longer
in existence 0

after the publication of mormon doctrine salesmansalesmen began to sellse11seiiselise

a

ONO
11

pamphlet

MOONWWWW

on temple secrets in the market place toin rotterdam and

surrounding towns as a campaign to resist mormon propaganda

van der valsvalksvaisyais three publications for many years remainedrenalremalpenal thened

source for antimormonanti literaturemormon in 1953 van der valk wrote a letter
to the mission president donovan van dam inquiring about the position
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of the mormon church in america president van dam believed that

van der valk was finally learning the truth about the church in place

of the misinformation he had harboredhar duringborodbored the past years

president van dam felt that dr van der valk had softened by the

time of his death in 1954 and began to think that the prophet

joseph smith perhaps was not as bad as he had painted him 39

effects opposition

during the history of the netherlands mission the press and

ecclesiastical opposition vouchsafed for the church favorable pu-

blicity opposition activity aided in opening the way for a more

extended spreading of the gospel missionaries also reported that

opposition brought people to seek and find out what kind of people

we are

at times the movie media was used as a means of hindering the

propagation of mormonism but it only boasted proselytingtt efforts

now and then some lowclasslow movingclass picture theaters present such
films as A victim of the mormonscormonsMor tmons the pearl of utah or the
flower of the mormonscormonsMor 1mons these only tend to stir up curiosity and

bring many to an investigation of the gospelgo insteadsiDel of hindering
the work they boast sic it O0

during the history of the church in holland herethere was just

enough persecution to bring in investigators
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CHAPTER TVIV

missionary WORK IN THE netherlands

BEFORE WORLD WAR II11

missionary work progressed sloadsloaxsialsiai
the first two mormon missionaries preached 186118631861 in1863 four of

hollands eleven provinces and baptizedbapti thirtythreethirtyzedsed membersthree laterdater mission

president joseph wellerweilerwellen extended proselyting work to ten provinces

he had local missionaries assist him in distributing pamphlets in the

provinces of north and south holland north brabant zeeland utrecht

gelderlandderlandgilderlandGel overystelOvery frieslandstel gronlngengroningengreningenGro andningen drentebrente 1 by 186

when weiler returned to the united states missionaries from america

had baptizedbapti fiftynineffiftyzedsed convertsnine 2 after experiencing difficulty in

converting the dutch to mormonism the missionaries asserted that the

people were given over to hardness of heartheartwoheartso

their ears are closed against the truth and their hearts are
hardened against the work of god manifesting no desire to investi-
gate our doctrines and some of those who have embraced them have
not the sterling worth and fortitude of a true christian to stand
up in defense of the cause of truth

mission
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during the next ten years 186718771867 after1877 weilersweileswelleswellers departure

seventyeightseventy convertseight were baptized by 1877 therethero were one hundred
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and fourteen members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

living in holland during this same period one hundred and fiftysevenfifty
converts

seven

emigrated to america however with one hundred and fourteen

members in holland conditions were more conducive to missionary work

the mission president peter J lammers reported

two missionaries might live and work here together better than
one could a year ago for there are saints and consequently more
houses where the elders may stay than there were when I1 came
here then there was only one village and one town where latter
day saints resided but now I1 can travel or go by the railroad
cars from dedemsvaart to zwolle olstols4olsoistolsnois deventer zutphen doesburgDoes
borculoBor

burgyburgo
andculo then by sea to amsterdam and weespweese and in each

placplace I1 find the houses of saints to stay at where I1 may preachy

though conditions had improved the people were given generally

over to corrupt practices and were therefore opposed to the gospel

sybren van dyk mission president from 1871184187118741871 1841874 described the people

as

A slow and procrastinating people temporally and spiritually
characteristically putting off until tomorrow what they could
easily do today that many would acknowledge the truth but would
delay action5

during 18 and 1878188 missionaries baptized only one convert the

mission president bernhard H schettler felt the most fearful ignorance

coupled with dishonesty and an unwillingness to appear different

seems to hold the people back 0 during this time priests government

officials police and people broke up mormon meetings
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A tg point j reached

however in 1880 missionary work began to gain momentum by

then opposition to the church had declined and the church had been

sufficiently publicized that people were more inclined to listenlisterllster to

the missionaries

there is a airfairrair field opening up in holland and elder van dykwyk is
anxiously looking for help to assist him in his labors among the
people we are protected in our right so far as preaching and
spreading the work is concerned an instance of which occurred
at our meeting on sundaysundays when an individual tried to create a
disturbance but was promptly taken in charge by a policeman who
was close at hand

A reason for success in the netherlands for the next ten years

188018901880 was1890 that the mission presidents employed much of their time

translating and publishing literature in the dutch language A

missionary observed that missionary work had been very much retarded

by not having books in the dutch language scores of books might be

sold if we had them and they would greatly facilitate our labors to

in 1881 van dykpyk spent his time strengthening the church by

writing and publishing in the dutch language in an attempt to coordi-

nate

coor

church

diwdiM

activities and to strengthen the membership president

van dyk sent a circulating letter periodically to the branches of the

church in zwolle deventer zutphen almeloalbelo utrecht heukelum

amsterdam and dedemsvaart9

my time is divided between writing distributing pamphlets and
tracts and holding meetings in the houses of the members I1

millennial star XLII september 6 1880 573

bibidsibid XXVII november 4 186 04
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write every week on an octavo sheet of paper extracts from church
works or my own writing as the case may be that sheet travels
from branch to branch and is received everywhere with welcome

he only true gospel 1 and two thousand
will be printed in a few days

during van dysdykis three years as president of the mission 1880-

1882 he baptized fifty converts this was the greatest number of

converts by one person during the twentyonetwenty yearone history of the

mission 11

aisoalso during his administration the second conference of the

church was held on august 22 1880 the second conference of the

mormon church convened at zwolle ttit was held injinlin a hotel there

were approximately one hundred and twenty in attendance the objective

of the conference was to encourage nonmormonsnon tomormons investigate mormonism

there were approximately forty nonmembersnonnonee inmembers attendance

after van dykis departure the mission remained seventeen months

without an elder from utah when the new mission president arrived

he found seventyeightseventy memberseight scattered throughout holland this

number comprised sixteen families six of these families were boatf1boat

mans sensing their value as missionaries the new mission president

peter J lammers sent them out to proselytedroseorose

I1

lyte

have six families who are oatmansoltmansoat theymansnans have little ships and
are going from place to place at the same time carreincarryinjgcarryin the gospel
with them they are like sheep in the midst of wolves 12

millennial star XLII june 21 1880 397

journal of sybren van dyk 11 june 179 188218321882 also see
APPENDIX C page 154

millennial star XLIII august 22 18811981 559
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through continuous proselyting and publicity by 1884 the latter
day saint church was knownknowkno throughoutwn all holland

the mormonsmormons1cormons are heard of throughout the whole land I1 cannot
go to any village or city without some paper announcing it 3

dudingdaringduring the presidency of peter J lammers 188218841882 fifty1884

seven converts were baptized into the mormon church he baptizedbapti

thirtyninethirty

zedsed

ofnine these himself he also devoted time to translation work

like his predecessor during his presidency five of orson pratts
tracts aggregating six thousand copies were published

after the return of president lammers to america in 1884 the

netherlands was left once again without a missionary from utah after
ten months john W F volker arrived he found the country and the

churches in deplorable condition

the political condition of the holland people is bad poverty
prevails many thousands of people in amsterdam alone are without
work and they have processions and demonstrations every week
and sometimes they come in conflict with the police and then it
results in fighting they have no desire to seek after the kingdom
of god the churches here are in a bad condition in every deno-
mination they have two classes of ministers liberal and orthodox

the churches here teach division and anything to suit the
people the people seem to be spiritually dead 1

president volker spent time translating pamphlets and tracts

into the dutch language

I1 began my labors in amsterdam and translated the gospel of
christ into the dutch language and had 10000 copies printed 0 0 10

I1 translated otherothe tracts and sermons which I1 sent around in
manuscript form to the different branches so they could hold
meetings and read them and be encouraged to faithfulness I1
translated the morgan tracts nos 1 and 2 of which about 7000
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each have been printed since that time and almost all have been
distributed

john W F volker presided over the netherlands mission from

18851889l885 during1889 his presidency three hundred and twentyfivetwenty convertsfive

were baptized into the mormon church 10

furthermore during his residence in holland he organized two

auxiliaries of the church injinbinlin the mission in 1886 president volker

organized the first sunday school with seven children in the amsterdam

branch by the close of the year two other sunday schools had been

organized later in may 1888 elder volker organized the first relief

society in amsterdam with sister C crezee as president

translation the jbggk mormon

the most important contribution J W F volker made to the

netherlands mission was his translation of the book of mormon into the

dutch language elder volker commenced translating the book of mormonmomon

into dutch on june 30 1886 and completed it on june 4 188 the

remarkableness of this feat lies in the fact that president volker had

had only four years of experience in the english language later he

told his son J henry volker who himselfhimsel laterflater became a mission

president in holland that he felt greatly helpedthathelped hethat couldnt

have done it without the lord help 0

prior to beginning his translation work volker receivedroc

see16see

elved

APPENDIX C page 154
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the first dutch edition of the book appeared in 1890 twenty
eight years later after schettler and then by john W F
volkers translation and not schettlersschettler elder schettlersschettler
translation apparently got lost if he completed his undertaking
in the long interval or else perhaps his work was not considered
good enough to be published hiderelderbuderbiderkaderhader schettler was not a native
hollander there is much in favor of the latteriatter viewpoint as
it is doubtful a foreigner could renderranderdendertenderrendrandtend aer meritorious trans-
lation in his first year in holland

once the book of mormon was published it proved to be an

19millennial19millermial19 starstaristareMillennial op cit
ibid XLII december 31 1890 42

mission history 11 september 24 1862

beautiabeautif y
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permission to publish the book of mormon

elderhidereiderhidedhaded F A brown arrived here on the 1st of march 1890
with instructions to have the book of mormon printed this work
having to be done I1 commenced the correction of the translation
and it is now in such a condition that all that is to be done is
to get it printed this work will commence in july 9

brown contacted a mr J bremer who published two thousand copies

of the book of mormon copies of the first edition of the book of

mormon were placed in stores throughout the country brown sent a

beautifully gilded copy to the king requesting him to present it to

queen emmaenma the dutch book of mormon was the tenth published by the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday in a foreign language 2.020

the work of J W F volker was not the first attempt to trans-

late the book of mormon into the dutch language in 1862 paul A

schettler first missionary in holland reported that he had translated

the book of mormon instructions were given to the saints by reading

portions of the manuscript in their meetings if elder schettler

finished his translation it remained unprintunprinted
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invaluable aid to the missionary because investigators had an official

work of the mormonmomon church to read lack of this important missionary

aid had contributed to the slow growth of the mission before 1890.1890 the

year following its publication there was an increase in baptisms

furthermore the next twenty years proved to be a productive proselyting

period

when the first edition was exhausted the mission president

sylvester Q cannon assisted by william de bry retranslated and

corrected volkesvolkers edition this second edition consisting of 9000

copies was issued in 1909

periodically through the years other editions of the book of

mormon were issued on march 2 1952 a committee met to discuss a

translation and publication of the book of mormon all previous editions

contained many errors primarily due to proofreadingproofreadingsproof

it
readings

was agreed that one of these books would be corrected and when
approved corrections were finally made a copy would be sent
to the first presidency for authorization for printing it would
be assumed by allailali concerned that this copy of the book of mormonmomon
would represent the final copy and it would be understood that
proofreaders thereafter would not be at liberty to make any changes
from this approved copy it was felt that the printer could
correct his proofs against this approved original and that cor-
rected proofs could be sent to the mission to be proofread
against the approved original only when approved page
proofs were returned to the printer proofs which contain no
errorswoulderrors authoritywould be given to proceed with the printing

publication C other church literature

doctrine and covenants on june 15 1908 the first edition

of the doctrine and covenants was published the dutch edition

memorandum from netherlands Missimission march 28 1952 in
netherlands mission file in church historians office

27
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contained all of the american edition with the addition of a more

complete index hendrik de bry translated the doctrine and covenants

from english in collaboration with the mission president sylvester
23

Q cannon

the dutch edition of the doctrine and covenants was the sixth

foreign language version

the second edition of the doctrine and covenants was translated

in salt lake city by the churchs translation committee this edition

was issued in 1953 2

pearl of great price in 1911 the pearl of great price was

first published it was translated by william J de bry the dutch

translation was the fourth foreign language version in 195 it was

printed in two columns and in the new dutch spelling the translation

work for this version was also done by the churchss translation com-

mittee in salt lake city this edition contained 20004000 copies

mission periodical j ster the star the netherlands mission

publication first appeared on june 1 1896 under the title dutch

millennial star it was published under the direction of the mission

president george S spencer for the first seven months it was issued

as a monthly magazine then it changed to a semimonthlysemi publicationmonthly

in 1932 its name changed to the star jc the netherlands achejche star is
used largely in the interest of the auxiliaries of the mission 2026

232 ster XIII june 15 1908 188

quarterly reportreportoreports ll11 may 11 1953

ibidbid december 16 1953

frank kooyman the netherlands mission diamond jubilee 1936
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bulletin A missionary bulletin has been published for many

years under various titles viz the op klompen netherlands centennial

the challenge and the new horizon

hymn books in 1884 the first dutch L D S hymn book appeared

containing fifty songs it was without music two hundred copies were

printed in amsterdam luizineluicine hoving assisted the mission president

peter J lammers with the rhyming of the hymns

the second edition containing fiftyeightfifty hymnsghywishawiseight was published

in 1892 it was also without music while visiting the netherlands

in 1893 the president of the european mission reported that there was

still a need to improve hymn books

the saints in this mission have a small collection of our hymns
printed in dutch but not sufficient to give them the variety they
desire so they use also a hymn book not published by us the
selections from this book used during the meetings we attended
were mainly from the psalms of david set to metre it would be
very desirable for some of our poetical saints who understand
dutch to increase the collection of our hymns in that languagelangu 27agre

the third hymnal published in 1895 contained 200 pages with

137 songs william J de bry wrote the words to a number of the songs

this edition contained music for one voice the fourth edition the

first volumn with music for four voices appeared in 1899 it contained

175 hymnshyms subsequent editions enlarged the number and variety of

hymns 28

27deseret27peseret27 evanineeveningevenDeseret newsnewsy december 11 1893 see anthon H lund
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status the netherlands mission ja turn j sssizSS

due

SiZ

to the emphasis on publication of church literature from

1880 j89018909 latterdaylatter saintday missionaries became more effective in their

proselyting efforts from 1890 to the turn of the century missionaries

baptized 1326 converts this doubled the number of baptisms that had

been performed the previous twentyninetwenty yearsnine up to 1890 there had

been six hundred and twentyfourtwenty baptismsfour 2

in 1897 the netherlands mission lead the other european missions

in average number of baptisms per missionary per year the europeanemrEkr

missionaries

opean

averaged one and a half baptisms each that year while the

netherland mission elders averaged four30

again in 1903 the netherlands mission ranked highest in baptisms

per missionary among allaliail other european missionsinis atsions the same time the

expense of the eldersuders was the lowest cost was low because the mission-

aries lived with the people

early in 1903 francis R lyman an apostle visited holland

and advised the missionaries to dispose of conference district

houses and to scatter more among the people t 31 subsequently the

missionaries averaged eight baptisms each that year32 the mission

president sylvester Q cannon attributed the missionariesmissionaries1 successsticsLie

to

cesseess

their living in the homes of the people

see APPENDIX C page 154 and CHART I1 page 60

atkission3mlssionatmissionAt historyMission february 11 1897

ltnetherlands31netherlandslt missionNetherlands historical record A 1903
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while there are various conditions existing in holland that favor
the spread of the gospel it is reasonable to supnosesuppose that it is
due in some measure to the elders living as they do 33

at the turn of the century the netherlands mission comprised

of two countries namely holland and belgium at the time the mission

was divided into six conferences districts with four in holland and

two in belgium conference headquarters were in rotterdam amsterdam

greningenqroningengroningen arnhem liege and brussels included in the six conferences

were ten branches seven of them were in holland and three in belgium

the rotterdam and amsterdam branches consisted of more than four hundred

members each while the membership of the groningengreningenGro arnhemningen and

dordrechtDord branchesrecht exceeded a hundred persons each

in 1900 the netherlands mission had been in existence thirty

nine years during this period about one hundred and seventysevenseventy

missionaries

seven

from america had proselytedproselyter in holland they succeeded

in baptizing a reported 1950 converts into the mormon church at this

time a reported 1664 members resided in holland reports also show that

six hundred and fiftytwofifty convertstwo had emigratedtoemigrated to america there is
a discrepancy of three hundred and sixty four apparently records

before 1900 were not accuratelynotaccurately maintained particularly between 1868

to 1879 34

at the outset of the twentieth century the mission president

sylvester Q cannon asserted that there were butitbut two or three cities
of considerable size in holland where the gospel has not been preached

33de33pe ster VIII ougustaugustaugust 15 1903 252

see APPENDIX C page 154
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nineteenth century missionaries proselytedproselyter primarilyorloridri inmarily large

cities the major cities of missionary activity were zwolle

dedemsvaart amsterdam deventer almeloalbelo zutnhenandorhenvandzut leeuwardenLeeuw

approximately

arden

25 of the cities open to missionary work were

small country towns the missionaries concentrated their efforts in

the provinces of north and south holland utrecht friesland groningengreningenGro

and

ningen

gelderlandgilderlandGel noderland roselytingproselytingrosely wasting attempted in zeeland because it was

predominantly catholic35

at this time the dutch were described as very religious

owing to the religious character of the people it is not difficult
to gain access to them preaching the gospel is mainly by
means of the biblebibie with which the people are wonderfully familiar
indeed I1 know of no other people that are the equal of the dutch
in this regards in consequence the elders have to be well in-
formed

conferences in 1931993igoivo1893 the president of the europeanrurodeanburodeanRu

mission

roDean

visited ollandholland11 nhewheuhehe left instructions that missionwidemission

quarterly

wide

conference meetingsbemeetings be held regularly for the elders laboringlaborl1no

in the mission there was to be a conference every three months

two of these were to be general conferences for all members of the

church in order to

at this time

there were ten branches in the mission in accordance with these

instructions the first sunday in march june september and december

35see MAP II11 p 57
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were designated as dates for quarterly conferences37conferences

origin

37

f districts A further organizational development

occurred on november 1 1897 the mission was divided intoento six

conferences t namely rotterdam amsterdam greningengroningenGro arnhemningen liege

and brussels the latter two conferences were in belgium

to eliminate confusion in 1927 the first presidency of the

church in america effected a change in the mission the word district
was substituted for conference when it referred to a territorial

division of the mission08missionqMissionmissione

new

08

emigration policy darlngdaringduring the thirtyninethirty yearsnine of the

missions existence approximately six hundred and thirtytwothirty convertstwo

emigratedmigrated to america prior to the turn of the century emigration had

been encouraged however early in the twentieth century the mission

president wmardwulardamard R cannon advised church members to remain in holland

since there was no more efficient way of preaching the gospel than by

means of large active branches 39

in 1903 the european mission president advised the members in

holland to remain there in an address at a conference in the netherlands

he stated

we wish that you remain here we wish that the priesthood remain
here we wish that the sisters remain in holland we wish
that you would strengthen the belief here

emi tion

e

09

40

37netherlands37 netherlands mission record A 1893 p 16

mission history march 28 1921927
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missionary success to world war II11

afteraftenacter the turn of the century the mission president observed

a more positive interest in religion among the dutch people later
another mission president asserted that the dutch people manifested an

attitude of justice and fairness toward the church this coupled with

a numerical increase of missionaries attributed to a rapid growth in

the mission for the next thirteen years from 1901 to the beginning of

world war I1 in 191igi missionaries baptized 2829 converts this was an

average of two hundred and seventeen baptisms per year 41

though holland was not involved in the fighting n world war 1I

its economy was effected during the war years there was an average of

only twelve missionaries from america proselyting in holland previously

there had been as many as eighty missionaries from america accompanying

the decrease in missionaries was an ebb in baptisms

at the conclusion of world war I1 there was a burst in baptisms

in 1920 there were fiftyfourfifty baptismsfour but in 1921 there were two

hundred and thirty one for the next eight years the missionaries

succeeded in bringing many converts into the church then in 1930 to

1945 the mission hit its lowest ebb in many years the decrease was

42due
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to

fifth
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annive
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of

and world war 11II

seventyfifth anniversary j the mission

the netherlands mission celebrated its seventyfiftyseventy yearfifty in

1936 on the 12th of november a monument was unveiled at broekbrock

seewisee CHART I1 page 60 and APPENDIX C page 15
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friesland to commemorate the first baptisms in the mission much

favorable newspaper comment and publicity resulted from the dedication

of the monument to make the public mormon conscious J

during the three quarters of a century of missionary work in

holland over 800 missionaries had proselytedproselyter in holland these

missionaries succeeded in baptizing over 7650 converts before the

twentieth century over 1950 converts were baptized however from

190019361900 over1936 5700 baptisms were performed thus an estimated

8000 converts were baptized in the first seventyfiveseventy yearsfive

of this estimated 8000 converts about 340030400 of them emigrated

to the united states over 700 left holland before 1900 as emigrants

and after 1900 approximately 2700 most of these church members

settled in utah 44

only three years after celebrating its seventyfiftyseventy yearfifty

the netherlands mission suffered a set back in 1939 all missionaries

from america returned to the united states the mission was to be

without elders from zion for seven years the withdrawal of the

missionaries was caused by the turmoil of world war II11

however this was not the firstfinst time that missionaries had

to be withdrawn from the netherlands duringdaringdarlng worldWorlworldwarworldwaywar I1 a majority

of the elders also had to return to america during the two world

wars the mission was left under the jurisdiction of local members

annual report 1936 see also PLATE V p 62

44444
see PENDIXAPPENDIX C page 154 also frank kooyman the netherlands

mission diamond jubilee 1936 see also CHART I1 page 60
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PLATE V

monument at broekbrook friesland

As part of the seventyfifthseventy anniversaryfifth of the founding
of the mormon church in the netherlands this monument
was erected at broekbrook on the site where the first baptisms
were performed october 1 1861 this monument is on
leased ground in the municipality of dantumadeelDantumadeel
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CHAPTER V

WORLD WARS I1 AND II11

the impact of the two world wars on the mormon church in the

netherlands illustrates that political social and economic forces

affect the activities and development of the netherlands mission

world war I1

on july 29 1913 austria declared war on serbia this set all
of europe in commotion because of the people expected a general war

subsequently all important nations in europe began to mobilize their

military forces holland raised 200000 servicemen who maintained

vigil for four years

during the war holland maintained a position of neutrality

the ministers of foreign affairs justice marine war and the
colonies authorized to that effect by her majesty the queen
make known to all whom it may concern that the netherlands govern-
ment will observe strict neutrality in the war which has broken
out between great britain and germany powers friendly to the
netherlands

the populous concurred with the declaration of neutrality

since it guaranteed them privileges not enjoyed by other countirescoun

mission

tires

the netherlands durinaduring
the world war michigan william B erdmans publishing cot9tp 318 see declaration of neutrality of the netherlands in the
european war august 5 1914
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effects war S holland despite hollandsHollands neutrality the

war adversely affected its economy

in addition to thousands of hollanders being thrown out of work
because of war conditions who have to be looked after by help
committees the country is now overrun with refugees from belgium
especially from antwerp J

the influx of refugees in holland caused food and housing

problems which became as acute as those in the warring countries

eventually food prices doubled this was due largely to the refusal

of the west indies colonies to ship food to holland owing to the

dangerous passage on the seas 11 A shortage of wheat precipitated a

rapid decline in hollandsholland bread supply which caused stealing of bread

and breaking of shop windows frequent rioting occurred in rotterdam

and other large cities of the netherlands

A frequentafrequent horror during the war was t sudden death due to

exhaustion or insufficient and poor food5

when the united states entered the war the relationship

between america and holland became strained the united states placed

an embargo on dutch shipping

the relations between the united states and holland have been
getting somewhat strained lately america has been trying to
handle us not by argument or by persuasion but by cutting off
our supplies she puts our ships under arrest by refusingref
bunker

usingusAng
coal
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the arresting of dutch ships increased the already shortage

of food stuffs in holland when the warring nations signed the

armistice cessation of the fighting left the netherlands with high

prices reduced wages food shortage wide spread unemployment and

empty churches

food regulation and lack of sufficient food stuffs with the
manifold cares have required so much of the familiesfamilies1 time
that they have had no time left neither have they been in a
mood to talk about religion anxiety for the future has put
the whole people in a depressed dissatisfied and unspiritual
mood 7the effects of which have hit all churches severely

effects the war the mission world war I1 adversely

affected the progress of the netherlands mission shortly before the

outbreak of war local members received appointments to preside over

branches and districts this was a precautionary measure in case

hormonmormonwornonnormonnornon missionaries returned to america

in 1914191s191igi dueS to the mobilization of the netherlands and

european armed forces most of the missionaries withdrew from holland

fiftyfourfifty offour the sixtythreesixty eldersthree were released and sent to england

subsequently these missionaries were reassigned to the eastern states

and northern states missions nine elders remained in holland to assist

the mission president le grand richards in presiding over the mission

after the departure of the missionaries local leaders assumed

full jurisdiction over branches and districts

local brethren have been called to preside over most of the branches
and they have all proved energetic notwithstanding conditions
here which are not very encouraging owing to the absence of most
of the elders which causes a great decrease in2nan the work belingbeing
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done among strangers

due to the shortage of missionaries not only work among

strangers decreased but also the number of bantismsbaptismsbanti baptismssms

dropped from one hundred and twentytwotwenty intwo 1913 to eightyfiveeightyeighth in
Q

1914 however local women strengthened the depleted missionary

ranks by distributing tracts and pamphlets among non members

decrease in the number of conversions was also due to in-

difference among the people toward religion

instead of bringing people to a sense of the danger lying before
them present conditions appear to make them more or less in-
different to religion and it is no uncommonconnonun thing to hear of
people rebelling against their maker and even denying entirely
his existence 7

during the war the dutch government placed restrictions on

the number of missionaries who could enter the country this was

due primarily to the shortage of food

despite retardation in the missions growth hollands neutral

position proved to be advantageous to the mormon church

on account of the war the mission office at rotterdam was a
central bureau for the elders in germany help was given to
missionaries leaving germany and communication with the head-
quarters of their mission maintained money was sent
to them and information by telegram all this was possible
on account of holland holding a positionpos ofution1tion neutrality in the
great conflict 1

when food shortage became a problem among latterdaylatter saintsday

in holland the church alleviated suffering by holding collections

improvement era XVII april 1915 551 see CKARTCHART I11 page 60
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in the large branches to provide for the poor and unemployedunemploy aj1jll11

during the trying war years 393 members of the mormon church emigrated

to america many of these emigrants were local leaders

success jc the missionaries durineparingduringdarlng and
after world war J

in

this
was due primarily to the depression and world war II11

worldWorl war jg

A lesson was learned from world war I1 which continued to in-

fluence mission policy local leadership needed to be trained in

1937 attempts were made to train local members to assume branch and

district duties at this time four of the fifteen branches were placed

under local jurisdiction

11journal111journallit11111 historyJournal M september 10 1914

see APPENDIX C page 154
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s-pite of the difficulties encountered during the war the

mission forged slowly ahead an average of eleven missionaries labored

each year in holland from 191419191914 during1919 these five years mission-

aries baptized 579 converts or 108 per missionary per year

after the armistice the dutch government rescinded its re-

striction on the number of missionaries who could proselyte in holland

in 1920 the number of american elders rose from eleven to twenty the

next nine years following the war proved to be successful proselyting

years from 1921 to 1929 missionaries baptized 1712 new members into

the church 12

s however from 1930 to 1945195 the mission progressed slowly

edo

dWar
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we have been endeavoring to train the local people to assume and
bear all responsibility in conducting their affairs in the branches
and districts I1 am thoroughly converted to this policy inaugu-
rated by president widtsoe when he presided over the european
mission hhiewhiewhle there have been difficulties connected with the
transition from missionary leadership to that of local leadership

churches and branches in the mission field are securing a
certain stability which they never had before and there is a
sense of permanence creeping into the organization that was never
the case with the constant change of missionary leadership 13

in 1938 war again threatened the nations of europe in

september holland and other european nations began to mobilize their

defense forces because tension between germany and czechoslovakia

erupted

the american consulate contracted the netherlands mission

president franklin murdock and requested permission to use momonmormon

elders

presapresl

to transport american citizens to ports of embarkation in case

of evacuation all missionaries were advised to remain in their

respective branches until the tension subsided at the munich confer-

ence difficulties between germany and czechoslovakia were settled 14

shortly thereafter joseph fielding smith toured the european

missions while he was in europe on august 24 1939193991909 the first
presidency in salt lake city ordered the evacuation of all missionaries

in germany those in the west german mission were instructed to go

to holland 15

after france and england declared war on germany y th netherlands

mission president instructed the missionaries to make preparation to

conference report october 22 193719370 P 60

quarterly report 0 1938 P 15

ibid 1939 P 1
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leave holland they were divided into two groups the first con-

sisting of thirtyfourthirty eldersfour left immediately for america the

second group constituting thirty missionaries remained and continued

proselyting as long as conditions permitted

on the 15th of september 1939 the first presidency in

america sent instructions that all missionaries in europe either be

released or transferred to the united states furthermoreFur allthemore but

three mission presidents were directed to leave europe this counsel

was consistent with the recommendations of the united states and

european governments 10

when these instructions reached holland the second group of

missionaries departed for america this placed the entire jurisdiction

of the mission in local hands

prior to the mission presidents departure all district
conferences were cancelled and two branches were closed jacob

schipaanboord sr of the leiden branch was appointed acting mission

president he chose arie D jongkeesJong andkeeskoes pieter vlam as counselors

they were assigned ta supervise all mission business and to visit the

sixteen branches of the mission during the war this mission presidency

acted under the direction of franklin murdock who resided in america

effects f german j0 21 1&s sslon asfs l0la10 n

may 10 1940 the german army invaded the netherlands on the 14thath3 the

german air force bombed rotterdam which resulted in thothe death of

1 joseph F smith essentials ofpie churchh risto31liz31 saltlIZ lakelatke city
deseret book company 19537 pap7 6477
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30000 civilians

thirty thousand innocent victims among whom were scarcely any
soldiers perished during the half hour this loathsome raid
lasted 1

the germans claimed only 300 perished in the raid however

a rotterdam clergyman ironically stated at a memorial service

commemorate the 300 dead in our city of whom 900 fell in my parish

alone 18

during the raid the latterdaylatter saintday chapel in rotterdam was

demolished furthermore the bombing destroyed many residents and

possessions of church members to alleviate suffering the acting

mission presidency collected 3962.00396200 which was turnedfumed over to the

mormon womens relief society in rotterdamRotter toduadwa be distributed among the

members 1

shortly after the german occupation not only general mission

conferences but also all regular local church services were cancelled

later however asualusual church meetings resumed during the occupation

special attention was paid to the youth

throughout the occupation particular stress was given to keeping
the youth active the MIA mormon youth mutual improvement
association and sunday school organizations made important gains
in enrollment during the 1942431942 season43 the MIA increased
enrollment 75 per cent 0O

during 1941 special meetings were held in different areas of

lf juggernaut over holland new york columbia university press
1941 ppap 1321331321330132 1331330

sunday18sund chronicle july 14 194019400

missionlssionassion19tm history 1940 p 3
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the mission meeting times varied due to blackout M but all services

were held priesthood meetings during the war were wellweilweliwen attended and

block teaching the mormon practice of visiting every family of the

congregation each month continued to be done

occasionally the acting president of the mission appeared before

german officials to explain mormon church affairs the germans thought

this church in the netherlandsmotherlands was strictly an american organization

hence they decided to confiscate church property as war bootybootyli

soon after the nazi occupation they threatenedthreaten to confiscate the
latterdaylatter saintday church property they pretended it was american
owned and therefore legitimate war booty this was no idle threat
since all christian science property was seized on just such
grounds through the efforts of president schipaaboord the co-
nfiscation of church property was avoided he convincedconeon theembedemced german
authorities that the netherlandsmotherlands mission was of dutch originomioeioma

dutch
gingln

supported and operated on a democratic basis which welcomed
allaliail nationalities 21

ihin spite of the withdrawal of the american missionaries and the

german occupation the church continued to grow in july 1911941igi the

acting mission presidency appointed 102 local or home missionaries in

gronlngengroningengreningenGro amsterdamningen dordrechtDord therecht hague schiedam delft and

utrecht they were to visit investigators and distribute tracts

through their efforts between 19051940451901940igo two5 hundred and seventyfiveseventy

converts

five

were baptized 22 furthermore three hundred and nine men were

advanced in the priesthood during the german occupation no membersmellmeitmett

of

flers

the church emigrated to america

the acting presidency also attempted to maintainmalnmalmmain contacttain with
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intin 1942192 pieter vlam second counselor in the acting mission

presidency was arrested by the germans as a war criminal and sent to

poland while in various german prisoner of war camps he procuredprocproe per-

mission

used

to hold MIA meetings and to organize a choirchoirochairo this gave him

the opportunity to preach mormonism to anyone who was interested this

resulted in the conversion of J paul jongkees who later became the

first president of the holland stake an important mormon regional

ecclesiastical unit

J paul jongkees later recalled that at the time of the invasion

of the netherlands by german troups he was arrested as a former officer

in the dutch army in subsequent years he was imprisonedprisonedprisoner in war camps

at nuremberg stanislau polandPolanpoian and newbandenburgbandenburgNew there he met elder

vlam who was the only member of the church in these various camps

while imprisoned vlam gained permission from the german commandncommandeantcommandecomman Ldn to

hold MIA meetings and to organize a choir jongkees attended these

meetings with twelve other men six of them were eventually baptized

ibid 1941
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all branches of the church de ster was the only mission publication

permitted to be issued during the occupation howeverHowe invergvers 1911941igi due to

paper shortage this periodical was discontinued in its place a small

leaflet was issued however further paper shortage necessitated that

even this be discontinued thereafter a stencilledstencil sheetled was sent to

all branch presidenciespresiden
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pli91124511
in 1945 vlam and jongkees were liberated by the russians

food shortage and loses due j the war

on september 1 1944 the liberation of the netherlands began

in april 1945 as a final desperate attempt to stop the allied invasion

of holland the germans inundated seven hundred square miles of farm

land 5 this attempt to halt the invasion failed consequently the

german armyarny capitulated on may 5 1945 afterwards the netherlands
rzgovernment was reestablished officially in holland 0

prior to the german surrender the netherlands suffered from

food shortage this was due to three reasons 1 the german

occupation forces had eaten all hollands food reserves 2 the

germans flooded onefourthone offourth hollandhollands farmland this destroyed

any possibility of new crops being raised in sufficient quantity to

meet the demand 3 the british struck at arnhem in september 1944

the dutch supported the attack with a complete transportation strike

As a counter measure the germans decided to starve the dutch into

submission

the large population centers along the north sea coast were
completely isolated from the supporting farm lands around them
no movement of food was permitted into the cities the urban
populations were issued increasingly smaller rations which
finally consisted of nothing more than two slices of breadbroad and
two potatoes a person each day fuel distribution was discon-
tinued completely and people burned trees wreckage and theirthei
own furniture in a desperate attempt to keep warmwaxinwarnwarinwarwax in in the

mission history 1942 p 16
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first twelve weeks of 1945 over twelve hundred of the deaths in
amsterdam were directly attributable to cold and starvation it
was not uncommon for eoplepeople to fall dead in the street from
complete exhaustion

during the food shortage latterdaylatter saintday church members also

suffered from different branches many members left for regions where

more and better foodstuffs were obtainable the church attempted to

alleviate the starvation plight by distributing food in the meeting-

house in amsterdam food was furnished daily to a number of people

members of the priesthood and relief society were in chargechargochango 28 mission

headquarters just prior to this period was moved to utrecht because

the coastal region in the hague was evacuated

in the five years of nazi domination holland sustained a loss

nearly one half as great as its total prewar national wealth of twenty

one billion dollars

in this period approximately four hundred thousand homes were
destroyed or badly damaged two hundred thousand homes were
plundered six thousand farms were destroyed and seven hundred
square miles of land were inundated half of the countryscountry
forests were destroyed and forty percent of the livestock depleted
nearly all of the railroad rolling stock and equipment as well as
half of the bicycles and most of the motor vehicles were confis-
cated blankets clothing household equipment were allailali requisi-
tioned to the full extent the country could bear the tremendous
dutch war reserves of food and materials were all appropriated for
the german war machine in nanymanymanx cases whole factories were dis-
mantled and shipped to germany

the government estimated that it cost 240 million to rebuild

rotterdam alone during the reconstruction period a netherlandsnothe

delegation

fiands

submitted a bill for 1414800000000 to the allied
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reparation conference at parishyparish0

analysis the two world wars effect
on the mission

the two world warsjars illustrate that political social and

economic forces affect the growth and development of the church

during both wars some church property was destroyed both wars

created conditions which necessitated the withdrawal of the mormon

missionaries however during the first world war a few remained

and others came to replace them as they were released

the two wars affected the mission in a positive and negative

sense on the positive side war conditions precipitated the develop-

ment of local leadership this would have strengthened the mission

had not war conditions given impetus to emigration increased

emigration was perhaps the chief negative influence in the first
four years following both world wars I1 and TI there was a combined

total of 1607 baptisms at the same time 1583 emigrated this

shows a net growth of only twentyfourtwenty membersfour
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CHAPTER VI

THE netherlands MISSION SINCE WORLD WAR II11

once the netherlands mission was reopened four important

events occurred which helped shape the image of the church of jesus

christ of latterdaylatter saintsday in the postwarpost erawar these events were

the introduction of church welfare the visit of president david 0

mckay the official recognition of the church by the netherlands

government and the visit of the mormon tabernacle choir these

events culminated in the organization of the holland stake a regional

administrative unit the dutch stake was the first foreign language

speaking stake in the latterdaylatter saintday church and the first established

on the european continent

reopening the mission

on february 28 1946 cornelius zappey arrived in rotterdam

he was the newly appointed netherlands mission president at the

amsterdam district conference president jacob schipaannboord sr

artsaris jongkees and pieter vlam were honorably released as acting

presidency of the netherlands mission the european mission president

ezra T benson attended this conference to take charge of the release

of the acting presidency and the official sustaining in office of the

76
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new mission president 1

condition the church president zappey found the mormon

church in a deplorable condition due to the war and the german occupation

he learned that adverse practices had crept into the church in some

branches candles were lighted and placed on the sacrament table this
was done as an additional ritual in connection with the passing of the

sacrament in one of the branches the presiding officer had adopted

the practice of putting on a black robe symbolic of his priesthood as

a preparation to administering the sacramentsacrsaer toamentanent the congregation in

another branch the local leader due to his previous affiliation with

another denomination had introduced a new procedure in singing he

would sing a solo part and then the congregation would repeat it after

him the rotterdam branch had adopted a form of military regimentation

leaders of the branch prevented the mission president from speaking or

shakingshakang hands with members of the congregation at a church meeting he

attended all members stood up in a militaristic manner until he reached

the front of the hall 2

these adverse practices crept slowly into the mormon church in

the netherlands during and after 1942 for the first three years following

the withdrawal of missionaries the latterdaylatter saintsday in holland main-

tained contact with the church in salt lake city through the mail

however after the united states declared war on germany all contact

mission history february 28 1946

taped interview with jacob oenes a member of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and in branch presidency at greningengroningenGro duringningen
the war may 15 1967
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with the authorities in america ceased

these deviations entered the mormon church primarily for three

reasons 1 because of many of the latterdaylatter saintsday previous membe-

rship in other denominations 2 because allailali religious denominations

united intototomoto one great brotherhood to defeat the germans hence a spirit

of tolerance existed between catholics protestants and mormonscormonsMor whichmons

prepared a fertile soil for the adoption of deviant practices and 3

because of no communication with authorities in salt lake city or with

the acting presidency in holland 3 faithful latterdaylatter saintsday view

this phenomenon as an example of what happenshappen when they are cut off

from the divine guidance in their church the prophet

zappey also discovered that a schism had developed in the

mormon church in holland A dutch latterdaylatter saintday had returned to

holland after spending several years in america while in the united

states he was ordained a high priest an office in the priesthood

when he found that the acting mission president was only an elder a lower

office in the priesthood he claimed the right to direct the church in

holland he succeeded in winning the confidence of 30 of the churchschurches

membershipmembershimember inshishl utrecht eventually he was excommunicated from the

church after the return of president zappey he was restored to full
fellowship 4

the mission president also found that hatred distrust and

suspicion charged the atmosphere of all branches this tension had

originated because of the presence of two political factions inim the
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church one group consisted of church members who sympathized with

the german cause the other constituted latterdaylatter saintsday who opposed

the german regime though all were members of the mormon church each

group refused to speak or associate with the other at church meetings

they sat on opposite sides of the chapel if the sacrament were first
passed to sympathizers 011 their opponents hollanders would refuse

it because they believed it would be wrong to take it with hatred in

their hearts

many members of the mormon church sought an opportunity to have

private consultations with the mission president and confess their

transgressions some excommunications had occurred during the war due

to infidelity

when zappey finished a tour of the mission he discovered that

much of the mission home in the hague had been destroyed and needed

repairing there was no church literature in the entire mission members

were scattered furthermore due to a rigorous rationing of food the

government would not permit mormon missionaries from america to enter

the country

because it was impossible to travel many church members attended

the meetings of other denominations in the neighborhoods where they

lived 5 german soldiers had taken everything the hollanders owned as

spoils it was reported that toward the end of the occupation most

people cant come to church anymore on account of not having any

taped interview with adriana myer zappey wife of the mission
president corneluisCom zappeyeluis may 7 1967

smpathizedpathizedoed
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in may and june of 1946 a latterdaylatter saintday service man visited

the amsterdam and rotterdam branches he describeddeser thebed suffering

these two branches suffered most acutely from the hunger and in
spite of all mutual efforts and sacrifices five or six of the
branch members died of starvation it seemed incredible until I1
heard accounts of that last terrible winter of occupation wheat
had sold forcor 1500 a bushel one of the members including several
children walked from rotterdam to greningengroningenGro aboutningen one hundred
fifty miles in the coldest weather to keep from starving in
amsterdam the daily ration had been reduced to onetenthone oftenth
normal requirements 7

church welfare for atjetje netherlandsmjbhrid
the primary problem confronting president zappey after the

reorganization of the mission was starvation and a solution to the

hatred and distrust among members he adopted a theme loveiflovedoveinlove one

anotheranother11 which was preached throughout the mission zappey also per-

suaded the netherland government to permit missionariesmissionarmissional into the

country in may 1961946 eleven elders arrived from americaAme thesemeamcahea
were the first mormon missionaries to proselyte in the netherlands

since 1939

also under zappeyszappey supervision the latterdaylatter saintday church

immediately went to work to mitigate the sufferingsuffert ofng its members

the mission president asked everywhere to locate a warehouse to store

relief goods from america providentially zappey met a gentleman on

a street corner who recently had constructed a large warehouse in

letter from jacob schipaanboord to corneluisCom zappeyeluis october 12
1945195 among personal papers in possession of adriana zappey

7lmproyement73nprovement eraeray XLIX june 1946 372
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rotterdam this he offered without fee to the mormon churchchurchy

soon 11134 boxes consisting of 6406&0767 pounds of food fruit
and clothing arrived from america once a week missionaries distributed

food and clothing to the members from this warehouse

when church welfare goods arrived and were distributed it was

as though a miracle occurred in the church one week before commodities

arrived members looked like beggars the following weekafterwee theirkafter
distribution the saints looked like millionaires officials of the

netherlands government came to zappey and said kistenlistenmistenIf your people

are dressed like millionaires but what about ours consequently

the church in salt lake city sent a shipload of welfare goods to the

red cross in holland 8

the mission president reported that as information about the

churchs efforts to relieve hunger spread the dutch attitude toward

mormonism changed

since my last mission 22 years ago the attitude of the people
towards our church has vastly changed it is much easier to
explain the gospel men and women of all ages and classes are
willing to take time to listen they all marveled when they
heard of god plan of taking care of those in need toin our
church 9

from welfare square in salt lake city and similar store-

houses clothing and food valued by the netherlands government at

more than 1000000 were sent to the people of holland at firstirstarst
packages were sent by parcel post then by carload lots

later the holland saints sent a bronze plaque to the first

zappey 222.2 eitecitcitoelte

deseret9deseret newsnewsineasi october 5 194619469 p 9

06 gods
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presidency in appreciation for the welfare assistance likewise the

minister of foreign affairs of holland decorated president zappey with

the medal of gratefulness because of the churchschurch welfare to the

NetherlandernetherlanderserlandernetherlanderethNether s 10landers

dutchpatchputch welfare for germaygernaygermanyGermagerna

in

nv

an attempt to completely dispel hatred fromfron among latter
day saints the mission president started church welfare farms among

the hollanders by doing this zappey intended to bring the two opposing

political factions in the church to a point of reconciliation members

planted potatoes on the sides of railroad tracks in smallsnallsnail backyards

and in rented fields which were normally used to raise tulip bulbs

the priesthood went to work and within a short time every quorum
had found a suitable piece of land for the project it was
recommended that potatoes and green vegetables such as beans
peas and cabbage be grown potatoes are the basic food in
holland since they yield an abundant harvest in many
branches the planting of potatoes was made a special occasion
and the branch members turnedfumed out en masse there was singing
speaking and praying at the end of which potatoes were entrusted
to the soil 13

when members harvested their potatoepotator crop they had many tons

in excess to their needs providentially the german mission president

visited holland and told of the hunger in germany consequently dutch

members of the mormon church decided to send some of their potatoes to

their brothers in germany

church section M december 20 1950 p 2

cornelius zappey dutch saints send seventy tons of potatoes
to Germanygermany11germany1germanyl among personal papers in possession of adriana zappey
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subsequently during the first week in november ten huge trucks

left holland bound for germany with seventy tons of potatoes from the

dutch church members for the saints in germany president david 0 mckay

president of the mormon church eulogized this christian gesture

this is one of the greatest acts of true christian conduct ever
brought to my attention the dutch saints are to be congratulated
that they can perform this act of welfare service to members of
the church who live in a country which has caused them so much
suffering and hardship during recent years 13

later the dutch saints sent another ninety tons of potatoes to

germany along with sixty tons of herring these potatoes also came from

their local welfare farms the herring was purchased with donated

money 1

welfare for floodriddenfigriengRienFI hollandsd
in 1953 a galgalegaigaie struck holland resulting in the inundation of

much of the provinces of zeelandzealand and south holland the flooding

waters forced 300000 people to evacuate their homes and caused the

death of 2000 people no mormon church property was damaged however

each of twentyfourtwenty branchesfour of the netherlands mission collected

clothing and money which they donated to relief agencies the latter
day saint church in holland offered the red cross use of all church

buildings in the floodstrickenflood areastricken the netherlands mission also gave

the red cross over 4000 pounds of sterling

in utah former hollanders and missionariesmissiO lonnedlorytiedconnedlorrLorynAMeS atied floodhelpflood

church13tichurch

heiphelp

section december 6 194 1

quarterly reportreportoreports ll11 february 22 1948
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committee and sent her majesty queen juliana a checkcheek for 178309217830.92

to be used to alleviate suffering furthermore hundreds of quilts

were sent to holland from welfare square in saltsait lake city 5

effects welfare holland

the welfare program in the netherlands improved the image of

mormonism in holland propaganda against the church decreased and many

doors opened to the message of the restored churchy the president of

the european mission ezra T benson stated

it was a great joy whenuhenuhan the welfare supplies came through it was
alsoaiso a great surprise to the military authorities and others to
leam with what dispatch the supplies arrived from zion after
arrangements were madenade and the cablecabie sent backbaek to zion march 14
1946 to start shipments they could hardly believebelleve that there
was a church in existence with a hundred storehouses wellweliweil stocked
ready to dispatch supplies to the suffering people of europe
some fiftyonefifty carloadsone that means over 200 european carloads or
approximately two thousand tons and I1 am sure that if the cost of
transporting it on the european end was considered it xwuld total
wellweliweil over three quarters of a million dollars the bulkbuik of that
of course has gone to the countries in greatest distress germany
austria holland norway belgium with quantities going to manynany
other countries according to need 10

leaders of the mormon church received letters of appreciation

fromfron dutch members allailali over holland excerpts fromfron the following two

letters typify their feelings

kithwithnith this letterietter we will thank you very much for the box that you
sent us with somesone nice quilts she is coming just on the good
timetine in holland it is terrible coidcold now it freezes it snows
we are in the depth of winter we have not enough to make firecire
therefore we go early to bed

your package we received very gratefully
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to holland before june 10 1945 after three years of forced slave
labor in germany when I1 arrived home father had already
died from starvation like so many of my native people the
germans had carried everything away food othingclothingathing clocks
bicycles radios etc once more my sincere thanks and may
god bless you

missionary work since world war ji
prior to the outbreak of world war II11 all missionaries from

america returned to the united states however during the war

19401945 one hundred and two local missionaries baptized 135 con-

verts into the mormon churchchurchychurche 18

during the first year following the liberation of holland

fiftysixfifty elderssix arrived from utah however the primary duty of the

elders was not proselyting work but the distribution of church commo-

dities and the assumption of branch duties many problems had developed

during the war which required long hours of negotiation to resolve

the mission president released all local branch presidenciespresiden

and

cies

elders from america assumed jurisdiction in all branches this was

done because of local jealousies and adverse practices that had crept

into the church during the war holland was the only mission area in

the latterdaylatter saintday church during the first five years after the war

with no local leaders in charge of branches this may be due in part to

the fact that many of the local leaders emigrated to america despite time

improvement171mprovement era XLIX march 1946 131 see albert E bowen
the church welfare planpian saltaltait lake city deseret sunday school union
waw6 p 49

see CHART II11 page 86 and APPENDIX C

for a discussion of these problems see CHAPTER VI pages 7610576 105
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consuming branch duties missionaries baptized 1028 converts from

19461950 this was an average of 203 per missionary this was next

to the highest rate of conversions per missionary in europe and fifth
highest in allailali mission areas in the church

from 195119651951 missionaries1965 baptized 4697 converts this was

an average of 2.59259 per missionary 20 in rotterdam on march 23 1952

the largest baptism service in the history of the mission occurred

at this baptismal fortysixforty convertssix joined the mormon church 2

during the one hundred and five years of mormon missionary

activity in holland 186119661861 46651966 missionaries from america have

baptized 14307 converts this was an average of 3.131 baptisms per

missionary each year or 136 convert baptisms a year

during the twentieth century latterdaylatter saintday missionary work

has been performed primarily in large cities the missionaries have

done some proselytinginproselyting in small country towns during the depression

192219351922 some1935 attention was directed to small towns but it resulted

in few converts and the mission president eventually moved the mission-

aries back into large cities

twentieth century missionary activity has differed in three

ways from the nineteenth century proselyting 1 the province of

zeeland has been opened twice to missionary work 2 the clamsflams

speaking part of belgium has become a part of the netherlandsmotherlands mission

and 3 morenore work has been done in north brabant it is apparent by

see APPENDIX A page 150 and CHART II11 page 86

church section M april 23 195219521 p 14
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comparing map 111IIIill with map II11 since 1900 more work has been done in

south holland or the catholic part of the netherlands

the principal cities of missionary activity have been amsterdam

the hague and rotterdam approximately 50 of the cities where

missionary work was concentrated from 1901196190119671901 1961967 has been in the same

cities that nineteenth century elders were proselyting 22

permanent establishment local leadership in 1952 the

mission president don van dam reported that many branches were again

placed under local leadership at this time there were forty mission-

aries in holland onehalfone ofhalf them were married couples or lady

missionaries most of the missionaries prior to this administrative

change assumed duties in mission and auxiliary administration this

change was made so greater emphasis could be placed on proselyting

work 23

later many of these local leaders either were released or

emigrated by 1955 only six native dutchmen presided over the twenty

seven brancibranch once again missionaries led the singing at meetings

played the organ taught classes and acted as auxiliary executives

while on tour through holland in 1955 spencer W kimball

one of the twelve apostles counseled the mission president to release

the missionaries fromcrom branch duties for two reasons

first the local people are not getting the training they
are entitled and secondly the missionaries excuse themselves
from proselyting while they do this local leadership work 24

see MAP 111IIIlii page 89

annual report t 1953

letter to president david 0 mckeymckaymekey and counselors joseph F
smith and twelve from spencer W kimball october 1955 i church
historians office of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

missionaryactivity

of

mi assionssion

missionariesfrom

leadeishiprship

22see
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at this time hollandsholland missionaries had the lowest number of

proselyting hours per missionary in europe elder kimball pointed

out

I1 am sure that both the missionaries and the leadership of the
mission are capable of greater fruitfulness since 1901907igo
there have been only about 12 of these years where the con-
version per missionary were less than in the year 1954 they
have ranged from 16 per missionary down to 75 in 1934 and 196
in 1954.1954

from 195619601956 holland1960 was next to the highest in proselyting

hours per missionary and highest in total hours worked in europe

furthermore from 196119651961 the1965 netherland mission lead the european

areas in total hours and proselyting hours nerperiderlder missionary dudingdaringduring

these five years holland led allaliail other mission areas of the church

in proselyting hours and was next to the highest in total hours

worked netherlandsNetherland missionaries during this ten year period averaged

two hundred and forty hours a month proselyting they baptized 36ll3611

converts in doing this they raised the number of baptisms per

missionary from the 1954 average of 196196ngg to 2.60260 26

in 1960 mormon president david 0 mckay sent the mission

president J henry volker to holland with specific instructions

to release missionaries from branch duties at this time there were

thirtyfourthirty branchesfour in the mission volker successfully placed

thirty branches under local jurisdiction this shift in leadership

prepared the netherlands for the establishment of a stake

ibid

see CHART II11 page 86 and APPENDIX A page 150
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in the early part of march 1840 1I retired to my oedbed one night as usual
and while meditating and contemplating the vision of the lord like

let your warning voice be heard among

the gentiles as you pass and call yet upon them in my name for aid and
assistance I1

joseph smith documentary history jesus christ

clouds of light burst into my view the cities of london AMSTERDAMhysterAYSTERbyster
constantinople

omm009

DAMIdaml

and jerusalem all appeared in succession before me and
the spirit said unto me here are many of the children of abraham vhomwhomahom

I1 will gather to the land that I1 gave to their fathers and here also is
the field of your labors

of thetjie churchchurch of
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president david mckas visit j holland

in may 1952 president david 0 mckay worldwideworld leaderwide of

the mormon church visited holland his prime reason for being in
f

europe was to dedicate the swiss temple the purpose for president

mckays coming to the netherlands was to visit with the queen of

holland president mckay made application for an audience with her

majesty the queen juliana prior to his departure from america

when president mckay arrived he stayed at the palace hotel in

scheveningenScheve andningen then proceeded to soestdyk9oestdykSoest wheredyk the queen resided

he received a gracious reception after which he praised the queen

for her splendid address in the united states senate only a few

weeks previous n president mckay and emma his wife explained to

the interested listener some of the principles of the church its
missionary system world- wide organ programprogramspro andgramsgramtgrant the work among the

netherlands people 7

at the conclusion of the halfhourhalf audiencehour president mckay

promised queen juliana a leatherboundleather inscribedbound book of mormon he

sent it to her upon his return to salt lake city

after receiving the book through her private secretary the

queen sent an expression of appreciation to mckay

her majesty the queen of the netherlands wants me to convey to
you her sincerest thanks for the beautifully bound inscribed
copy of the book of mormon it is her majestymajestys wish to
express once morenore how much the discussion during your visit has
interested her 20

mission history june 12 1952

ibid july 28 1952
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the impact of president mckaymckaysmekay visit to holland may never be

entirely known however it was a thrill for many dutch saints forcor

the first time in their lives to shake hands with the president of

their church whom they regarded as the prophet of the lord his visit
may also have indirectly influenced government officials to give the

mormon church legal status three years later the mission president

reported that president mckay visit was a great blessing to the

entire mission although it was short the newspaper publicity given

him was most helpful

official re22pjgssffi1 M 2 js2l1
during the twentieth century the official recognizationrecogniaation of the

church by the netherlands government was perhaps the most important

step in creating a positive image of mormonism toin that country

the first real attempt to acquire official recognization

occurred in 1936 T edgar lyon the mission president made applica-

tion with the department of justice in conjunction with the celebration

commemorating the seventyfifthseventy anniversaryfifth of the netherlands mission

this action met with a favorable reaction

official papers have been filed with the department of justice for
the recognizationrecogniaation of the churchchurchy we have received several visits
from departmental officers and their attitude seems to be friendly
and sincere the crown at the present time is conducting a very
thorough investigation into the doctrines of the church we look
for some definite action soon3

however the mormonmorrionmormanmorron church waited another nineteen years

annual report M 1952

annual report 1937
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before the netherlands government awarded official recognization

this recognizationrecognissation entailedenta that the latterdaylatter saintday church would be

viewed as a legalt1legal person M enjoying all rights which an individual

possessed namely the right to sue and to be suedsuede to receive

legacies and to hold property legal standing also guaranteed

exemption from taxation on buildings and possessions in addition

to these rights and privileges official recognization lent a degree

of prestige not enjoyed by an unrecognized church recognization

also assured the missionaries legalt1legal justification for their presence

in holland it it also meant less conflict with the police while

missionaries engaged in proselyting work31

in august 1953 two lady missionaries met a young lawyer

mr johannes patty who made a thorough investigation of the mormon

church though he did not join the church at this time he offered

his legal services freely to the mission

acting upon mr pattypatty1spattys advice the mission president

donovan van dam submitted a petition to the dutch parliament for

legal recognization in 1953 mr patty guided the document through

proper channels to guarantee its acceptance he also prepared the

original draft for the final papers

by royal decree from her majesty queen of the netherlands
issued by the department of justice on august 22 1955 the
church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday was for the first
time in the history of the mission given legal standing and

31latter day saint journal history may 29 193419341 P 7
letter to presiding bishopric by T edgar lyon dated may 29 193491934
found in church historians office in salt lake city also see
APPENDIX D
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recognized as a church in holland32

prior to this sanction mormonism was merely a sect in holland

afterwards it was recognized as a church

this gave the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday the

same rights and privileges held by other recognized churches in the

netherlands it meant that the mormon church possessed corporate

capacity the minister of justice summarized the significance of

this legal status

it would give the church added prestige in the nation possibly
afford some relief from property taxes bring her consideration
for military exemption for missionaries with passports for
holland offer the possibility of establishing a church school
when needed and bring the missionary other advantages JJ

van dam asserted that this recognization prepared the way

for a stake of the latterdaylatter saintday church in holland

tabernaclebeiaaebei choirameaAe visits holland

the same month the government granted the church legal

recognization dutch mass media gave mormonism nationwidenation publicitywide

these communication agencies announced that the mormon tabernacle

choir planned to visit holland

the famed choir was wellknownwell inknown the netherlands in 1951

the government owned radio station AVRO presented a special feature

of the day which consisted of music by the tabernacle choir and a

commentary by the assistant manager AVRO rebroadcast the program

quarterly reportreportoreports vtll11 august 25 1955

33church33tichurch33 sectionchurch 1 november 19 1955 Ppo 8 s

holland 32

33

mormontabomacle

32quarterly32

summarized
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because it was so favorably received all over the country34country4country

before

434

the arrival of the choir the newspapers announced

the coming of a 11700POO mormon choir 35 two programs were scheduled

one in amsterdamsamsterdam concert hall and the other inim scheveningens

kurhauskuxhaus hall

the choir arrived in amsterdam on august 30 1955 when

the people of holland realizedrealireallreail thatzedsed the choir members were all of

european descent they spread out the red carpet 0 the inter-

national character of the choir proved to be one of its chief assets

on the tour

many dutch members of the choir were finding relatives such as
the van tussenbrocksTussenbr theocks van oses sic van ottens the wiegel
sisters the dedo baanshaans kerns bergoutsBerg rosendahlsRosendouts andahls bergs M

in amsterdam the burgomeisterburgomeistertfburgemeisterBurgo mayormeistermelster officially welcomed

the choir at city hall he noted the high praisepra accordedisell the choir

members by the british press furthermore he expressed confidence

in the same reception in holland he stated

I1 welcome you as latterdaylatter saintsday we have many religious
denominations here but we have room for YOU we have always
had religious tolerance in holland 3

the mayor turned the canal lights on so that the choir could

quarterly report 1 19541951 P 57

SS mieuremieuwe dag july 28 195519550

36j spencer cornwall century singing salt lake city
deseret book co 1958 p 15
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Amsterdamamsterdam1samsterdams retget patroolpatroon

warren john thomas salt lake mormon tabernacle choir goes
12 2e2i salt lake itycity desereedeseret news press T P 193

quarterly report t1 august 29 1955

98259835

la19 choirchold

immediately following the concerts hundreds of newspapers

published articles of praise or criticismscriticlsmscriticlcritical
the music critic of the independent telegraafTele Hgraaf J M mueller
dedicated half a column to the concert the choir is really
excellent he said it is clear that the singers studied
seriously and accurately they have a disarming naivete and
a cordial

seataseat3
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enjoy an illuminated boat trip through amsterdams water system

As preparations for the choirs performance developed many

critics asserted that few people would be in attendance

at times we would hear such comments as these choirs are very
unpopular in holland and we feel we will have a small attendance t

the concert gebouwgebour hall has never been filled for a choir
choirs are very unsuccessful boxoffice attractions in europe 1

somehow we knew that the tabernacle choir would have no trouble
filling the concert halls 39

when the ticket office in amsterdam opened every ticket was

sold in less than two hours furthermore hundreds had to be turned

away the concert hall had a seating capacity of about 2600 however

3000 tickets were sold because sales were far greater than anticipated

requests were made that other concerts be arranged in holland 40

at both concerts the audiences gave the choir a standing

ovation when hollands national anthem was sung in dutch

reaction the press l9

expression the pleasure the choir takes in
its performance is great and shows a clear love for music

its sound was well balanced and pre-
served great homogeneity throughout the evening but in general
there was no moving inspiration

critiesticsthes

box office

ng

of to the

0
1

the catholic newspaper dedo massdockmassrockMass saiddock the choirs performance
matched all reasonable demands the choir sang with the

greatest discipline

amsterdamshet

39warren
to euro C doseret 195771pt

40quarterly

sm

shet

39

40
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commented t it is an outstanding choir possessing in its enormous
number of voices a fullness of sonority whiowhichahio exists at every
degree of volume without ever any forcingforcingsforcfore

statements

ings

of criticism also appeared in various newspapers

A reporter asserted more expression could have been achieved with

their disciplined material more expression and very much more

artistry 19 another writer wrote despite everything the choir

remained monotonous 2

effect T the choirchoxrs visit
the netherlands mission president donovan van dam commented

that the choir had a far reaching effect on the mission

we could see how people talked about the concert saying it had
been something very special in their lives and in two specific
cases we know of conversions were made because of the visit of
the tabernacle choir to the netherlands mission yes the
members of the tabernacle choir performed a mighty missionary
work when they toured europe during the summer of 1955

later he reported

there were some direct and remarkable results from the visit of
the choir not only in the feeling and spirit in the mission
in the favorable reviews and publicity that appeared but by
direct converts to the churchchurchychurche 44

an example of a direct convert to the church because of the

choirs visit to holland concerns a mr bartellesbarcellesBar

mr

telles

bartellesbarcellesBar intelles den helderholderhoiderheider was anin investigator of ours who seemed
to take delight in arguing against us and fighting against the

thomas
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truths of the gospel he was an intelligent man and had belonged
to the salvation arnyarmyanny filling two missions for them one to
indonesia and one to denmark we missionaries felt that he was
not showing the right spirit of investigation so we were on the
point of dropping him in fact we were so little impressed with
him that we didnt even tell him about the approaching visit of
the tabernacle choir but we went instead to those people who
showed more promise in their attitude
one day at work as the employees stopped for their lunch hour
a fellow employee unwrapped his lunch which was wrapped in a
newspaper As the newspaper was spread out on the table mr
bartellesbarcellesBar noticedtelles that it carried an announcement about the
tabernacle choirs concert on august 31 injin amsterdamaAmster citydama
which was several hours distance on the train from den holder

mr bartellesbarcellesBar cametelles directly to see us and to arrange for tickets
this surprised us very much he attended the concert in amster-
dam and then the next day as he contacted us he was a changed
manmamnanmabnab in talking with us he said felt the choir members were
not singing for the audience they were singing for god he
told how their lovely music touched his heart and gave to him
the testimony of the truthfulness of the restored gospel tears
actually ran down his face as he asked for baptism we will never
forget his humility that day nor the strength of his fervent
testimony it took two missionaries plus 400 singers plus the
spirit of our father in heaven to convert mr bartellesbarcellesBar oftelles den
helden sic but he is converted and is a faithfulmember of that
fine little branch on the northern tip of holland 9

radio and television pubucitj the AVRO radio station broadcast

a recording of the amsterdam concert apparently the station managers

were impressed with the response of the people because they continued

to give the church notoriety in 1956 AVRO broadcast a twentyfivetwenty

minute

five

program about the church it consisted of a roundtableround dis-

cussion

tabletabie

led by a professor of leiden university the branch president

in the hague represented the church he gave a four minute introduction

after which he answered questions posed by a panel of ministers from

various denominations in the netherlands

warren john thomas mormon tabernacle choir goes j europieurofi
1955195 salt lake city deseret news press 1957157 P igotvo
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the friendly attitude of AVRO was also extended to the church

through their television facilities in 1963 AVRO televised a twenty

minute program entitled more than music H A mormon missionary quartet

sang a medleymedlevnedleymedlee of dutch children songs known to all the people of

holland afterward the station assistant manager interviewed the

netherlands mission president don van slooten they discussed basic

beliefs of the church the program concluded with the bearing of

testimonies by members of the quartet 6

organization of the first stake j boopebropeeuro2e

six years following the visit of the tabernacle choir the

holland stake was organized in the netherlands A stake is a regional

division in the mormon church organization this event marked two

firsts in the history of mormonism 1 the holland stake was the

first stake organized by the church in a country where other than the

english language is spoken and 2 it was the first stake established

on the european continent this historical event occurred during the

centennial year of the arrival of the first mormon missionaries in

holland 4

the first public suggestion of a possible stake in holland

occurred on may 1 i9601960 at this time alvin IL dyerwyer assistant to the

quorum of twelve apostles while speaking to the local leaders of the

auxiliaries in the netherlands mission said

quarterly reportreports 11
0 january 15 1963

church section t march 25 196119619iggi p 14

46

in

47

R

46joquarterly

4711church4711
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the lord has said there should be three stakes of zion here in
europe and dont be surprised if youreyoune one of them 4048

two months later on july 25 president dyer notified the

mission that plans were being made to create an amsterdam stakeestaked

leaders in salt lake city intended that this stake include the

amsterdam the hague and the rotterdam districts he instructed

the mission president J henry volker to submit to himhin names of

members who could become officers in a greater amsterdam district
preparatory to the stake organization the purpose of this enlarged

district was to train officers for the anticipated stake

in decemberDecem 1960logoberyberf president henryhenrt D moyle a member of the

first presidency of the mormon church related to the netherlands

missionaries the probability of there being a stake in holland

before most of you menmannannen get off of your missions were going
to have more stakes in europe than you can shake a stick at
im sure that this building the baguehague chapel will house a
ward in the not too distant future50

this prediction was fulfilled on march 12 1961 with the

organization of the holland stake at first the new holland stake

was to be named the amsterdam stake however leaders in salt lake

city changed the name to holland stake because it included two

provinces viz north and south holland not just the amsterdam

district furthermore there were no building facilities in amsterdam

at this time which could have functioned as a stake house51House

diary

51

of hoyt W brewster jr july 2 1960 p 36

quarterly reportreports july 25 1960

the50ithe netherlands centennial march 1961

taped interview with J henry volker president of the mission
when the stake was organized september 2 1966
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the formation of the first foreignspeakingforeign stakespeaking of the

latterdaylatter saintday church was effected under the direction of rughhugh B

brown of the council of the twelve apostles he received assistance

fromfron alvinbivin R nyerdyer and nathanrathan E tanner assistants to the quorum

of twelve apostles the holland stake was the three hundred and

twentysixthtwenty stakesixth organized in the mormon church

the new stake contained civefive wards viz amsterdam east

amsterdam west the haguerague rotterdam south and rotterdam north

it alsoaiso included an independent branch at delft and dependent branches

at leiden schiedam and vlaardingenvlaardingerVlaar

J

dingen

paul jongkees first counselor in the mission presidency

was named stake president bernard W lefrandtlefranttLeFdef andrandt gerardgerand stoovesnoove

assisted hinhim as counselors in the presidency 5

effects the stakensstakefs organizationorganizatipn the mission

whanwhen the stake was organized several changes were made in

the netherlands mission of the thirtyfourthirty branchesfour in the mission

nine of them were transferred to the jurisdiction of the stake this

leftlestiest twentyfivetwenty branchesfive to the mission

at the time of the staked formation therethede were 4581 members

in the mission twentyfivetwenty hundredfivecivesive of these members or over 50 of

the missions membership became partpant of the new stake53stake the53 major

church sectionssectionm april 11 1961iggi A stake presidency consists
of three presidents and a elerkclerk it is an ecclesiastical body which
presides over several wards

53volker53 Qvolker cit alsoaisojiso see CHART III111lilili page 103

bhe
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itsifsiesles a universal church not an american
church itsifslesies a world church with the organization there it
put the responsibility on the leaders that were appointed and also
on the members that they had to get themselves in line to support
those leaders

letuactu y

104

effect this had on the mission was depletion of leadership actually

the stake took 90 of the local leaders and left the mission 10

of the leaders to preside over a little less than 50 0 the total
membership in holland

prior to the stakesstaked organization thirty of the thirtyfourthirty

branches

four

were placed under the jurisdiction of local leaders after

the stakes organization many branch leaders had to be released to

fill vacated mission leadership positions54positions

J

54

henry volker summarized the effects the organization of

the stake had on the mormon church in holland

it brings the real operation of the church to the people of
holland up until the organization of the stake the mission-
aries had nursed everything along the great thing of the
organization of the stake is that it put the people on their
own they now had the responsibility of operating the church
in holland that is within the stake boundaries it meant that
they had to put the stake and church on a financial basis where
they had to support it and not be supported fully by the church
0 it threwthrow them on their own it made them realize that it
is theirtel church it ist a church from america its a
church in holland

it taught those people more than ever what
the priesthood meant that the priesthood is the ruling power
that directs the church it has shown that they have leader-
ship among them that leadership can be developed it has
taken away a great many of the jealousies that existed before in
the branches because they realize that these people are chosen
from and appointed directly from the president of the church and
general authoritiesauthoritauthority rather than by the mission president
they feel it is their own church nohnog and they get something
theyetheyve got to build up themselves
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president van slooten mission president from 196219651962

summarized

1965

the effects of the stake on the mormon church in holland

as 1 developed more leadershipstake leaders 2 increased the

financial requirements of its members 3 necessitated a greater

spirit of sacrifice 4 enabled members to receive patriarchal

blessings 5 provided for a frequent and direct contact with general

authorities on an almost monthly basis and 6 resulted in the intro-

duction of many church programs to the mission namely home teaching

and family home evening programs56programs

all

56

these advantages offered to church members in holland

justify a statement made by henry D moyle member of the first
presidency of the church

theiftheinthe lord wants to have the dutch people enjoy the full blessing
of the gospel and thatoan1 be done unless there is a stake of
zion established here

56
letter to keith C warrierwarner from don van slooten july 5 1961967

ppap 898 see9 APPENDIX H page 173
57

brewster op cit9citacit september 2 1966 p 34340

9
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CHAPTER VII

CHURCH PROPERTY IN THE netherlands

purchase C property in the netherlands
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stake could be organized

in holland was that the mormon church owned the necessary buildings

to house such an organization the churchbuiltChurch chapelbuilt in the hague

became the stake house because it contained the necessary office

space for the presiding officers

prior to the twentieth century meetingsmeetinas were held in rented

halls however shortly after the turn of the century 1908 the

netherlands mission purchased its first building this was the

excellsiorExcell hallsior in rotterdam this building was used only as a chapel

for meetings 1
0

halls continued to be leased or rented for branch meetings until

1920 the scarcity of buildings at that time made it necessary that the

mission purchase its own halls and meeting places it was almost

impossible to lease adequate halls to meet the needs of the branches

consequently the mission began to purchase houses which were renovated

and remodeled to contain a chapel and class rooms

millennial star CXXI february 2 1908 381

mission Historyt
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meetthe
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am1m annialennial
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all real estate of the mission was purchased in the name corporation

of the presiding bishop of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

3

the policy of purchasing buildings and remodeling them con-

tinued to be the primary program of the church in holland until 1960

with a few exceptions

first churchbuiltchurch chapelbuilt holland

in 1937 ground was broken in rotterdam for the first church

built chapel in the netherlands the cornerstone was laid by joyce

murdock six year old daughter of the mission president franklin J

murdock it was a dutch custom that a little child take part in the

ceremony of laying the cornerstone of newnow buildings 4

the churchbuiltchurch chapelbuilt became the overmassovermarsOver branchmass meeting

house A member of the twelve apostles dedicated the newnow chapel on

april 3 1938 this building cost 1700000 5

unfortunately this building was used for only one year and

six months early in may i the germans bombed rotterdam reducing

to ashes an area a mile square in the heart of the city the overmassovermarsOver

chapel

mass

was demolished during this raid

following the war special building permits from the government

had to be obtained in order to build chapels 0

3lbid31bid march 12 1920 see richard R lyman

improvement era XL december 1937 732

5 cit april 3 1938 see PLATE IV page 108

deseret news december 28 1949
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PLATE VI
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the rotterdam south ward chapel first built in 193719381937
later

1938
it was rebuilt in 1951955195419551954 the1955 building cost

120000 spencer W kimballiballKir of the quorum of twelve M
1

apostles dedicated the chapel on july 24 1955 i suvtt
i

itt vi
yA

SHS

the

H

hagueegue ward chapel this chapel cost approximately
95000959000 elrayeir&yeirby L christiansen assistant to the quorum

of twelve apostles dedicated this chapel in november
1958 this chapel became the first stake house
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in 1953 the mission received permission to rebuild the overmaasovermarsOver

chapel

maas

the government allotted a new and larger site for the new

chapel about a quarter of a mllemilenile from the former meeting hallhailhali A

member of the twelve apostles dedicated the newnow chapel on july 24

1955 the building cost 12000000 the building contained a

chapel to seat two hundred and fifty people with a recreational hall

opening in the rear where another two hundred and fifty could be

seated during conferences

purchase

7

mission homes

the first mission home in the netherlands mission was a rented

home in rotterdam this home and later another on the same street

served as the mission headquarters until 1937 at that time a new

building was purchased in the hague consequentlysequentlyCohcon the excellsiorExcell hallsior

was sold the mission president reported

we have completed the sale of our mission headquarters in
rotterdam for 14000149000 guilders and the purchase of a building
at the hague for 12000 guildersbuildersguil ourders new quarters are on a
very fine residential street and the property cost something
like 4000 buildersguildersguil theders building is in a very fine state of
repair it was built by the seventh day Adventist church and
is a creditable place for our mission headquarters in holland 0

darlngdaringduring the second world war this mission home was evacuated

and later damaged due to the german occupation following the war

it was restored and an extension added for additional offices

the hague remained the mission headquarters until 1961

after the holland stake was organized the mission president J henry

P 1103103.10ilolio

church section august 6 1955 see spencer WV kiribatiKelmiKirielki
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third mission headquarters

this mission home in the hague remained the headquarters
of the netherlands mission from 193719621937 1962
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volker moved the mission office from its boundaries this move was

precipitated by the lack of space in the mission headquarters the

influx of more missionaries and because members of the stake con-

tinued to involve the mission president in their problems another

purpose for moving the mission home was to get closer to the air
port9

on may 15 1961 a new mission home was purchased in huizen

it cost 6000000 the hague building became a genealogical and

microfilming laboratory the new mission home consisted of three

acres of property and a large mansionmansinansi after spending an additional

6000000 to renovate the mansion the netherlands mission headheal

quarters was transferred to the newnow mission home on january 15

1962 10

church buildingbudlixgbuildinabulBui programramdamidinaldinaidine in

iiiili

ocatedlocated

vav1119

holland

the remodeling of the new mission home in huizen was part of

the mormon european building program in the herlandsnetherlandsnotMotnet this building

program was formulated at a meeting of allaliail mission presidents in

frankfurt germany on june 9 1960 it was estimated that more than

5000000000 would be spent during a four or five year period

building chapels in europe approximately five million dollars was

allocated for construction in the netherlands local labor missionaries

interview with J henry volker october 7 1966 see PLATE viti
page 112

quarterly report jt january 15 i9601960a
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ay1y it was a training center for the
indonesian bank duringdaringdarlng the german occupation it was used as
a battalion headquarters this newnow mission honehome cost 60000

112
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fourth mission home of the netherlands mission
this mission office was purchased in 1961 on january 15 1962
the netherlands mission headquarters was transferred to this
building originallyorigina3original
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were to be called to help in this vast building program 1411

headquarters for scandia belgium and the netherlands was

established in norden holland where an office building was purchased

six

4

locations were selected as priorities for new buildingsmiiWil indings the

netherlands the building policy of the mormon church was to co-
nstruct chapels only in newly constructed growing residential areas

in holland no private property was for sale all property had

to be purchased from the city government in each location where buildings

were to be constructed unfortunately in 1961 the netherlands govern-

ment enforced a law that no more church buildings could be builtbulit due to

the scarcity of labor and materials this stopped all building plans

in holland for a year

later the government permitted the building of church chapels

but under certain limitations fifty per cent of the churches per-

mitted to be built were to be catholic chapels 40 protestant and

10 for all other denominations the mormon church had planned to

build more chapels than the combined total of all other denominations

eventually under careful supervision of the government the

latterdaylatter saintday church completed a chapel in the east part of

amsterdam it was difficult to obtain permission to build this

meeting house because of its revolutionary design no denomination

had ever constructed a meeting house with a chapel class rooms and

recreation hahlhaul under one roof in the history of church building in

holland permission was only granted after a model of the building was

scandi a

c

h

111bid
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submitted to the netherlands building committee A ground breaking

ceremony was held in amsterdam for the construction of the new

amsterdam east ward building on march 16 1963 12

in 1966 of the thirtyeightthirty buildingseight housing wards and

branches in the netherlands mission and holland stake six were

churchbuiltchurch chapelsbuilt sixteen were churchownedchurch renovatedowned buildings

and sixteen were rented halls 5

tbid march 16 1963

see MAP IV page 115

13

ibid121bidabid
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CHAPTER VIII

METHODS OF proselyting IN HOLLAND

early proselytingproselztino methods

prior to 1900 missionaries proselytedproselyter chiefly by distributing

literature actingtradingtr and holding block meetings after 1900 several new

methods were introduced

distribution tracts methods the distribution of tracts

proved to be the most successful procedures used during the nineteenth

century J W F volker the mission president from 188518891885

described

1889

how it was donedonesdonet

I1 began my labors in amsterdam and translated the gospel of
christ into the dutch language and had 10000 copies printed
these I1 took and distributed at the houses of the people stating
that I1 would call again after three days this plan gave me a
good opportunity to talk with the people at their firesidesresidesfiresiderfi 1

the direct results of house to house distribution of tracts was

not always encouraging but the ultimate good accomplished was not

doubted the mission president reported that many are the instances

where one person has been found by a tract who has afterwards been the

means of bringing family after family into the church missionaries

asserted that the coor were the principle people proselytedproselyter to the

church through the distribution of tracts
we have distributed thousands of our tracts among rich and poor

millennial star LT july 1 18891989 4014010
9

mission2missionemission history january 28 1904
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alike the former however seldom take the pains to read them
and spurn us from their doors the poor receive our tracts
readily and we occasionally get an opportunity of laying before
them the principles of eternal life we find it is
to the poor that the gospel is being preached it is the poorest
of the poor who accept the offers of life and salvation

0 a

0 0

many are convinced of its truth and would gladly embrace it if
they could muster moral courage enough to break the chains of the
false traditions of their fathers of priestcraft with which they
are bound 3

block meetingkeeting method in 1896 a missionary reported that

block meetings were held as a means of promulgating mormonismmonismMo in the

netherlands

we have held a number of block meetings wherever we could get the
use of a house as it is against the laws of this country to
preach upon the streets these block meetings seem to be the
best plan to spread the gospel here as they have brought many
to investigate and in a few cases some have asked for baptism 4

missionaries held block meetings in any house in a city where

they could get permission after permission was received the elders

would then go up and down the street on the block where the house was

located and invite allaliail the neighbors to attend the meeting before a

block meeting was held it was usually advertised in the newspaper

debate public debates were also often a useful means of

propagating mormonism it was customary in holland before and after

1900 to resolve controversial issues through debates on july 12

1896 a mormon elder debated with a baptist minister at ougreedugree

belgium many baptists were in attendance and were impressed with

the evidence which supported the doctrines of the latterdaylatter saintday

3lbid31bid june 10 1893

deseret evening news december 5 189618960 p 12
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church at the end of the debate they left the baptist congregation

and were baptized into the true church 5

difficult years l922193519221935ij2z12
darlngdaringduring the nineteenth century missionaries used no systematic

procedure in teaching mormonism mormon elders simply lectured or

discussed the principles of the church

from 1900 to 1926 public debates and distribution of tracts

continued to be the general methods used in spreading mormonismmonismMo

however 1922 to 1935 proved to be very difficult years to do

missionary work this was particularly due to an economic depression

thousands parade the streets without work and several of our
saints are among these unfortunates labor conditions are
really serious in holland at the present time and prices for
food and clothing are extortionallyextgrtionallyextortion highallyaily and are beyond
the reach of these poor people 0

at first the economic conditions turned the people from

religion to seek a temporal salvation in somesone one of the numerous

political organizations

during these difficult years the only investigators and

converts found were among the unemployed and those on the doleltdoledoie 0

new methods doing missionary work

despite the depression 1925 through 1935 proved to be a new

5de5peade ster XII february 1 1901907igo 6060
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letter to harold gr reynolds 1937 in church historians
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era of proselyting methods in the netherlands mission the mission

presidents introduced the following new methods of doing missionary

work actingtradingtr without purse or scrip openairopen orair street meetings

and canal boat proselyting A missionary training school was also

opened and the mission received illustrated lectures from church

headquarters in salt lake city

openairopen meetingsMeetinair methodRs prior to 1927 the constitution

of the kingdom of the netherlands prohibited street gatherings

particularly those of a religious nature however n 1927192 openairopen

meetingsineetings

air
were legalized for the first time

permission has now been obtained from officials of the larger
cities to hold openairopen meetingsair this privilege has previously
been denied us and we think it marks the beginning of an era of
more religious toleration and less opposition to mormonismmonismMo 19

john P lillywhite mission president from 192619291926

reported

1929

all these meetings have been held under police protection and
every consideration has been given us from these officials
that we could desire 1

these openairopen meetingsair resulted in an increase in number of

tracts distributed gospel conversions and families of investigators

visited during this time the mission president reported that even

rotterdam allowed the missionaries this privilege

during the last week of the year permissionpe tomission hold regular
street meetings in rotterdam was granted this was the first
time in the history of the mission that such permission was

9lmprovement era XXXI december 1928 161igligi

annual report M 1921927
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I1 believe we can create a
very different spirit in the mission by breaking up this rutrat
system or routine of doing things and get out into a new ness
of missionary life 13

mission school during this period in an attempt to make the

missionaries more effective president lillywhite instituted a school

quarterly report 11 192619269192.69 ppo 13

see MAP 111IIIliilil page 91

mission history
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given and it looked like a new era was dawning in the mission H

these street and park meetings were held regularly in most

of the branches for the next few years

during this period two new districts were opened to

missionary work one was the over yselasel district and the other

the zeeland district 12

proselytingfrosft&tin without purse

april 22 192619260

or
nam04480aft mp N

L cwhiteywhite

occasion y

11quarterly

12see

13mission

cessfully it willwui open up a splendid field of new experiences for
our elders which willwui have a tendency to make them better ac-
quainted with the lord and his work and I1 believe wmwhi be con-
ducive to excellent results in general missionary activities
throughout the history of this mission have been confined almost
entirely to the larger cities

quainted

om I1 have selected a half dozen
good men whosmosno can speak the dutch language who are very earnest in
their work and who are also willing to try out this method of
preaching the gospel in this country I1 expect to be with them
occasionally and check up on their work if they can do it suc-
cessfully

11

13

scrip in 1926 president

llllywhitelillywhite decided to send missionaries into rural parts of holland

instead of confining their efforts to large cities

I1 am just now considering another method of missionary campaign
whereby I1 hope to be able to give the elders some real missionary
experiences and also endeavour to reach a class of people that as
yet havenhaven1havena hadt a chance to hear the gospel I1 am planning to
send the elders by twos into the country districts to travel as
much as possible without money and thereby prove the people
this is the hold and really only successful way of doing missionary
work but it is new in this missionMissi

rut
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or training class elders upon their arrival in the netherlands were

placed in this school for a month to be instructed concerning the

conditions of the country the people the language and the message

of mormonism

canal boat proselyting because holland contained many

canals streams and lakes it was decided that the most economical

way to reach people in outlying villages was by water consequently

a small motor boat was purchased which contained living accommodations

for four missionaries

the work done by these boat missionaries includes the
distributing of tracts and lending small books to the people
who are in turnturm given the opportunity of inviting the elders
to return and explain the purpose of their mission and their
valuable message by this means these missionaries laboring
on the boat have been successful in finding many seekers after
the truthtruths during this month of this work sixtyninesixty friendsnine
who afterwards became earnest investigators were foundfoundsw14

though the country was suffering an economic depression the

dutch during this period were described as being readers of the bible

and naturally religious t the bible was taught in many of the schools

during this period 5

illustrated lecture proselyting filmstripsfilm werestrips sent from

the headquarters of the church in salt lake city these lectures

enabled the missionaries to make more first contacts both at hallshalishails

where meetings were held and at cottage meetings 0
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the anderson plan

following world war II11 four consecutive plans improved the

efficiency of missionary work the first of these adopted in 1951

by the netherlands mission was entitled A plan for effective

missionary work or the anderson plan this plan emphasized actingtradingtr
with the book of mormon it constituted a total of twentyeighttwenty

possible

eight

cottage meeting topics

this plan stressed the necessity of the spirit of the lord and

see CHART II11 page 86
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sports proselytingpro during 192519381925 missionaries1938 formed

basketball and baseball teams the mission president encouraged

participation in sports on a limited scale for the purpose of at-

tracting and interesting young people in the program of the mormon

church in 1938 the missionary baseball team won recognition for

the mission at the conclusion of the yeasyears play the dutch club

in amsterdam presented the team a medal inscribed to the mormon

missionaries in remembrance of the fine baseball games we have

played M

results new proselyting methods

though 1925 through 1935 was a new era of proselyting methods

the number of baptisms performed declined this was due particularly

to the economic depression disinterest in religion and a decrease

in the number of missionaries during this period baptisms declined

approximately 83 and the missionary force 55

post world war j
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a thorough knowledge of the scriptures for success in missionary
work in contrast to the traditional but less effective
method of tradingtrading1 the missionaries objective in going from
door to door was to get into the homes immediately and present
their message stimulating questions were designed to involve
investigators in the discussions special emphasis was placed
upon reading the book of mormon as a key to conversion god
revealed the book of momonmormon to convince the honest he expects
us to use it vio110

prior to the adoption of the andersonandersen plan a mission training

school opened in the hague for all newnow missionaries the school was

named nine to five indicating the number of hours spent in the

school each day the school constituted a two week training course

in the lesson plan and the netherlands language 19

accompanying the anderson plan in 1951 were special investigator

meetingsmeetinrs when missionaries scheduled an investigator meeting all

elders in the district concentrated their efforts for two or three days

contacting families inviting them to attend the mission president

john P lillywhite reported

the work in the netherlands is steadily progressoprogressingprogresst missionary
activity is being increased and intensified special meetings
for investigators are heldhelaheid all over the country in the various
branches 20

during this period a missionary basketball team aided the

mission in its proselyting efforts at an invitational basketball

tournament during sports week in holland the missionary team won

the championship films of the game were shown in theaters throughout

james B alienallenjllen and richard 0 cowan mormonism JS the twentieth
century brigham young university extension 1964 p 139

october 11 195019509 p 4
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the country which resulted in much favorable publicity for the

church 21

systematic plan

in 1952 church authorities in salt lake city published a new

lesson plan entitled systematic program for teaching the gospel

the netherlands mission adopted this plan in 1953 door to door

actingtradingtr remained the principle means of finding investigators

this plan included seven cottage meeting discussions branches

were encouraged to provide facilities to continue teaching new

converts after their baptism the church translating committee in

salt lake city translated the plan into dutch and sent it to holland

the dyer plan

the systematic plan received a supplementation in 196019600 in

march of that year alvin R dyernyer assistant to the twelve apostles

arrived in holland president david 0 mckay sent him to europe as

the european mission president he introduced a new lesson plan

entitled the message of the restoration

the message of restoration included a door approach the

manner of conversion discussion and the inquiry and challenge the

missionaries memorized an introduction which was presented from door

to door while actingtractingtrackingtr after gaining entrance into a home mission-

aries did not immediately teach a doctrinal lesson but presented a

brief memorized message concerning the necessity of learning truth

through the spirit of god then followed six lessons similar to

ibid december 2 195219529 p 12
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A positive first contact or doorid6oridlor approach message under the
power of testimony will assure good reception from the people
immediately this will lead them into an investigation of the
gospel truths the manner of conversion or first appointment
lesson will set the tone or pr promise to testify of the message
by the power of the spirit by which the investigator can know
the truth and how the things of god can be understood by
spiritual reception the inquiry and challenge lesson for
baptism is intended to determine investigator interest ascer-
taining their readiness for the invitation to prepare for
baptism

22therhe messaremessage of the restoration european mission the church of
jesus chrieschristchri7s ofot latter3say saintssints 19619 p 37

ibid p 11
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those in the systematic plan 22 stress was placed upon application

of the message of the restoration fundamentalsfundament

never in the history of the mission had such a number of

baptisms been performed in one year the highest number of convert

baptisms performed in one year up to that time was three hundred and

ninetysixninety insix 1950 however this goal was attained

during the months of september october and november

missionaries performed one hundred and twelve baptisms this was

the highest number of baptisms in individual months in the history

of the mission the year ended with seven hundred and nine baptisms

the followingfonfoU yearowing 19611961iggi missionaries baptizedbapti ninezedsed hundred

and twentytwotwenty convertstwo this surge of success was particularly due

the

ii

ch enge

forthe
0 0
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when dyer introduced his newnow proselyting plan he gave the

netherlands mission a quota of five convert baptisms per missionary

this quota amounted to five hundred and eighty baptisms by the end of

the year the mission president thought he was talking through his

hat

t latter 7ay7 19 po
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to the techniques embodied in the dyerwyer plan

while the missionaries used the dyer plan they performed

over 1600 baptisms this amounted to a rate of 135 baptisms a

week in 1960 and 17817.8 in 1961 24

reorganization jc the mission in 1938 the netherlands

mission had been divided into five districts with eight missionaries

and four branches in each district this was done to insure better

supervision

in conjunction with the introduction of the dyer plan the

mission president revamped the administrative organization of

missionaries J henry volker mission president from 19601962196019621960

divided

1962

the mission into two sections consisting of five districts
each missionaries presiding over the districts were called t super-

vising elders later they were renamed district leaders the

two sections were supervised by elders called travelingittraveling elders

later the mission was again reorganized this time the

districts were grouped into five zones the purpose of this reorgani-

zation was to increase efficiency to get better reports and to

decrease the numbers of districts under one zone supervisor

missionary proselytingproselytproselyte among the youth in 1962 also in

conjunction with the dyerdyed plan volker encouraged missionaries to

organize softball teams among dutch boys consequently elders

organized over seven hundred boys ranging from twelve to fifteen

years old into seventy softball teams each pair of missionaries

taped interview with J henry volker september 2 1966 also
see CHART II11 page 86
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throughout the mission attempted to organize a softball team games

were played and district winners determined then district winners

competed with other district winners to determine five zone champions

eventually a mission champion softball team emerged from the zone

champions the winning softball team received a personally auto-

graphed softball from prince bernhardBem husbandhard of queen julianne

the purpose of this proselyting method was to gain admittance into the

homes of the boys playing softball missionaries baptized a number

of boys and parents into the mormon church this program received

support from the athletic committee of holland which resulted in a

great deal of publicity missionaries were invited to appear on

television twice to advertise the program it was also mentioned on

the radio a number of times the chief effect for this program was

nationwidenation publicitywide 25

worldwideworl&wideworld missionwide plan

missionaries used the message of the restoration plan from

march 1960 to october 1961 however in june 196lthe1961the1961iggi firstthe world

seminar for mission presidents convened in salt lake city the purpose

of the seminar was to coordinate all missionary activities of the

mormon church and to establish a uniform woworldwideridwideridnid methodwide of

teaching the principles of mormonism the netherlands mission

president J henry volker attended the convocation at the con-

clusion of the seminar a new proselyting plan A uniform system for

teaching investigators was distributed for use in all missions

ibid
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of the church

this plan consisting of six cottage meeting discussions embodied
a definementrefinement of the principles and techniques foundcound in earlier out-
lines such as the anderson plan and the systematic plan it
was based on the experiences and suggestions of several mission
presidents and church leaders and was to be used worldwideworld

afterarter

23
0wide

theaf adoptionter of the worldwideworl&wideworld missionwide plan president

david 0 mckay issued a challenge to all latterdaylatter saintsday to aid the

proselyting effort through participation in a twofoldtwo planfold 1

members were to give names of potential investigators to the mission-

aries this was called a referral plan 11 and 2 members were

encouraged to invite nonmembernon friendsmember into their homes so missionaries

could teach them the principles of mormonism this was called a group

meeting associated with this plan was the admonishment of president

mckay that each latterdaylatter saintday bring at least one convert into the

church every year 7

study made baptisms fromfron 19j9 1963 A survey made in 1961

of one hundred converts in holland showed that 40 of them were first
contacted through member referrals and 60 through missionary actingtradingtractingtracking

in 1963 don van slooten the mission president made a study

based on baptisms performed in the netherlands mission omitting those

occurring in the holland stake the purpose of the study was to

determine what percentage of converts remained active in the church

allen

april 1 1961
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19601960 314 26 9 65
1961 435 20 10 70

1962 183 32 14 54

1963 196 66 15 19

the mission president concluded this study by stating this

study indicates very forcefully the necessity of conversion before

baptize converts only after solid conversion I1

Slosiootens S

129

van slootenslootens s study

baptisms active semiactive inactive
1959 61 41 10

to forstall inactivity

among future converts van slooten placed the following restrictions on

baptisms

As a result of these findings we required that the missionaries
teach the full lesson plan before the candidate was baptized
that the candidate be living the wordvord of wisdom and that he be at-
tending church 0 0 that the candidate have a knowledge of the law
of tithing and that he was committed to the payment of tithingtithin 30IIJ

furthermore president van slooten encouraged the missionaries to main-

tain contact with new members until it was felt that they were fully

fellowshippedfellow intoshipped the church to facilitate the integration processoro aeesscess

series of fellowshippingfellow lessonsshipping were developed van slooten also

instructed missionaries to proselyte among the more educated a cultured

people of the country rather than those of the extremely poor class

the mission president accreditedacredited this practice as the primary cause for

the curtailment of baptisms after 1961 5131

291quarterly291 Quarterly report t decemberdeceraber go 196319630

3letter30letteraletter30 toLetter keith C warner from don van slooten july 5 1961967

p 3 see APPENDIX H page 169 for entire letter
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CHAPTER IX

DUTCHdurch emigration FROM HOLLAND

historical overviewoveryiewOveroved yiew dutch emigration

historically the motives for dutch emigrants to america were

social political economic and religious the first dutch emigration

occurred in 1623 when the dutch west india company settled a group of

thirty families at the mouth of the hudson river eventually by

1664 approximately 10000 netherlanders lived in america 1

the next significant emigration to america occurred in 184618469

often referred to as the new immigration or great migration its
causes were partly social and economic but predominantly religious

the secederscedersSe a group who left the official reformed church n 1834

played a dominate part in the new immigration the governmentgov passedemment

a ruling forbidding more than twenty members of the secederscedersSe to meet

at one imetime 2 they were not only discriminated against religiously

but alsoaiso economically

first of allaliail was the endeavor of the state for a brief space of
time to restrain the cederssecedersSe and subject them to police measures

henry S lucaluea netherlanders j america ann arbor university
of michigan press 1955 i P 8

bertus henry wabeke dutch emigration jk north america 1624wl624w
1860 new york the netherlands information bureau 1944
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sosog while the religious motive to emigrate to america was
strong in the breasts of dutch catholics it was not so allaliail
consumingconeon amuning reason with them as it was among the cederssecedersSe
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fines and imprisonment next there also was the problem of
discrimination for only too frequently the public resented
the presence of people who had severed ancient ecclesiastical
ties 3

the cederssecedersSe visualized america as a vast virgin region

wholly unoccupied they also believed that religious restrictions

would not be imposed upon them in the united states

catholic emigrants from holland also flocked to america for

religious reasons during the new immigration they settled pri-

marily in the fox river region in wisconsin they too had experienced

difficulty with the state the government refused them permission to

set up an organization of bishops

nor were they allowed to establish a system of education in
conformity with the traditional principles of their faith

marily

netherlanders of the reformed faith also departed for america

dudingduring the new immigration they settled primarily in michigan

ohio illinois indiana wisconsin iowa minnesota the dakotas

new yorkandyorktandyarkandYorYork newkandtandsand jersey 5

during the 1830 and 1840 economic deterioration served

like the policy of the government against the cederssecedersSe to provide an

incentive for emigration taxes increased those imposed on

buthcersbuth andcers millers being especially onerous t the potato famine

henry S lucas dutch immigrant memoirs and related writings
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of 1845 and 1846 was a national catastrophe pork and beef disap-

peared from the table of the working people

in 1848 the number of emigrants declined political changes

improved social and economic conditions due to the abolishment of

heavy taxes and laws enacted to end child labor and employment of

women

apparently some of these early dutch emigrants joined the

mormon church in the spring of 1853 some hollanders living in

keokuk illinoisnear a latterdaylatter saintday settlement named nauvoo

became mormons and were about to begin their trek to utah 0

first emigrants jf the latterdaylatterdlatter saintday church

religion and not economic advantage primarily brought the

mormon hollander to utah this emigration which began in 1863 was

inspired by a religious belief in a divine injunction to gather10gather to

utah

mormon missionaries first arrived in holland in 1861 at

this time the civil war was raging in the united states neverthe-

less latterdaylatter saintday missionaries encouraged converts to gatherttgather

to their zion in the rocky mountains

in june 1863 the first dutch emigrantschristinaemigrants suzannaChristina

meyers and cornelia ages left holland for utah they sailed from

london aboard the SS amazon A WV van der woude one of the

first missionaries to teach the message of the restored church in

lucas netherlanders in america ppap 501531 332 also see
SSde sheboygan nieuvwsbode may tat7 1853
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the netherlands accompanied these first emigrants from holland to

america 7

A year later the first major emigrant company departed for

zion this company consisted primarily of a group of converts won

from a dwindling sect called the zwijndrechtizwijndrecht brotherhood or new

lighters they hailed the message of the utah elders as a fulfill-
ment of their own expectationexpectations

not wellversedwell theologiansversed they were but plain folk children
of the people stoffel mulder their leader was a skipper
maria leer their prophetess a common woman they organized a
religioncommunisticreligion brotherhoodcommunistic they labored mostly in
the years 1816180181618401816 1840180 years of warfare and turbulence politically
and ecclesiastically and the brotherhood they established had
already disappeared before there was time to pay them calm
attention yet they too labored in their own way they aroused
spiritual life in a spiritless time they raised their voices
against the apostasy of the gospel as they understood it they
preached a high ideal an imitation of christ realized in lifolifeilfe 8

one of their number a sailor named timmotheus mets became

acquainted with the first missionaries schettler and van der woude

and eventually joined the churchchurchycharch later fifty people from the

brotherhood joined the mormon church in 1864 mets persuaded his

family and his wireswifewirevires parents the heystek family to join a company

of sixty people who planned to emigrate to utah converts proselytedproselyter

from the new lighters sect constituted this company

from heukelom came the exaalto&czaltoEx dezaitoaalto heus and the van damdan
families as well as two single persons P oliviverOli andviver J
van dam from gorinchemGorin thechem widow tol and her children keetje
valk and J pol from werkerndam the families of W heystek

mission history 1863

nate beB carter our pioneer heritage VIII salt lake city
daughter of utah pioneers 1965 21
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and A kuyk as well as B keyzer and his daughter from rotterdam
the J huisman family the widower bosch and his children and
the widow mets and her children and from the province of gelder
land the T bunne familyamily 9

this company of mormon dutch emigrants left rotterdam on

june 1 1864 for utah via england they sailed for new york from

liverpool aboard the ss hudson 11 during the voyage across the

ocean three children were bornbom and nine died these deaths resulted

from measles which were brought unnoticeably aboard by a jewish family

the disease remained undiscovered until the vessel was three days out

at sea

the company landed at new york on july 19th later these

dutch emigrants reached salt lake city on october 26th in the captain

william hyde company while crossing the plains two more died

contributions jc dutchdubel mormon ehigeaantseitiiiraffts

among the members of the first major mormon company of dutch

emigrants was timotheus mets he settled on a farmfamfaa in morgan county

utah in 1865 later mets entered into the mercantile business and

eventually became superintendent of the morgan coopcowoop churchop sponsored

operativecooperativeco store in 1841874 from 189118921891 mets1892 returned to holland

and presided over the netherlands mission during his administration

belgium was added to the dutch mission

another member of the first major dutch emigration was dirk

bockholt he too returned to his native land as a mission president

in civic life he served as clerk of salt lake county 10
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the following emigrants also took their places in a creditable

manner the ekker brothers of eureka and mammoth who came to utah

in the early seventies became outstanding stock raisers gerrit

de jong jr professor of modern languages at the brigham young

university represented the professional class of dutchwitchmitch emigrants

to the united states

impact f the emigration policy the
mission and nativenatiuati

every

hollanders

mormon convert was a potential emigrant though

missionaries instructed members to ather to zion the desire to

emigrate apparently grew naturally out of conversion to mormonism

we are not under the necessity of preaching the gathering to the
brethren here for all who believe and obey the gospel are
ready to bid adieu to their fatherland and gather with gods
people but many are deprived of the happy privilege for want
of the necessary means 11

apparently many hollanders were interested inln mormonism

because they envisioned the possibility of emigrating to the united

states they often thought the church would pay for the cost of

emigration in 1866 joseph weilerweller the mission president reported

that he was visited by relatives who purported to believe in the

principles of the restored church upon interrogation he found that

they

knew nothing of the principles of the gospel but had been stuck
up with the idea that the church would emigrate them and they
could have a much better living in utah but I1 gave them to under-
stand the church did do business in no suahsuch way and of course

millennial star XXVIII december 22 1866 815
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the less they had of me the better 12

weilerweilerswellerwellers s relatives lived in heukelum he had hoped to win

several converts to the church in that city

later a letter from a native of heukelumHeuke wholumylumo had emigrated

to utah gave a report of conditions in salt lake city he wrote

that when he arose in the morning he thought a light snow had

fallenfailen he described how he found that a layer of salt covered

the earth which had risen from beneath the ground during the night

he also related that land was expensive and that one half of what

he raised was demanded in payment furthermorethemorefur one tenth was asked

for threshing the grain one tenth for tithing and one tenth for

milling this letter was read in heukelum afterward no one in

that city manifested interest in listening to the principles of the

latterdaylatter saintday church 3

despite such difficulties missionaries continued to preach

the gathering doctrine though many converts lacked the means to

emigrate after years of saving they were able to depart for utah

records show that from 1861 to 1879 missionaries baptized one

hundred and ninetysixninety convertssix during this same period two hundred

and two dutch emigrated to the united states these statistics
indicate that during the first eighteen years of the mission history

emigrationemieni andaration baptisms about equaled one another

A newmew ssiydredaera jaj2of dutch emigrationemi 1880ration1880ss and 1890

during the 188018801 ands early 189018901 emigrations among both

i2joseph12tjoseph weiler journal M july 29 186518659 p 21

ibid july 31 1865 p 21
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mormons and nonmormonsnon graduallymormons increased howeverI from 1893-

1398

1893-

1898 emigration declined among latterdaylatter saintday church members

and beginning in 1894 a corresponding decrease occurred in non

mormon emigration this was perhaps due to the financialinancinane depression11

being

al

experienced in america another factor was the spanishamericanspanish

ar

american

in 189718981897 141898

several reasons in addition to the gathering molicynolicy of

the church may be advanced to account for the large numbers of

emigrants during the last decades of the nineteenth century

one reason was mounting population in holland during 1879

1889 and 1895 another factor was the crisis in dutch production

and marketingmarket which1mg began about 1880 conversely in america wheat

and corn production improved consequently many poor farmers and

laborers thought it best to emigrateeini 515grate

furthermore the establishment of the hollandamericaholland lineamerica

in 1873 which ran steamships between rotterdam and new york pro-

vided a direct route to new york and brought america nearer to the

netherlands later in 1885 competition among the steamship companies

reduced the cost of transportation to the united states to as little
as ten to twelve dollars 0

darlngdaringduring the new era of dutch emigration the mormon church

took steps to assist and encourage members to emigrate to zion

lucaslueas14 netherlandersLucaslueas america p 475 also see CHARTSCURIS IV
and V pages 141712141142141
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in 1885 the mission president john W F volker advised the saints

in amsterdam to commence an emigration fund he counseled members

to lay away 10 cents each every week for the emigration fund f

change emigration policy

by the turn of the century approximately six hundred and

fifty members of the church in holland had emigrated to america

during this same period missionaries performed 1950 baptisms

however early in the twentieth century authorities of the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday introduced a new emigration

policy leaders of the church living in salt lake city visited the

netherlands mission and instructed the saints to remain in holland

francis MK lyman a member of the quorum of twelve apostles first
mentioned the new policy in 1903 at a conference in rotterdam

weidelwe wish that you remain here in holland we wish that the
priesthood remain here we wish that you remain here in
holland you were born and brought up in holland and if
you leave it will be difficult to return we wish that the
sisters would remain in holland 0

because some members were determined to depart for america

elder lyman discouraged hasty emigration and advised such members to

counsel with the presiding brethren about departure to utah general

authorities in salt lake city sent instructions to the mission

president william T cannon that members first be tried and proved

before emigrating so that they would be able to resist the temptations

journal of john W F volker november 4 1885 p 6
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and trials and not fall by the wayside after they arrived in utah tilg11171119til111tii

the

7

reasons for this new policy were two foldfoldsfoidfoide 1 to

strengthen the church in holland and 2 to help members avoid

unnecessaryecessarynecessary trials which many emigrants faced in utah church

leaders informed the saints that there was no more efficient way

of preaching the gospel than by means of large active branches 0

the year following the introduction of this policy the

number of emigrants decreased however the decline was only

temporary subsequently authorities of the church in 1910 re-

emphasized the churchschurches policy

we advised strongly that it is against the principles and counsel
of the authorities of the church that men leave their wives and
children and emigrate to america i

authorities again stressed the difficulties of emigration

they mentioned specially that the laws of the land were strict many

trials awaited the emigrant suehsuch as the need to learn a new language

and difficulty in finding employmentandemployment thatand experience proved that

many hollanders in america missed their relatives

emigration since world war J
after the close of the first world war emigration from the

netherlands briefly recovered both for latterdaylatter saintsday and non

mormonscormonsMor howevermons this did not last long the united states restricted

the number of emigrants to 3153 annually by the emigration act of 1924
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this caused a sharp decline in emigration in 1923 one hundred and

eighty members and 3783 nonmormonsnon departedmormons for america but in 1923

only twentyfivetwenty mormonsfive and 1753 nonmormonsnon leftmormons for america

after 192919299 due to the economic depression in the united states

emigration gradually decreased it reached its lowest point in

1933 when no person embarked for america among latterdaylatter saintsday

and only one hundred and seventyfourseventy amongfour the non mormonscormons 22

because the depression discouraged emigration the branches

of the church became more stable the mission president interpreted

this condition to be a transitional period in the netherlands mission

prior to the depression practically allailali members departed for america

despite the churchschurch policy howeverHowe oncevervverg the depressionsdepression effects

were felt many who had listed their names with the american consulate

as prospective emigrants were unable to consummate their plan many

members thought that friends and relatives in america would furnish

the necessary means but the united states was also in a state of

recession

in cases where part of the family is in america it is natural
that the rest want to join them many however are following
the advice given them of staying where they a re and helping to
build up local branches slowly the attitude of the saints is
changing it is pointed out to them that labor is hard to find
in america and utah too and many emigrants are disappointed
branches being put in hands of local charge which is strength-
ening the impression that the saints should stay here 23

in 1936 a high was reached of one hundred and twentyninetwenty

see

nine

CHART IV and V pages 141142141 see142 APPENDIX C page 154
and APPENDIX E page 159
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emigrants the following year it fell to thirty three it continued

to decrease until 1938 then worldWorl war II11 started during world

war II11 no members of the mormon church left holland

emigration since world war

after the second worldWorl warwad a new flow of dutch emigrants

began to enter the united states and canada in 1946 no church

members emigrated and only three hundred and fiftyfivefifty nonfive mormonscormons

however once the war ended a sharp increase in emigration developed

in 1941947 one hundred and sixty mormons and 2936 nonmormonsnon leftmormons

holland due to the suffering experienced during the war many

netherlanders desired to relocate many hollanders also sought to

improve their position economically by settling in other countries 24

the netherlands government also began to encourage emigration

after the second world war tzTJIlyl 1950 the crown set in motion an active

emigration policy by providing assistance to people who wished to

settle overseas later in 1952 the government passed the i&nigrationemigratioii

institutions act this act promised any family desiring to relocate

the necessary money to defray emigration costs 5

the principle reason for the passage of this bill was a

crippled economy due to over populationpopulations

the government is of the opinion that by giving the emigrant
an opportunity to start a new life elsewhere in the world
and by enabling them to develop their potentialities which
was not possible in their own country it makes a contribution

PLsee CHART IV page lalyl4ly
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which benefits not only the emigrants and the netherlands as
a whole but also the receiving country whosewhoschos general prosperity
is promoted by the influx of these emigrants 20

furthermore since 1900 the population of holland had risen from 52
million to 117 million in 1962 during those years population

increased at a rate of 140000 a year the government felt that if
it did not encourage emigration the total population would reach

143 million by 1980 consequently the government considered

emigration desirable between 194519621945 39000039090001962 dutch emigrated

with government aid most of these emigrants settled toin canada

australia and the united states

the passage of the emigration institutions act by the dutch

governmentvermentGo in 1952 prompted many latterdaylatter saintday church members to

leave holland despite efforts of momonmormon leaders to discourage

emigration the annual loss of local leaders and experienced members

cut deeply into the membership

exclusive of the war years for which there is no record

between 1907 and 1954 missionaries baptized 6684 converts and

1615 children during the same period two hundred and seventy

five were excommunicated and 7076 either died or emigrated this

left a growth of approximately 1000 members in the netherlandsmotherlands

mission since 1907 27

legrand richards a member of the quorum of twelve apostles

ibid

letter to president david 0 mckay and counselors joseph
fielding smith and twelve by spencer W kimball october 7 1955
in church historians office

16general

26jbide

27letter27
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nonemigrationnonemgration policy

in the 1950s the subject of emigration became quite a sore

point among latterdaylatter saintsday in holland n when the first presidency

sent donovan van dam mission president from 195219561952 to1956 holland

they advised him to encourage church members to remain in the mission

there were two reasons for this policy 1 they wanted local mission

leadership developed and 2 they wanted to build up and make missions

permanent so that stakes could be organized at a later time 2

the same year the new mission president arrived in holland

the netherlands government passed the emigration institutions act

the following year 1953 the first presidency of the mormon

church reiterated the churchs policy on emigration they sent an

official letter to the mission president stating that no change should

be made in the present policy of the church t president van dam

stated concerningconccone thisthithlthislettereming lettersletterietter

21iletterletter to joseph fielding smith by legrand richards
september 23 1959 in church historians office

taped interview with donovan van dam may 4 1961967

whenicheni

145

reported that emigration severely handicapped the mission in the

development of membership and leadership

this mission has some handicaps due primarily to the fact
that the netherlands government willwiliwi pay11 the transportation
for any of its citizens to any foreign land because of the
crowded conditions in the fatherland the result is that
there are only a few hundred more members in the mission today
than there were when I1 left the mission fortythreeforty yearsthree ago
in other words the emigration almost keeps equal to the con-
versions so it is very difficult to develop proper leadership
in the mission 28

reannouncementreannouncigt

29

29taped
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we received a very specific letter from the first presidency
of the church asking us to actively discourage immigration
of the saints to the united states and to try and influence them
to remain n holland train themselves to be leaders in the
churchychurch and to themselves do missionary work in assisting in
the growth of the church in the netherlands

actually

30

theletuactu missionyay9 president received two letters in 1953

directing him to discourage emigration as much as possible authori-

ties in salt lake city instructed him to encourage members to stay

in their own localities and assist in strengthening the branches in

the mission one of the letters contained the followingfollowings

it is the present intention of the church to do what is reasonably
possible in providing temples throughout the world that the me-
mbers may remain in the areas and yet have opportunity to receive
the blessing of the temple ordinances all to the end that the
obligation placed upon us by the savior of spreading the gospel
to all nations tongues and people might be consummated toin the
shortest possible time31

apparently the passage of the refugee relief act of 1953 by

the united states congress prompted the writing of these two letters
church authorities felt that the passage of this bill would create a

desire in the hearts of some of the members of the mission to emigrate

to the united states 32

A newspaper in the hague reported in its columns that the

church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday had warned against

emigration the reporter asserted that the communication strongly

advised against emigration and quoted an excerpt of the letter
therefore we stress once more that the church can not supply

30lbid30jbid

quarterly31tiquarterly reportsreport 1953 p 52

32lbid32bido
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sponsors neither housing nor work finding work is steadily
getting more difficult inAn americaanamerica it is very doubtful that
one improves himself economically by emigrating to america
and many hollanders recently emigrated to america are dissatis-
fied with their situation in america33America

president

33

van dam reported that members of the church received

the announcement of this emigrationnonemigrationnon policy with some ill feeling

he stated that this policy did little to curtail emigration

unfortunately we could see very little change in their attitude
and very few of them decided to remain in holland we do have
and know of several families because of this did decide to
remain34remain

emigration

34

continued to hamper the growth of the mission andanclandlandi the

development of leadershipleader usuallyshap the most capable members emigrated

emigration constantly skimmed off the able leadership leaving

the elder priesthood members in the branches 35 howeverHow theyeveryevert could

not be placed in the vacated positions

of the older priesthood members in our branches many have lost
their citizenship rights through unwise political activity during
the war they cannot hold public office nor emigrate up to now
we have questionedquestion the advisability of placing branch leadership
in their hands3hands36handshandsy

the

36

unfortunate and unwise political activity of some of the

priesthood members was to join a socialistic organization referred to

as the N S bayers or national socialistic band this group sympathized

with the nazi party and supported it during the war many netherlandernetherlanders s

33ibid331bid33331 septemberibidbid 20 1953

34van dam cit
3letter35letteraletter35 toLetter the first presidency and president joseph fielding

smith and the twelve apostles by elray L christiansen 1959 in church
of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday church historians office netherlands
mission file

36 Amualannual report t 1952
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joined this organization to find employment to keep their families

from starving

factors influencing emigration

several factors during the history of the netherland missionM

seemed to influence the influx of emigrants both among mormons and

non mormonscormons financial depression often curtailed emigration

the fact that the number of dutch immigrants decreased sharply
in the crisis years of 1857 1873 and 1897 indicates an under-
standable reluctance on their part to face the difficulties
that might await them in america in a period of financial
depression37

emigration also declined during war years

in 1861 the first year of the civil war only 283 were admitted
in 1871 because of the francoprussianfranco warprussian only 993 came in
1897 and 1898 during the spanishamericanspanish war the totals were
890 and 767 respectively8

from 1820 to 1949 265539 hollanders left the netherlands

compared with the emigration from other european countries this

number of dutch emigrants was relatively small

the germans with a total of 6119937 rank first numerically
among european immigrants to the united states next in order
are the italians with 4764480 the irish with 46116434161196430 the
russians with 334388930438893043889 and the english with 2743252

america p 475

ibidbidobids381bido381

ibid39 p
1

5ibidt

depression 37

18611

respectively 8

0 4

sweden sent 1225930 immigrants to this country norway
812693812691 denmark 339524 greece 439402459402 39

data from the united states bureau of the census show that

there were no hollanders of foreign birth living in utah in 1850

there were 12 in 1860 122 in 1870 141 in 1880 254 in 1890 523

blucas3lucas37lucas37 netherlanderslueasLucas
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in 1900 1392 in 1910iglo 1980 in 1920 2325 in 193019300 1857 in 1940

2336 in 1950 and 812 in 1960 the 1950 statistics indicated

that utah ranked tenth among the states of the united states with

foreignbornforeign dutchborn residents

during the one hundred and five years of missionary activity

in the netherlands 186119661861 65291966 dutch latterdaylatter saintsday emigrated

as compared to 1430714007 convert baptisms these figures illustrate that

approximately 50 of the total church membership in holland has

emigrated

since 1959 emigration among members of the restored church

has decreased this was partly due to the completion and dedication

of the london temple in 1958 native hollanders who were members of

the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday no longer needed to

emigrate to obtain access to a temple other factors which assisted

in curtailing emigration among mormons were 1 the establishment

of the holland stake in 1961 and 2 the building program of the

mormon church in holland which started in 1962

hf
united states census of population united states department

of commercecommeree bureaubudeau of the census 185019601850 1960
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CIRAPTERCHAPTER X

SUMMARY AND conclusionconclusions

in 1861 paul schettler and annearme wiegersii vanegers der woudeloude arrived

in the netherlands and commenced promulgating mormonism among the

dutch van der woude baptized the first converts three residents

of broek on october 1 1861 from 186118631861 the1863 first missionaries

baptized thirtythreethirty convertsthree and established the first branch

congregation of the latterdaylatter saintday church in amsterdam

since the efforts of the first missionaries by9
1961 466549665

missionaries served their church in holland these elders succeeded

in baptizing approximately 143014307 converts

on november 1 1864 the branches of the church in the

netherlands were separated from the swissgermanswiss missiongerman and became

known as the netherlands mission

missionary work in holland progressed slowly for the first
twenty years this was partially due to difficultydiff in11culty learning the

language opposition and lack of church literature however the

1880 proved to be a turning point by this time opposition to the

church had subsided and mormonism had been sufficiently publicized

that the hollanders were more inclined to listen to the missionaries

A contributing factor to the new success was the fact that the mission

began to publish more church literature in dutch during this period

the mission presidents translated and published the book of mormon

l49a149aI1
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and other church books

during the one hundred and five years of mormon proselyting

activity in the netherlands mob violence opposition from the clergy

civil authorities and the press vouchsafed for the church helpful

publicity and notoriety concerted opposition from these sources

gave impetus within the church to blishpublishou tracts pamphlets and9

books in dutch

during the nineteenth century latterdaylatter saintday missionaries

encouraged converts to gather to their zion in the rocky mountains

the first dutch mormon emigrants embarked for america on june 1 1864

however early in 1900 church authorities in saltsatsait lake city altered

this policy and advised members in to remain there to strengthen

the branches and to assist in the propagation of mormonism in their

native country nevertheless 6529 converts emigrated to the united

states australia and canada this number constituted about 50

of the total baptized membership from 186119661861 it1966 was not until

the middle of the twentieth century that emigration effectively

declined at the end of 1966 there was a total of 7300 latterdaylatter
saint

day

church members residing in holland

the impact of the two world wars on the mormon church in the

netherlands illustrates that external forces dollDolidoiltical social and

economic affect the activities and development of the mission

during both wars church propertyproo waserty destroyed american missionaries

withdrew and the number of baptisms declined after the cessation of

both warswamwan there was a noticeablenoticablenoti losscable of local leadership through

1 864.864
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political
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emigration coincident with the second world war adverse practicesradices
crept into the church they illustrate the need for contact with the

president of the church the lords prophet and other authorized

church authorities

four events helped shape a positive image of the mormon

church in holland during the postwarpost era 1 the introduction of

church welfare 2 the visit of president david 0 mckay 3 the

visit of the mormon tabernacle choir and 4 the official recognizarecognize

tion of the latterdaylatter saintday church by the netherlands government

these events culminated in the organization of the holland stake a

regional administrative unit also during this period mass media

radio television and the press gave the latterdaylatter saintday church

pro hormon publicity

this study of the history of the church in the netherlands

also ustratesillustratesestrates that internal influences methods attitudes and

policies affect the growth and development of the church in holland

since world war II11 four formal missionary plans of proselyting were

introduced these plans enhanced the ability of the elders to more

effectively promulgate mormonism

the netherlands mission has contributed three firsts in the

worldwideworld developmentwide of the mormon church 1 the first non

english tract 2 the first nonenglishnon speakingenglish stake and 3

the first latterdaylatter saintday stake established on the european continent
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future of mormonismmonismMo in holland

during the one hundred and five years of mormon activity in

the netherlands church membership has remained relatively small

this seems to indicate what the future of the church in holland

will be unless external changes occur to influence the dutch people

to become more susceptible to the message of mormonism president

van slooten has asserted that such favorable changes are now

occurring 1961967iggy

it is very possible that the changes taking place in other
churches such as the catholic church may result in the people
of the netherlands becoming more openmindedopen tominded change and the
acceptance of the gospel in summary it is my opinion that
there will be a slow but steady growth of the church in the
netherlands the rate of growth and the size which the church
will attain will be influenced by many factors

uenoWWWO WAWWWW

lletteraletter

emigration templei building establishment of stakes and
ecumenismectunenismecumenist 1

letter to keith C wamergarnerwarner from don van slooten july 5 196 p 8
see APPENDIX H page 173
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appendixAPPEMDIX A

netherlands MISSION COMPARED WITHTMHimb ALL OTHER MISSION AREAS IN THE LATTERDAYITERDAYLATTERlattee SAINTDAY CHURCH

ave total converts monthly costeostos pros pros

lamLATaterITER

eastaeastq hawaii
south pacific lower

lowest number of branches in burodeaneuropeaneurodean areas

ave total
area membership branches miss miss converts

1930 zion local 192619301926

converts

1930

monthly cost pros pros
per cost per per daily monthly hrs per hrs per 19261930192619301926

miss
1930

miss convert hours hours month convert
neth 263121631 18 58 58 570 1.91191igi 29.832983 18700187.00 116111.611361ligi 353 141 887

second highest rate of converts per missionary per year in
european area
sixth highest rate of converts per missionary per year in next to lowest number of converts in europe
all church mission areas

cost per missionary per month was lowest in europe and
third lowest in whole church
lowest number of branches in european area
second lowest total missionaries in eurodeeuroeunoeudo andde sixth
lowest in all church mission areas

ave total converts monthly cost pros pros
area membership branches miss miss converts perder cost per perneroer daily monthly hrs per hrs perder 193119351931

1935
1935

1935 zion local 1931935193419351931934 miss1935 miss convert hours hours month convert

neth 30.233023 370.0037000 8528.52 259 104 126819268263529635 18 39 39 178 1.98198
all europe down these years

lowest number of missionaries in european areas next to lowest number of branches second lowest in
europe for cost per missionary lowest number of droselytingproselyting hours and lowest number of missionaries in european area

150

area membership branches miss miss converts per cost per per daily monthly hrs perderoer hrs per 192119251921
1921

1925
1925 1920 1925 zion local 192119251921 miss1925 miss convert hours hours month convert

neth 294329943 337039370 I117 18 48 2 50 940 3.73373073

compared to european areas

compared to all church mission areas

compared to all church mission areas

29.422942 95.009500 11.731173 357 143 460

second highest rate of converts per missionary in
european area

fourth highest rate of converts per missionary of all
16 mission areas

cost per month per missionary was lowest in europe and
fourth lowest in the whole church near east
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ave total converts monthly cost
miss miss converts per cost per per daily monthly

zion local 193619401936 miss1940 miss convert hours hours

pros pros
hrs derperner ershrshr pers
month

p
convert

erarea 193membership 1940branches
1940

15neth 52 0 28.192819 256.0025600 9.78978 298 119 1084190841.32132225522832211832

next to highest rate of converts per missionary in
european areas
lowest cost in europe
lowest cost per convert in european areas
next to lowest cost per convert in europe

next to lowest number of converts and third from
lowest in church
next to lowest number of missionaries in europe and
fourth lowest in all mission areas
next to lowest number of hours worked in european areas
next to lowest total hours in european areas

branches ave converts monthly cost pros pros
area membership under miss total converts per cost per per daily monthly hrs per hrs derperner

local
194119451941

zion
1945

local miss 194119451941 miss1945 miss convert hours hours month convert
leader

neth 3095390950095 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

branches and local leadership are lowest in european area and second lowest in whole church

branches total convert cost pros cottage pros
area membership branches under local ave converts per monthly per daily per meetings per

1950 1950 leadership miss1946 1950 miss cost convert pros convert per month month

neth 3157 38 0 12 102819028 2.03203 41.004100 217.0021700 3.83383 692 1.818 117

next to highest rate of converts per missionary in european area fifth highest in all mission area
cost next to lowest in european areas and third lowest in whole church
next to lowest total membership in buroneeurope
only mission area in whole church with ho local leadershipLeaders controlhinhiD in branches
cost per convert second lowest in europeanburodeanEu areasrODean germany lower

branches total convert cost pros cottage pros
area membership branches under local ave converts per monthly per daily per meetings per

1955 leadership miss 195119551951 miss1955 cost convert pros convert per month month

neth 33073007yooy 27 39 108619086 2.44244 446o446044.60 219.0021900 0 998 26.9269 203

next to highest rate of converts per missionary in european area
next to lowest cost in whole church and lowest in european area
highest number of cottage meetings in european area

average cost 58.685868 for all church mission areas

lowest inan branches in european area
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mennennembers

allaliail

160466046

total convert cost pros cottage pros
converts per monthly per daily per meetings per 195619601956

miss
1960

cost convert pros convert per month month
area membership branches local ave

leadership eisskissmiss

495814581neth 155219552 50.295029 215.00215002.81281 3.22322 239111 3723

third from highest in converts per missionary in european areas
next to lowest cost per convert in european areas
lowest cost in europe and next to lowest in whole church
lowest number of branches in europe and next to lowest in whole church
lowest number of missionaries in europe lowest number of cottage meetings in europe
lowest rate of recept in europe
cost in church in 1956 604660.46

prosIIF collagecu progTOMSprost
monthly

tirggtirgr
cost daily per meetings per 196119651961

cost
1965

per convert pros convert per month month
area membership branches ave total converts

1965 1965 miss converts per miss

neth 3459 31 172 2402.40240244205929059

lowest number of members in european areas

lowest number of branches in european area

next to lowest cost per convert in european area
next to highest cottage meetings in europe and
lowest rate of recept in european area

74.007400 368.0036800 324 1208 24133

lowest number of converts in europe and next to lowest
all mission areas africa lower
lowest cost in european area and third lowest in
church mission areas

average cost per month in hollandhot 74.007400land the combined
average cost per month in a n mission areas was 81.638163
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APPENDIX C

missionaries EMTGRANTSEMIGRANTS membership

1861

elmvim

1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
186
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901

6
15
12
50

5
14

7
6

12
22
12
11
13

9
1

16
16
18
38
16
13
39
90

106
77
84

119u9ilgua
84
95
80

115
146
123
202
278
159
234

2
2
3
1
3
3
3
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
7
2
7
7
8
8

10
9

28
28
30
32
25

0
0
2

60

21
19

3
26

no record
no record

2
21
18

no record
no record

13
17

no record
no record

9
2
3
2
2
3

28
42
52
62
12
31
13

7
25
21
23
33
78
46
69

6
21
33
25
23
18
35

9

42
43
37
48

144

78
78
75
97

110
137
206
255
280
310
343
424
493
545
627
997

1090
1262
1562
1664
1905
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YEAR BAPTISMS missionaries EMIGRANTS membership

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
.19371937igop
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947

221
147
17111ivl
184
204
279
240
242
306306006
202
200
199
176
128
101

89
85

104
54

231
204234211
306306006
230
92

133
189
181
116

50
53
43
30
29
40
72
64
55
34
21
43
48
70
48
45

190
258

25
36
32
47
42
69
75
80
79
74
59
63
10
11
12
15
12

9
27
35
36
68
66
60
63
57
68
53
47
53
40
30
29
31
28
40
53
50

0
0
0
0
0
0

56
115

110
147

90
100
116
135

89
118

58
82
91

122
85

110
40
40

118
57
97
64
66

180
25
25
37
64
69

116
104

92
4
0
1

15
129

33
13

8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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2045
2024
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3087
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2965
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YEARYUR

1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

total

BAPTISMS

226
184
396
269
357
184
112
164
200
237
240
175
709
922
440
344
195
161
202

14307149307

missionaries

466549665

131

EMIGRANTS

6529

166
209

membershipMEKBERSHP

190
378

3447

151
500

3631

68
27121221 3153157.3153152

40
230 3428

70
189 3419

96
221 3321

105
207 3307

108
100 3295

107
200 3442

1123123
100 3855

121
12 70 3950

168
52 4581

184
0 2732

191
18 2825

166
9 2999

148
0 3231

171
0 3453
0 40064006woog
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APPENDIX D

letter concerning official recogiizationrecoo2ization jpof the church

I1 immediately consulted mr winkel the attorney who has been
working on this matter in the past in 1928 and 1929 he did some work
in the question of official recognizationreoognlzation of the church

answers to three questions

first what rights privileges or benefits does a church have that is
entitled to official recognization which are not possessed
by a church that does not have such recognization

1 when a church is officially recognized by the government
it becomes a rights person tt which means that it is
viewed as a legal person enjoying all rights which an
individual enjoys such as the right to sue and be sued
to receive legacies hold property etc As if our
church were left a legacy it would be very difficult to
receive it and hold it perhaps even impossible

2 an officially recognized church does not have to pay taxes
on its buildings and possessions except where used ex-
clusively as business or commercial property last year
we paid fl 186043 in taxes on our four pieces of property
in holland it appears that fl 135220 of the total paid
would be exempt if we were recognized as a legally existing
religious body

3 many of our members are still forced to pay the religious
taxes levied by the state as that church in some cases
refused to acknowledge that its members are no longer
belonging to a state church when they join an unrecognized
body

second it is probable that the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
could obtain official recognition and if so what action

would have to be taken in order to obtain it
1 the lawyer feels that we have a very good chance of obtaining

it at the present time although there is no guarantee that
we shall obtain it the procedure is as follows a formal
petition or request is presented to the crown and is then
referred to the legislative assembly for the adoption or

157
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ouroub church should seek a legal standing to increase its prestige
it is also possible that our missionaries would have less conflict
with police powers whileuhlie engaged in proselyting work as they would
have a legal justification for their presence in the land official
recognization would

158

rejection as a resolution butbat not as a bill to be enacted
into a law there are about fifty churches in holland
today which have received this reoegnizationreocgnizatlon many of the
minor sectsseatsseets and movements are not recognized but that is
because they have never attempted to obtain such recogmizarecognlza
tion growing organizations usually take steps to be
recognized and it appears that practically allailali of those
who apply are granted the recognizationrecognizatlon requested

thirdthirds what would be the cost of securing and maintaining such a
recognizationrecognizatlon

1 the cost would be fl 35000 filing fee and fl 25000
legal fee of the attorney

2 no costs for maintaining the status after it is
obtained other than a small fee for annual regis-
tration when tax exemption claims are filed

official recognizationrecogniaation would in no way alter real estate titles
many members feel that if they mustmast remain here in this land

that our

give us much favorable publicity also
there is a great deal of freedom in this land but it appears that
there are good reasons religious social and financial why such a
recognization would be to our advantage

journal history may 291934
p 7 see letter to presiding
bishopric dated may 29 1934
from T edgar lyon
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1973310733
1884 4198

268929689
231429314
450649506
5984553455845
64606146o61460
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APPENDIX E

dutch emigrantseniaEmiLenla admittedrants the united states
18611949

UMBER OF MIGRANTSEMIGRANTS YEAR NUMBER OF EMIGRANTS

283
432
416wig
708
779

171610716
222329223

345
ign

113419134

80580588

106610066logg

1868

993
190919909
381139811
2444
10371337

855
591
608
753253

3340393400340
8597809785928092
9517995179512
524959249
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APPMDIX

to
from 1949t909

YEAR

1861 40954
1862

1907
1864 1903 59946
1865 4t698
1866 9534
1867

1869 6t9o2
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1871 39144
1872 29910
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1874 29
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19843
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ammonoammomo
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APPENDIX F

remarkable FAITH PROMOTING INCIDENTS OCCURRING INAY hoilandHOILAMDHOLLANDhollind

19061

healing Z president joseehjoseph j smith

president smith arrived on august 8 in rotterdam holland

little jan the eleven year old son of sister H S full name was jan

johannes roothoff has suffered much with inflamed eyes for many years

usually they were as red as fire and gave him much pain at last he

could hardly see and was unable to attend school when he heard that

the prophet of the lord was going to visit rotterdam he told his

mother of allailali the missionaries the prophet has the greatest power if
you will take me along to the meeting I1 believe my eyes will get better

if the prophet will look into my eyes accordingly his desire was

granted and he was taken to the meeting when the meeting was over

president smith was at the door to shake hands with all present when

little jan passed by having his eyes covered with cloth bandages

president smith took the boys hand and spoke to him in a kind way he

then lifted the bandage a little and looked into the boys eyes with

compassion at the same time saying a few words in english that the child

did not understand on the way home jan said mother my eyes are

healed I1 have no pain anymore and I1 can see well again M he later
came to utah lived in salt lake city and except for near sightednesssight

had

edness

normal eyes

frank I1 kooymanskooymanokooymans notes
de ster XI november 1 1906 p 349
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1907

A us1l baptism service

in the hague branch a baptismal service of march 8 1907 was

to be held at scheveningenScheve theningen weather was very stormy and it looked

for a while as though it would be impossible to hold the service un-

daunted however upon reaching the sea shore they engaged in prayer

after the prayer the moon appeared through the clouds the wind ceased

to blow and the ceremonies were performed without any trouble although

the breakers were seen to rule unabated a short distance away

D ster XI p 151

1924

remarkable baptism

sunday morning it was a winter day snowy cold and uninviting

weidelwe went to the baptismal place in the river and I1 felt in my heart that

it was a most uninviting day As the elders who were to baptize

descended into the water in the heavens a ray of light shone through

the clouds they separated it ceased snowing and there just on the

spot where the elder stood with his candidate a ray of light descended

and shone upon those who were in the water it remained there until all
the candidates were baptized and as the last person went up out of the

water that ray of light disappeared and it began to snow again my

heart was thrilled as I1 felt that god was smiling his approval on that

which was being done
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I1 could not speak but I1 looked the person in the eye

and releasing his grip and falling upon the bed that same voice

declared no I1 have not more authority

I1 was going to say we rebuke the

spirit

163

1926

power oiof the priesthood used against evil spiritfmirit
we had a missionary in the mission field afflicted with an evil

spirit and his body tormented and tortured by the possession of that

evil spirit I1 came into the room upon one occasion and the evil

spirit sprang upon me and seized my throat with a grip of iron

chutingshuting off even my ability to speak and almost to breathe the

elders stood about with a feeling of fear in their hearts that

the spirit would overcome me he shouted with a voice that was

most terrific he declared himself to be the devil my name is
satan he declared and I1 have more authority than you and again

tightening the grip upon my throat he declared I1 have more authority

than you

he hid his face in the

pillow and was subject to the power of the priesthood

we armointedannointed him and I1 laid my hands upon him and I1 began to

confirm the annointinganno ofinting oil when I1 reached the point in the prayer

that in the name of jesus christ

he sprang from the bed and pleaded noono do not use that name

do not use that name of we placed him upon the bed and in the name of

jesus christ I1 rebuked that spirit and commanded it to depart from

12 6
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him and the person who was afflicted fell limp upon the bed and slept

for hours 0 0

conference report 1926 p 125

16

arstfirstirst stake presidents wife healed

sister arie D jongkees in rotterdam north was operated on for

an intestinal obstruction early in october the day following the

operation she suffered an embolism and under the oxygen she lay danger-

ously ill for several days the embolism cleared up but her sight left
her completely and the same day she was released from the hospital she

was administered to special fasts were held by the missionaries and

members of the stake and many prayers were offered in her behalf on

christmas day she was totally blind and she and her husband were quite

discouraged the morning after christmas they knelt in prayer together

and brother jongkees said that he had never offered a prayer with such

pleadingpleapiea forcedina and with greater confidence in the faith of his wife

no sooner had they completed their prayer when sister jongkees turned

to her husband and said excitedly 1 can see your face I1 can see I1

can see I1 can seel president rulon J sperry and sister sperry

visited her on december 30 and she told them the color of their clothing

and said she could see the tears in their eyes miraclesracies through faith

have not ended

quarterly reportreporto lf 1956 p 11611116 11
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APPENDIX G

milqmgig8 miami2 DIED mileCILEmlle jTN HOLLAND

1899

elder joseph hogan drowned while swimming in the rhrinerheine near
arnhem on august 6 1899

1900

elder adolph keilholz died of a heart attack on january 25
190019000

1906

elder melvin hugh walker died on april 29 1906 of smallpox
in groningengreningenGro theningen netherlands government would not permit his body
to be shipped home consequently his body was interred at the
groningengreningenGro cemeteryningen

elder abraham J comidgomid also died of smallpox he died on
may 14 1906 and was interred next to walker A memorial service
was held on july 1 duringdaringdarlng the dedicatory prayer a sister
of the groningengreningenGro branchningen saw the spirits of walker and her uncle
standing by the open grave in cheerful mood they were envelopeditenveloped
in light and before the prayer ended she saw them ascend in a shaft
of light which grew fainter until they disappeared 19 de ster XI
P 197

1908

elderindereideriaderlader john leroy tripp died on april 14 1908 from inflammation
of the bowels after being in the mission only two months

1914

elder hugh R woolley died due to heart and kidney trouble on
february 1914 at the mission office

1922

elderindereider albertus rond died on september 15 1922

192319261923

elder

1926

lafayette T hatch suddenly died due to a severe case of
diabetes on september 25

missionaries wioVIO

go ad1d1

thebowels
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22

elder gerrit arie jongejan a missionary in rotterdam died as
a result of gland trouble on november 3 1961946

13212219

lillian

1

dahlsrud lillywhite wife of the mission president
died of a brain hemorrhage

1946

fe



APPENDIX H

DIXIE COLLEGE ST GEORGE UTAH 84770

july 5 1967

FERRON C LOSEE

PRESIDENT

office of
financial appalaffairs

mr keith C warner
ben lomond seminary
1015 ninth street
ogden utah

dear keith

please accept my apologies for waiting this long to reply to your letter your
letter arrived just as our family was leaving on vacation upon our return I1

became engaged in a very demanding schedule at the college caused by the
closing of our budgetary year to top it off as you may have read in the
newspapers dixie college has hosted the national intercollegiate rodeo this
year and I1 have been acting as the business manager of this undertaking all
of these things have required that my working days begin early and extend often
to the late hours of the night I1 hope that my writing is not too late to be of use
to you in the preparation of your masters degree thesis

I1 shall try to answer your questions in the order that you wrote them in your
letter you first inquired concerning methods of proselyting emphasized
probably the greatest overallover emphasisall was placed on teaching the gospel in
analyzing the reports of most of the missionaries we found that time was being
reported in a number of proselyting categories but only a relatively low amount of
time was being reported in actual teaching of the gospel it was found that many
of the missionaries were not prepared to teach and especially when it came to
teaching the more advanced discussions of the lesson plan As we emphasized
teaching we also emphasized personal preparation As a followupfollow weup held
periodic progress review days in the mission home at which times missionaries
would return to the mission home and participate in a personal preparation day
the missionaries assigned as assistants to the president would generally conduct
these progress review days and they would actually have the missionaries give
the discussions to them this program was followed particularly with regard to
the new missionaries the missionaries were required to return to the mission
home periodically until it was assured that they had mastered the lesson plan
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teacningteaching tilemthem in linstinslilis program the missionaries worked wilhwithwit theh branch and ward
authorities in contacting all members of record andana deachinteachinteac1hinachinte them the gospelgoogos
both

pe
active

Is

and inactive members were included in this program of teaching the
missionaries encouraged the active members to invite their neighbors and friends
to be present this encouragement was likewise given to the inactive members
we found that this program was very successful in the activation of inactive
members and also led the missionaries to prospective candidates for baptism
in addition the program gave the missionaries the opportunity to do more teaching
and thus to increase their teaching proficiency

we emphasized the every member a missionary program during the early part
of our administration an allmissionall andmission stake meeting was held in the city of
utrecht during which the members present were instructed through short skits
how they might make teaching contacts for the missionaries this every member
a missionary program required cons tanelane Lconstcconsta
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mr keith C warner
ben lomond seminary
1015 ninth street
ogden utah

page 2

july 5 1967

in conjunction with emphasizing teaching the gospel we used several methods of
making contacts A reasonable balance of time spent tractingactingtrackingtr was encouraged
when it was noted however that the heavy proportion of the missionariesmissionaries2 time
was spent inin tracing lleliellelieile vav7v s encouraged to become more effective in his actingtradingtr
in order that he might turn the actingtradingtr intoinfo teachingleaching

the coachinccoaching program was emphasized as a means of contacting people and
teacnin

H jv 1j h to keep the members
actively assisting the missionaries the referral prorcliil wc successful
among the newly baptized members of the church

the local missionary program was also instigated as a means of increasing the
missionary force in this program each ward and branch called local missionaries
who were trained by the fulltimefull missionariestime who worked closely with them in
teaching the gospel to their friends and acquaintances there was considerable
enthusiasm for this program and baptisms were gleaned in many areas of the
mission and stake as a direct result of this program

street actingtradingtr street display boards and to some degree street meetings
were also used as a means of contacting people for teaching the gospel four
missionaries were called to sing in a quartet which was known as the mormoonseMormo
vier

onse
during the noon hour in prominent places of several of the larger cities

these missionaries would present a program of song and invariably large crowds
would gather to listen to them the missionaries of the district would at the
same time circulate through the crowd making contacts with the individuals and
requesting that they might come to their homes and visit with them this method
of contacting became increasingly successful as the publicity concerning this
singing group spread through the netherlands they made several appearances
on television and recorded a repertoire of musical numbers for one of the principal
radio stations frequently these numbers were broadcast with the asompanying
announcement that they were sung by the mormoonseMormo vieronse
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constant emphasis was placed on baptizing entire families permissionperiperl ofylissionglission
parents was required for the baptizing of children when mechecne missionariesi werenissionariesmissionaries
not able to interest the entire family likewise permission was required of
the husband before the missionaries would baptize his wife if he himself chose
not to be baptized

I1 shall now comment on the inquiry which you made regarding the approach that
was used which resulted in a drastic decline in baptisms but an increase in
activity among those baptized As you will recall I1 had left holland just three
years previous to my being called as mission president during those three
years of my absence I1 was very interested to read the reports of the increase
in baptisms that was occurring in the netherlands and throughout europe upon
our return as we went to the various conferences in the mission however it
seemed that the increased number of baptisms had not resulted in a proportionately
greater number of members attending I1 went through the records and listed all
members who had been baptized during this three year period in the mission
then I1 sat down with each branch president and requested a report on the activity
of each of these members this was done approximately six months after our
arrival in the mission field I1 found that the average activity rate in the netherlands
was approximately 20 or in otheraher words two of ten of the people baptized during
this period were attending meetings of those baptized in the branches in belgium
one in ten on the average was attending meetings I1 inquired of some of the
bishops of the stake and found that the activity rate there was even poorer than I1
had founcifouaqlcounci iti tot be in the mission in the rotterdam south ward for example
symen atts4tts who served as bishop for approximately eighteen months reported
that he had gone out and contacted all of the approximately 125 as I1 recall
members who had been baptized during this period of time in the rotterdam south
ward area and he found that not one of them was active in the church in the
inquiries which I1 made of the branch presidents I1 asked how long each person
had remained active before he stopped coming in nearly every case the response
was that there had been very little contact between the person baptized and the
church

Asais a result of these findings we felt that it was very important to emphasize
preparation of the candidates before they were baptized and a period of fellow
shipping of the new member after he was baptized we required that tiiethetile missionaries
teach at least the full lesson plan before the candidate was baptized we also
required that the candidate be living the word of wisdom and that he be attending
church we required that the candidate have a knowledge of the law of tithing and
that he was committed to the payment of tithing

regarding these things I1 remember president mark E petersen commentingcommentingto
our missionaries in one of the conferences that he believed very definitely that a
person could be contacted by the missionaries and could be moved by the spirit to
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hepieeieele likewise emphasized the
teaching of at least the full lesson plan before a candidate was baptized

subsequent tofcotcotto baptism a series of feliowshippingfellows1hipping lessons was given these
fellowshippingfellow lessonsshipping were developed by president petersen and were used by
the missionaries of the netherlands we encouraged the missionaries to continue
their contacts with new members until it was felt that they were fully fellowshippedfellow
into

shipped
the church

one incidental fellowshippingfellow stepshipping which we observed to be successful in another
mission was also followed in the netherlands with some success during the
spring of the year we invited all of the persons baptized during the previous year
to an open house held at the mission1 homeI1 the1 purposeacmeaome of this was to let them
become acquainted with the leaders of the mission and stakestrez on an informal basis
and to let them become acquainted with the mission laoinehomenomedaoine procedures this was
instigated late in our administration and was carried out only one time but the
comments were very favorable

we also emphasized that the missionaries seek contacts with the more educated
and cultured people of the country rather than those of theche extremely poor class
we instructed the missionaries not to go into the poverty sections of the towns
past experience in the netherlands and probably in other lands bears out that the
persons of the extremely poor class often have accepted the gospel more quickly
and more frequently than those of the middle and upper classes probably the
greatest need in the church in holland today however is that of leadership and
stability we therefore felt that it was important to strive for converts that would
bring this type of leadership and stability I1 am sure that our requesting the
missionaries to follow these practices resulted in a curtailment of the numbers of
persons who would otherwise have been baptized As I1 appraise the results of
these instructions I1 feel that the success in building leadership was fair in some
areas and limited in others but I1 am sure that the strength and stability of the
branches will be achieved only as we bring persons into them who have the capacity
and potential for leadership

you request a listing of branches and wards that are in the mission and stake
listing them under the categories of church built chapels church owned
renovated buildings and rented buildings I1 submit the following list from
memory and hope that it is complete
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gain a testimony just from this initial contact but he said to them before you
baptize such people however be sure you build a foundation under tlaatijialflaat stimonyleytimonyshimonylesLeyce
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I1 have listed some branches which are very small and during their history
have had intervals where the church has rented buildings and held meetings
and then because of lack of activity these branches have been closed as far
as meetings are concerned

when we departed the netherlands the church had a longtermlong leaseterm I1 under-
stand on the former mission home in the hague this property is located on
the laan van poot I1 have heard however that this has since been sold to
another organization the church does own the mission home which is currently
located in huizen at the time we departed the netherlands the church also
owned several homes in the area of hilversumHil andversum huizen which were occupied
at that time by members of the church building committee I1 am confident that
these have since been sold inasmuch as all building committee members have
since been transferred from the area

I1 am unable to report to you about the results that have been achieved by the
missionaries in zeeland this area was opened for missionary work subsequent
to our departure from the netherlands the areas of heerlenhaerlen and maastricht were
opened during our administration and very active branches exist in both areas at
the present time the heerlenhaerlen area was very receptive to missionary work with
more persons being baptized in that area in one year than in any other single area
of the mission or stake as I1 recall at the time we departed the netherlands the
area of maastrictmaastrichtMa hadastrict produced several converts and there was promise of many
more to be baptized we understand that there have been many converts made in
this area since that time I1 have also learned that a missionary couple has been
called with the male member serving as the branch president of the heerlenhaerlen branch

you request what the important developments were during the time of our administra-
tion one of the most important developments I1 believe was the introduction of
the fellowshippingfellow programshipping at the request of president mark E petersen a
survey was made of the branches and wards of the mission after this program had
been in effect one year to determine the rate of activity of the converts of the prior
year we found at that time that more than 90 of those baptized during the prior
year were active in church participation another significant development I1 feel
was the introduction or reintroductionintroduction of some of the church programs in the
mission and stake specifically the ground work was laid for a more active M A
program regular leadership meetings were held for the members of the branches
of the MIA in order that they could better learn the church program the road
show speech and music programs were introduced and were being carried out in
the stake and mission the initial competitions held indicated that much improve-
ment was necessary but the enthusiasm for the programs showed real encourage-
ment that the improvements could be made during the last summer of our
administration a very successful M I1 A leadership camp was held in subsequent
years we understand that this has grown and become an annual activity it now has
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active participation of both the stake and mission during the summer camp
the MI A program of the coming year is introduced to the ward and branch
MIA leaders

another significant development I1 feel was the introduction of the budget system
to all of the branches of the mission in most branchesthebranch membersesthe were paying
20 of their branch operating costs as requested by the church the branches
were requested to accept the budget system in the late months of 1962 prior
to that time no budget assessments were made of the members of the branches
one hundred per cent of the operating costs were then being paid by the church

much new church literature was translated and published for the use of the saints
including the book jesus the christ the publication program of the netherlands
at this time was geared to provide the text books for the various church programs
one year following their use in the english speaking areas of the church this
as you have probably observed in your reading of church publications has since
been improved to the point that the foreign speaking missions of the church
including the netherlands will receive the text material in the dutch language
in the same year that it is used in the english speaking areas of the church A
great number of the text books currently being used were translated and published
from 1962 to 1965

if I1 were to place emphasis on any one development that seems most important it
would be the growth and development which we observed in individuals who opened
their lives to receive the influence of the gospel this of course is an ongoingon
process

going
with the missionaries we also observed this influence in the lives of

many of the dutch people this is a development which is not measurable in
quantity but is truly significant in the life of the individual himself and the lives
of those whom he will influence this of course is a development which every
missionary and every mission president experiences

you inquire regarding my opinion of the future of the church in the netherlands
except for brief periods missionary work has been continuous in this area of the
world for more than 100 years during that period of time there have been
thousands of members immigrate to the united states to give strength to the church
in this country in the netherlands however the membership of the church remains
relatively small approximately 7 000 members if my memory serves me correctly
this seems indicative of what the future of the church will be in the netherlands
unless outside changes take place to influence the people and make them more
susceptible to accepting the gospel some influences are already in operation
which could affect the growth of the church in future years among these are the
fact that the church has relatively recently built temples and established stakes in
the european area and has encouraged and requested that the saints no longer
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immigrate to america despite these requests of the church leaders
immigration continues but has perhaps been somewhat curtailed A fact that
has adversely influenced the growth of the church is the fact that all too often
it is the more capable leaders of the church who have left and immigrated to
america

it is very possible that the changes taking place in other churches such as the
catholic church may result in the people of the netherlands becoming more open
minded to change and the acceptance of the gospel

in summary it is my opinion that there will be a slow but steady growth of the
church in the netherlands the rate of growth and the size which the church will
attain will be influenced by many factors including those mentioned above

you request my opinion regarding the effect that the stake has had on the mission
and the church members in holland one effect has been the development of
some but not yet enough strong stake leaders because the demands are many
and the workers are few an extreme amount of dedication has been required of
the leaders of the stake

in many instances the carrying out of the full church program in the wards has
been very difficult due to a lack of the depth of leadership necessary there has
had to be a great deal of doublingdoublingup of assignments

the establishment of the stake has increased the financial requirements of its
members each member has more in church assessments in order to sustain
the stake organization and activities and often has more costs of travel to attend
stake meetings

the above listed items lead me to believe that there is a greater spirit of sacrifice
necessary and being shown by many of the church members in holland as a result
of the establishment of the stake this is resulting in the building of great
individuals and at the same time is putting some others to the test who are not
willing to make the sacrifice and who fall into inactivity

the establishment of the stake has had many positive benefits for the members of
the mission they are able for example to receive patriarchal blessings
whereas most of them were not able to receive this blessing prior to the establish-
ment of the stake members of the missionemission and the stake have very frequent
contact with the general authorities of the church during the two and onehalfone
year

half
period of my first mission from 1956 to 1959 the people of the netherlands
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received only one visit by a general authority and that was elder elray L
christiansen with the establishment of the stake they have direct contact
with one or more members of the general authorities on an almost monthly
basis

the establishment of the stake has likewise resulted in more attention being
given to the translation and publication program of the church this has been
a longstandinglong needstanding and will greatly benefit the members of foreign speaking
missions including the netherlands

the establishment of the stake has likewise resulted in many of the programs of
the church being brought to the mission such as the home teaching program and
the family home evening program

keith I1 hope that these comments will be of benefit to you in answering your
questions I1 have tried to make an objective appraisal and give objective answers
if you should have any further questions or comments please feel free to write
to me

I1 remember very well the positive influence that you and your brother kent had
as you commenced your missionary activities in the netherlands I1 also remember
actingtradingtr in dan helder with either you or your brother when I1 was serving as a
second counselor to president sperry upon my return to the netherlands as
mission president I1 heard many positive reports regarding the work done by the
warner twins

in closing I1 want to wish you much success in the writing of your thesis and in
your work in the seminary program

sincerely

lv illarilltrfelty
don van slooten
director of financial affairs

ph
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ABSTRACT

the history of the netherlands mission 186119661861 tt1966 gives a

detailed account of the mormon beginnings in holland and attempts to

trace the development of missionary proselyting no attempt has been

made in this study to record a comprehensive chronological history

rather emphasis has been placed on beginnings and major historical

developments

this study includes an examination of the netherlands mission

records mission president and missionary journals and known printed

material related to the mormon church in holland the principal

source for informationinfo onmationnation the history of mormon activity in the

netherlands is the historianshistorian office of the church of jesus christ

of latterdaylatter saintsday in salt lake city mission records have been

collected and assembled there two large manuscripts netherlands

mission history 184119661841 and1966 netherlands mission quarterly

historical report 1920 to the present kept in large looseleafloose

folios

leaf

were useful because they contain eye witness accounts taken

from diaries journals letters and newspapers other informative

sources were early latterdaylatter saintday periodicals and taped interviews

with key eyewitnesseseye thewitnesses library of the historians office

contains copies of mormon literature published in dutch tracts

pamphlets periodicals and books the brigham young university
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also possesses several books and articles dealing with holland and

the netherlands mission

in 1861 two missionaries from america took the message of

mormonism to the netherlands they baptized thirty three converts

and established the first branch congregation of the church in

amsterdam

despite mob violence and opposition from the clergy civil

authorities and the press this aided the early missionaries in

extending their work of promulgating mormonism in that country

during the one hundred and five years of proselyting activity in

the netherlands 186119661861 46651966 missionaries served their church

in holland they baptized 143014307 converts 6529 of whom emigrated

during the nineteenth century latterdaylatter saintday missionaries

encouraged converts to gather to their zion in the rocky mountains

early in the turn of the century authorities in salt lake city dis-

couraged emigration and advised members in holland to remain there to

strengthen the branches and assist in the propagation of mormonism in

their native country however it was not until the middle of the

twentieth century that emigration effectively declined

the netherlands mission has contributed three firsts in the

development of the mormon church s 1 the first nonenglishnon tractenglish

published for the church issued by orson hyde in 1841 2 the first
nonenglishnon speakingenglish stake in the latterdaylatter saintday church established

in 1961 and 3 the first stakestakesshakea a regional administrative ecclesi-

astical

ea

organization

clesi

of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter day

stakea

couraged

stakeakes
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saints established on the european continent

this study also outlinesmt thelinee growth of the churehchurohchurek and missionary

organizationorganiatioiif the development and improvementImprove ofmentmontnent proselyting methods

and the progress of the churoyachurohaChu wildingrohsrohareha program in the netherlandshorlandsnetNot
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